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Abstract

The F-16XL-2 Supersonic Laminar Flow Control Flight Test Experiment was

part of the NASA High-Speed Research Program. The goal of the experiment was

to demonstrate extensive laminar flow, to validate computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) codes and design methodology, and to establish laminar flow control

design criteria. Topics include the flight test hardware and design, airplane mod-

ification, the pressure and suction distributions achieved, the laminar flow
achieved, and the data analysis and code correlation.

1. Introduction

The National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion (NASA) initiated a multiyear research program in

1990 to develop technologies for the High-Speed Civil

Transport (HSCT). The HSCT will carry 300 passen-

gers at a cruise speed of more than twice the speed

of sound (ref. 1). An illustration of a Technology

Concept Aircraft (TCA) which embodies key features

of the envisioned HSCT under study by Boeing

Commercial Airplane Group (BCAG) and McDonnell

Douglas Corporation (MDC) is presented in figure 1.
The HSCT will traverse the Atlantic or Pacific in less

than half the time of subsonic jets with a planned

ticket price less than 20 percent above comparable

subsonic travel prices. Projections call for a market
of over 500 HSCT's, which translates to about

140 000 critical skill new jobs and a $500 billion posi-
tive balance of trade for the United States; thus, the

economic stakes are very high (ref. 1).

A key technology that could have a large net aero-

dynamic performance benefit for the HSCT is super-

sonic laminar flow control (SLFC). Industry studies

(ref. 2) have shown that application of laminar flow

control (LFC) to a HSCT offers a reduction in takeoff

gross weight, mission fuel burn, aircraft skin tempera-

tures, emissions (smaller engines with less fuel burn),

and sonic boom. The risk associated with incorporat-

ing SLFC on the HSCT is high because there is a lim-

ited SLFC database, and the supersonic application

may offer additional challenges, compared to the sub-
sonic case.

A recent overview of LFC technology is presented

in reference 3. There were only a small number of

supersonic laminar flow flight test experiments prior

to this flight program. In the 1950's, a natural laminar

flow (NLF) experiment was performed on the outer

half of an F-104 wing. The wing was made smooth by

applying a thin layer of fiberglass epoxy. Laminar

flow was detected on the upper and lower surfaces at

Mach numbers of 1.2 and 2.0 (ref. 4). No pressure data

were measured, so stability code calibration using the

measured transition locations could not be performed.

Another NLF flight test was performed in the mid

1980's on an F-15 wing which had a glove installed

over the existing wing to smooth out irregularities

over a 4- ft wide span back to 30 percent chord (ref. 5).

The wing sweep was 45 ° and the Mach number varied
from 0.7 to 1.8. The transition data were correlated

with stability code calculations as noted in reference 5.

Another NLF flight test on an F-106 wing and vertical
tail (ref. 5) about the same time was not successful in

producing consistent laminar flow. Turbulence con-

tamination of the leading-edge attachment line and

strong cross flow near the leading edge were suspected

to be present in this test (refs. 3 and 5).

Prior to the NASA-Industry F-16XL-2 SLFC

experiment, Rockwell International and NASA per-

formed a cooperative SLFC flight experiment in the
late 1980's on the F-16XL-1 (refs. 6, 7, and 8). The

suction test article was configured as a glove that fit

over a segment of the existing left wing. Foam and

fiberglass fairings that blended the test article into the

basic wing (fig. 2) were also included. The suction

surface was laser-perforated titanium, and the test area

extended to about 25-percent chord nominally (about

7 ft streamwise). The span of the suction test article
was 3.4 ft. Pressure orifices were installed on the fair-

ings but not on the active suction panel. The design

point flight condition was Mach 1.6, o_ = 2.0 °, and

44 000 ft. The leading-edge radius was 0.25 in., mea-

sured normal to the 70 ° swept wing. At the design

point, Navier-Stokes solutions predicted that R 0 would

vary from 130 inboard to 150 outboard with design

suction levels applied (ref. 6). The R0's were never



calculated from the flight results because pressures

were not measured on the suction glove. Laminariza-

tion of the attachment line was easily achieved, and

laminar flow existed on the upper surface near the end

of the suction panel at some span locations (refs. 7

and 8). However, laminar flow was achieved at

slightly lower o_ and M, and at slightly higher altitude

than the design point conditions. Stability code calcu-

lations and N-factor correlations using the measured

transition data were not possible because there were

not enough pressure measurements on the test article

and there was insufficient fidelity in the suction-

flow measurements. The flight experiment on the

F- 16XL- 1 was successful in demonstrating the initial

feasibility of achieving SLFC on highly swept wings

and provided the confidence to move forward with a

more aggressive experiment.

Consequently, in 1990 a SLFC technology devel-

opment eflbrt was initiated as part of the NASA

High-Speed Research (HSR) program to provide the

technology base for determination of the feasibility of

SLFC for the HSCT. NASA structured the program to

ensure a coordinated NASA-industry team involve-

ment. Industry participation is crucial to ensure that

practical, relevant SLFC technology is developed and

validated and to ensure rapid transfer of technology

application. The program contained a mix of NASA

in-house and contracted tasks, including computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD) code development and

validation, ground testing in supersonic low-

disturbance facilities, and flight testing to accomplish

the program objectives.

The main focus of the SLFC program was the

flight demonstration of extensive LFC on the

F-16XL-2 highly swept wing at supersonic speeds.

The flight experiment was to address aerodynamic

feasibility and the enhancement of design methods.

The objectives of the flight test were

• To achieve 50- to 60-percent wing chord laminar

flow on a highly swept wing at supersonic speeds

• To validate CFD codes and design methodology for

supersonic laminar flow wings

• To establish initial LFC suction system design crite-

ria to allow industry to more accurately determine

benefits and integrate the concept into the HSCT

The modified test airplane used to pursue these objec-

tives is shown in figure 3. The large, dark area on the

left wing is a suction-panel glove that has been fitted

over the existing wing. The area surrounding the suc-

tion panel, the passive fairing, provides a smooth con-

tour transition from the panel to the existing airplane
surface.

This experiment included a broad range of

supporting eflbrts, including precursor flight tests,

wind tunnel tests, piloted simulations, computational

aerodynamics, hardware design, tooling, fabrication,

software application and development, modification of

the test airplane, and execution of the flight tests.

These tasks were carried out by a NASA-Industry

team consisting of

• NASA

• Langley Research Center

• Dryden Flight Research Center

• Industry

• Boeing Commercial Airplane Group

• McDonnell Douglas Corporation

• Rockwell Intemational

All parties contributed technical support and data anal-

ysis. LaRC provided the overall technical manage-

ment and the wind tunnel test data. Industry's

contributions included the design and fabrication of

the test hardware. Dryden Flight Research Center was

responsible for the installation and operation of all

flight hardware and for flight testing. The team

arrangement facilitated SLFC technology develop-

ment and ensured a rapid transfer of technology to

industry.

This paper focuses on the results of the F-16XL-2

SLFC flight test experiment and covers the entire

experiment. Much of the material presented here origi-

nated from informal internal documents or reports

available only to participants. This report first briefly

refers to the supporting research flights and wind

tunnel tests and then describes the design and fabrica-

tion of the suction panel and hardware. Next, the



instrumentation, flight test plan, database, and analysis

tools are presented. Finally, the results are presented

and followed by a discussion and concluding remarks.

2. Nomenclature

a

Cp

Cp .....

ACp

ACpr

C
q

C
qave

C

diam.

f

F-16XL-1

F- 16XL-2

gw

h

hs

L

LT

L/D

M

Nf o

N illax

N-factor

P

Pi

R
c

surface wave amplitude, in.

coefficient of pressure

maximum Cp value RCF

differential Cp across skin (Cp inside R k

suction panel minus Cp outside suction
panel) R/lt

Cp repeatability R 0

coefficient of suction

RO,Cq 0

average value of Cq for a region
R

chord, ft x

diameter s

frequency, Hz, cycles/sec Sh

F- 16XL airplane 1
S i

F- 16XL airplane 2

allowable surface tolerance gap, in. Sn

altitude, ft
Sp

allowable surface tolerance step As
height, in.

laminar ss

laminar with "turbulent" spikes T

lift-to-drag ratio t

Mach number TL

stationary cross-flow disturbance growth TR

maximum disturbance growth x

3

measure of boundary-layer disturbance

growth

surface pressure, psi or psf

internal pressure, psi or psf

Reynolds number based on mean aerody-
namic chord

cross-flow Reynolds number

suction hole roughness Reynolds number

unit Reynolds number per ft

Reynolds number based on momentum
thickness at attachment line

R 0 at zero suction on attachment line

Reynolds number based on chordwise
distance

surface distance along chord direction, in.

perforated hole spacing, in.

surface distance along inboard edge of

panel, in.

surface distance normal to leading

edge, in.

surface distance along span, in.

incremental s distance, in.

supersonic

turbulent

temperature

turbulent with "laminar" spikes

transitional

chordwise distance, in.



o_

A

Acronyms:

ARC

BCAG

BL

CAT

CBW

CF

CFD

DES

DFRC

ESP

FDAS

FIPS

FM

FS

HF

HLFC

HSCT

HSR

HTC

ID

angleof attack,deg

angleof sideslip,deg

wavelength,in.

wingsweep,deg

AmesResearchCenter

BoeingCommercialAirplaneGroup

buttockline,in. fromairplanecenterline

computer-aidedtheodelite

constantbandwidth,Hz

crossflow

computationalfluiddynamics

DataEncryptionStandard

DrydenFlightResearchCenter

electronicallyscannedpressuresensor

FlightDataAccessSystem

FederalInformationProcessingStandards

frequencymodulation

fuselagestation,in.alongfuselage
direction

hotfilm

hybridlaminarflowcontrol

High-SpeedCivil Transport

High-SpeedResearch

HighTechnologyCorporation

identification

LaRC

LERD

LFC

MDC

NLF

OD

PCM

RTB

SLFC

TC

TCA

TS

LangleyResearchCenter

limitedexclusiverightsdata

laminarflowcontrol

McDonnellDouglasCorporation

naturallaminarflow

outsidediameter

pulsecodemodulated

returntobase

supersoniclaminarflowcontrol

turbocompressor

TechnologyConceptAircraft

Tollmien-Schlichting

CFDcodeacronyms:

BL3D 3-dimensionalboundarylayercode

CDISC constraineddirectiterativesurfacecurva-
turecode

CFL3D 3-dimensionalReynolds-averagedthin-
layerNavier-Stokescode

eMalik3d 3-dimensionallinearstabilitycode

FT2SA flight-to-stabilityanalysisdatareduction
programdevelopedbyMDC

PSE parabolizedstabilityequations(code)

TLNS3D 3-dimensionaltime-dependentthin-layer
NavierStokescode

Prefixesfor hot-filmidentification:

AFTHF afthotfilm

APHF apexhotfilm



CCHF codecalibrationhotfilm

IBHF inboardhotfilm

LEHF leading-edgehotfilm

LSHF lowersurfacehotfilm

OBHF outboardhotfilm

RFHF rooftophotfilm

R HF rooftophotfilm (aregionnumberfollows
theR)

SJHF splicejoint hotfilm

TRHF triphotfilm

3. Research Aircraft

The F-16XL-2 was chosen for supersonic laminar

flow control (SLFC) testing because it has a highly

swept cranked wing planform that closely resembles

the High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) configura-

tions proposed by industry (fig. 4). The inboard sec-

tion of the wing is swept 70 °, while the outboard

section is swept 50 °. The obvious difference in size

between the F-16XL-2 and the proposed HSCT con-

figuration raises questions regarding Reynolds number

effects that are beyond the scope of this experiment.

The F-16XL-2 (see photograph in fig. 5) was a proto-

type multirole fighter airplane produced by General

Dynamics (now Lockheed Martin Corporation) for

United States Air Force evaluation in the early 1980's

(ref. 9). In addition to the planform similarity and the

availability of the airplane, this airplane is an attrac-

tive SLFC test bed because it is capable of sustaining

speeds up to Mach 2 at altitudes up to 55 000 ft. The

F-16XL-2 has a two-seat cockpit and a General

Electric Fl10-GE-129 engine rated at 29000 lb of

thrust. This higher performance engine requires a

large normal shock inlet, which is also found on regu-

lar F-16's with the same Fl10-GE-129 engine. Two
F-16XL's were built, and both are on loan from the

United States Air Force to NASA. The second aircraft,

the F-16XL-1 used in the NASA/Rockwell flight

experiment (fig. 2), has a single place cockpit and

a Pratt and Whitney 100-PW-100 engine rated at
23 830 lb of thrust. The F-16XL-1 inlet is smaller than

the one used on the F-16XL-2. Both vehicles have the

same overall dimensions, a length of 54.2 ft, a wing-

span of 34.3 ft, and a height, at vertical tail, of 17.7 ft.

The double delta cranked-arrow wing has approxi-

mately twice the wing area of the standard F-16 and is

constructed of graphite polyimede composite skins
with an aluminum substructure.

3.1. Aircraft Configuration

The modified F-16XL-2 test aircraft is shown in

figure 3. The right side leading-edge passive glove

(refs. 7, 10, and 11) was installed and tested before the

left side as a precursor test that included the verifica-

tion of the leading-edge region design. The suction

test panel and related suction system components were

installed over the left wing and in portions of the fuse-

lage. This installation included instrumentation, power

supplies, signal conditioning units, cables, wiring, suc-

tion ducting and plenum, suction control valves and

flowmeters, a turbocompressor, an apex extension,

and passive fairings. A schematic of the modified

airplane planform, with major features labeled, is

shown in figure 6. The perforated titanium suction

panel was positioned near the center of the 70 ° swept

left wing. The suction panel was 17 ft long along the

leading edge and extended back to 60-percent chord.

A frontal ground view of the modified airplane shown

in figure 7 clearly shows the asymmetry of the

configuration.

3.2. F-16XL-2 Specific Flow-Field Features

Designers knew in advance that the presence of

certain F-16XL-2 specific flow-field disturbances

could alter the pressure distribution on the suction

panel and affect the ability to achieve extensive span-
wise and chordwise laminar flow. A BCAG Euler

solution showing the isobar contours on the upper sur-

face of the modified wing is given in figure 8. The

three major sources of concern were the canopy wind-

shield shock, the canopy-closure shock, and the engine

inlet-shock system (not apparent in fig. 8). The canopy

windshield shock intersected the leading edge in the

area of buttock line (BL) 30 to 35. The test article

began at BL 41.5; therefore, the windshield shock

could not reach the panel and adversely affect the

potential for achieving laminar flow. The engine inlet-

shock system and the canopy-closure shock are dis-
cussed in subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.



Thesedisturbancesare relateddirectly to the
F-16XL-2testaircraftandthereforearenotissuesfor
a HSCTdesignedto takeadvantageof LFC. The
HSCTwouldhaveto bedesignedto ensurethatfea-
turesonthefuselage,suchaswindows,aresmoothly
blendedto avoidgenerationof shocksacrossthewing.
Theengineinletson theproposedHSCTarebehind
thepotentiallaminarizedareasothatshocksoriginat-
ingfromtheinletswouldnotinfluenceachievementof
laminarflow.

3.2.1. Inlet-Shock System and Shock Fences

The engine inlet-shock system was a concern

which arose in the early preliminary design. Figure 9

shows a schematic of the inlet-shock system along

with the disturbances from the canopy on the upper

surface° The inlet-shock system propagates across the

lower surface of the wing, and in crossing the leading

edge near midspan, disturbs the pressure distribution
and alters the attachment-line flow. This flow distur-

bance could cause premature transition of the laminar

attachment line and adversely affect the extent of lam-

inar flow achievable on the upper surface outboard of

the shock crossing. BCAG, responsible for the aerody-

namic design of the suction panel and fairings, sug-

gested that the inlet shock could be blocked by the

installation of a shock fence on the lower surface. Fig-

ure 9 schematically illustrates a shock fence installed
on the lower surface. Numerous CFD iterations and

results from supporting flight and wind tunnel tests

guided the design of a baseline and backup shock
fence.

3.2.2. Canopy-Closure Shock

Due to the three-dimensional geometry of the can-

opy, the flow over the canopy expands as the canopy

profile extends into the fuselage contour. At the end of

the expansion, a "closure" shock results, as shown in

figures 8 and 9. This shock traverses across the wings

and therefore was a factor in the design of the suction

panel because the shock likely would cause a loss of

laminar flow. The panel was designed so that only the

rear of the suction panel is intersected by the shock, at

about 50 to 55 percent chord at midspan. In addition,
the suction in this area was tailored to contend with

this disturbance by providing a separate suction region

and elevated suction level capabilities.

4. Supporting Research Flight and
Wind Tunnel Tests

The SLFC program consisted of several support-

ing elements: experiments in low-disturbance level

supersonic tunnels, testing of a 1/15 scale wind tunnel

model of the modified configuration, and precursor

flight tests of the F-16XL-2 aircraft. The goal of these

program elements was to reduce risk, add value to the

final experiment design, and satisfy safety of flight

concerns inherent to the highly asymmetric test

configuration.

4.1. Passive-Glove Tests

The leading-edge passive glove (no suction) on

the right wing shown in figure 10 was designed to pro-

vide attachment-line stability criteria for leading-edge

flows that are characteristic of the leading-edge radius

and shape expected to be used on the large suction

experiment. Five rows of flush pressure orifices in the

foam-fiberglass glove measured the Cp profiles. Sur-
face hot films were used to determine transition loca-

tion along the leading edge. Data were also collected

to address other concerns related to the final design.

These concerns included measurement of the canopy-

closure shock location on the upper surface, evalua-

tion of the effectiveness of a preliminary shock-fence

design suggested by BCAG, and evaluation of several

leading-edge turbulence diverters.

To determine in-flight the position of the canopy-

closure shock, two rows of pressure belts were

installed on the F-16XL-2 upper wing surface in the

vicinity of the shock location predicted by the Euler
results. The measured shock location was about 5 per-

cent chord forward of the predicted value (ref. 10),

thereby raising the confidence that the canopy-closure
shock would not limit achievement of extensive lami-

nar flow.

To assess the effectiveness of a preliminary shock

fence in blocking the inlet-shock system, a 10-in. high

fence with a 60 ° swept leading edge was fabricated

and installed on the right wing at BL 45. The fence

was secured to the lower surface by using existing

missile attachment points. The fence and its relation-

ship to the engine inlet, inlet diverter, and the passive

glove is shown in figures ll(a) and ll(b). The inlet

diverter is a wedge-shaped structure that prevents the



fuselageboundarylayerfromenteringtheengineinlet
(fig. 1l(a)). Fiverowsof flushstaticpressureorifices
positionedon the passive-gloveleading-edgeupper
andlowersurfaceswereusedto evaluatetheshock-
fenceeffectivenessin theleading-edgeregion.Onthe
remainingpartof the lower surface,pressurebelts
measuredthelocationof theshocksystemanddeter-
minedtheeffectivenessof theshockfence.Thisshock
fencereducedthestrengthof the inlet-shocksystem
pressuredisturbances(ref. 10)but did not entirely
eliminateits influence.An EulercodeCFL3Dwitha
detailedgrid modelof the F-16XL-2(assuminga
flow-throughinlet condition)wasmodifiedwith the
shock-fencegeometryandcomparedtotheflightdata.
Figure12showsthatthereis verygoodcomparison
betweenflight dataandCFDwith thefenceon and
oft.Thispredictioncapabilityinstilledconfidencethat
animprovedfencecouldbedesignedwithCFDforthe
largesuctionglove.CFDanalysisof variousshock-
fenceconfigurationswasusedto designa baseline
fence(fence1)which,basedon themodelused,was
effective.

To achievelaminarflow on theupperor lower
surfaceof anywing,it is first essentialto establisha
laminarattachment-lineboundarylayerflow. Estab-
lishingthis flow requirescarefuldesignin orderto
preventturbulencefromthefuselageboundarylayer
fromtravelingalongthewingleadingedgeandcon-
taminatingtheentirewing(refs.12through14).The
R 0 is a key parameter for characterizing the state of
the attachment-line flow and for determining whether
the attachment line will be laminar or turbulent

(refs. 12 through 14). For a wing with moderate-to-

high sweep and large leading-edge radius (R 0
increases with leading-edge radius), fuselage turbu-

lence will contaminate the leading edge and spread

over the entire wing. For values of R 0 below about 90
to 100 in subsonic flow, turbulent eddies decay along

the leading edge, and turbulence is swept rearward

over the wing (refs. 12 through 15). For larger R0, a
passive or active (suction patch) concept is required to

remove the oncoming turbulent attachment-line

boundary layer and to establish a new laminar bound-

ary layer. Once a new laminar boundary layer is estab-

lished on a smooth leading edge, the allowable R 0
(N240) is much higher (refs. 12 through 14). For

R 0 > 240, small amplitude disturbances amplify. The
sharp leading-edge "S" shape blend found inboard on

the basic F-16XL-2 wing-fuselage juncture region

(fig. 10), which was retained for the passive glove,

served as a natural turbulence diverter. For the SLFC

suction-panel experiment, the large-radius leading

edge was extended at a constant 70 ° leading-edge

sweep into the fuselage (fig. 3), which is more repre-

sentative of a HSCT wing. This modification required

that a method of removing the turbulence along the

leading edge be included in the final configuration.

Several passive turbulence diverters were designed

and tested. The best performing concept was a stream-

wise slot which was selected and used for the present

experiment.

4.2. Supersonic Low-Disturbance Quiet Tunnel

Flow Physics Research

Research experiments were conducted in low-

disturbance quiet supersonic tunnels (refs. 3 and 16) at

LaRC and ARC. These experiments on swept cylin-

ders and highly swept wing bodies concentrated on

improved understanding of leading-edge flow physics

and calibration of LFC design tools. Stability calcula-

tions for the flow over the swept wing bodies were

performed, and correlations with measured transition
locations were conducted. Both suction and nonsuc-

tion models were evaluated. These results added to the

database for LFC prediction methodology, even

though the results were not available in time to influ-

ence the design of the F-16XL-2 suction panel. Dis-

cussion of these experiments can be found in
references 3 and 16.

4.3. Transonic and Supersonic Wind Tunnel
Tests

The modified planform of the F-16XL-2 raised

safety of flight concerns due to possible excessive

pitchup and directional control characteristics result-

ing from the asymmetric configuration. If the aircraft

control surfaces could not trim out these asymmetric
forces and moments, severe restrictions would have to

be placed on the operational envelope, jeopardizing

the program objectives. LaRC conducted transonic

tests in the Langley 8-Foot Transonic Pressure Tunnel

and supersonic wind tunnel tests in the Langley

Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel with a 1/15 scale F-16XL-2

model to obtain the required force and moment data. A

photograph of the model, with the modified wing and

fence in place, is shown installed in the Langley Uni-

tary Tunnel in figure 13. The Lockheed Martin Corpo-
ration lent NASA the unmodified baseline model.



Both the gloved and baseline wing were tested for the

purpose of comparing the stability and control of the

two configurations.

The objectives of the tests were

• To determine stability and control characteristics of

the modified aircraft

• To obtain force and moment coefficients to allow

DFRC to upgrade an existing simulator model

• To verify design codes with measured surface

pressures

• To determine effectiveness of the baseline shock

fence in minimizing the effect of the inlet-diverter

shock on leading-edge pressures

The model and instrumentation are schematically

represented in figure 14. Provisions were made for

installing the scaled flight-test baseline fence at BL

65, which was the span station planned in the flight

tests. This fence, referred to as fence 1, was 20 in. high

full scale_ouble the height of the fence evaluated in

the supporting flight tests described earlier (fig. 11).

The fence leading-edge sweep was 60 ° in both cases.

An Euler solution predicted this fence would provide

adequate blockage. Note that the model inlet did not

simulate flight condition mass flows. Measured

surface pressures at the design condition of M = 1.9

and o_ = 3.3 °, with and without the fence, are presented

in figure 15. The CFD prediction for the fence-

installed condition is shown for comparison. At the

inboard measuring station, there is good agreement

with the Euler solution up to the canopy-closure
shock. The fence had no measurable influence on

these pressures except perhaps at the first leading-edge

orifice. The leading-edge pressures outboard of the

fence were overexpanded, resulting in a pressure peak.

With the fence installed, the leading-edge pressure

peak was evident but less severe (fig. 15). The com-

parison of the Euler results at the outboard station

showed poor agreement in the leading-edge region but

improved further rearward. The inability of the Euler

code and the wind tunnel experiment to model the

inlet mass flow may have contributed significantly to

the disagreement in the leading-edge pressure profile.

The Euler code assumed that all the oncoming mass of

airflow passed through the inlet. The wind tunnel
model inlet blocked an unknown volume of air and

resulted in a standoff shock in front of the inlet.

Another contributing factor could have been the preci-

sion of the model geometry in the leading edge and, in

general, the wing contour. The preliminary fence that

was flight tested with the passive glove and the corre-

sponding Euler prediction were in reasonable correla-

tion (fig. 12), yet the Langley Unitary Plan Wind

Tunnel data indicated that the larger fence was not as

effective. The inability of the fence to adequately

block the shock in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind

Tunnel tests led to a revised design (fence 2) before

flight testing began. Fence 2 was to be used as a

backup if required. A comparison of fence 1 and

fence 2 geometry is shown in figure 16. Fence 1 had a

round leading edge and was swept 60 °, but fence 2

was sharp, with only a 10 ° sweep. Fence 2 provided

more blockage, as is evident in figure 16. Each fence

had to be analyzed by DFRC for imposed load, stabil-

ity and control, and handling quality concerns. It is

doubtful that a fence larger than fence 2 could have

been used. It is generally agreed that the shock from
the inlet face rather than the diverter is the dominant

source of the pressure disturbance. The strength of the

inlet shock is dependent on engine mass-flow require-

ments at each flight condition; for example, shock

strength depends on altitude, Mach number, and flee-

stream temperature. The inlet shock was not modeled

during the design of the shock fences. A CFD code

with the capability to include inlet mass-flow model-

ing was beyond the scope of the project and would

have required details on engine performance, inlet

spillage, and flow specifications not available in the

design process time period.

The canopy-closure shock location measured

in the wind tunnel test, which can be seen at the

inboard measuring station (fig. 15), occurs consider-

ably sooner (about 11 percent chord difference) than

predicted by CFD. This result was in slight disagree-

ment with flight data taken with the passive glove,

which showed that the measured shock recovery posi-

tion occurred about 5 percent chord further upstream

than CFD prediction on the baseline unmodified

F-16XL-2 wing (ref. 10). The viscous effects of flight

and the wind tunnel would be expected to result in an

earlier shock position, as compared to an Euler invis-

cid solution. The fidelity of the wind tunnel model

overall geometry compared to the actual F-16XL-2

was not known, and geometry deviations in the upper

surface and particularly the canopy shape could be

partly responsible for the different results between



wind tunnel and flight. It was shown in the Langley

Unitary Plan Tunnel that using small nose-right side-

slip (negative [3), would delay the canopy-closure

shock position without altering the basic Cp shape.
Thus, introduction of small negative [3 to move the

canopy-closure shock rearward remained an option for

flight if the shock prevented achieving extensive lami-
nar flow.

DFRC used the incremental aerodynamic coeffi-
cients between the baseline F-16XL-2 and the

modified configuration derived from the transonic and

supersonic wind tunnel data to refine an existing

F-16XL-2 simulator model. DFRC test pilots assigned

to the flight test program performed piloted simula-

tions of the modified aircraft to evaluate the handling

qualities, safety, and performance of the configuration.

The improved F-16XL-2 simulator model with asym-

metric characteristics indicated there would be no sig-

nificant adverse effect on handling qualities. The

flight characteristics of the modified F-16XL-2 com-

pared well with the simulator predictions.

5. Design and Fabrication of Suction

Panel and System Hardware

5.1. Design Criteria, Requirements, and

Specifications

Achievement of a successful laminar flow experi-

ment required careful attention to the specification and

control of the final hardware product, especially the

outer test surface. The existing database for waviness,

steps, gaps, and roughness developed and used in sub-

sonic laminar flow experiments was used in this

experiment in the absence of a supersonic flow data-

base. Previous high subsonic laminar flow flight tests

had transonic-supersonic flow over the wing upper

surface where laminar flow was achieved, showing

that the existing criteria were valid for locally super-

sonic flow. References 3 and 17 provide a review of

laminar flow smoothness, waviness, steps and gaps,

and other criteria compiled from previous experi-

ments. Where possible, more stringent criteria were

exercised in this experiment.

5.1.1. Aerodynamic Contour Tolerance

To ensure achievement of the design surface pres-

sures on the final finished part, the tolerances on the

suction panel contour shape were _+0.020-in. deviation

from design in the leading-edge region, back to

s n = 4 in. For the aft portion of the suction panel,

after sn = 4 in., the tolerances were relaxed to
_+0.050 in. These tolerances were derived from Euler

calculations wherein the panel contour was perturbed

by these levels and no change in calculated Cp was
observed.

5.1.2. Surface Imperfections

To obtain laminar flow, surface tolerances must

meet specifications for waves, steps, gaps, and rough-

ness heights. The specifications successfully used for

previous LFC flight tests are discussed in references 3
and 17. The correlations dictate maximum allowable

surface wavelengths and heights, steps and gaps, and

three-dimensional roughness values based on flight
and wind tunnel databases. The criteria are based on

high subsonic flows and have been used successfully

in high subsonic and recent supersonic (refs. 5, 7, 8,

and 10) flight experiments.

Surface waviness. Multiple surface waves with crests

parallel to the span cannot exceed 0.007-in. total

amplitude for a wavelength of 12 in., as shown in fig-

ure 17. The curve in figure 17 was calculated by using

an expression for wave amplitude from reference 17

and the conditions for this experiment, as noted in the

figure. For wavelengths of 2 in., the allowable total

amplitude is 0.003 in. As noted in the figure, the

allowable wave amplitude is triple these values for a

single wave. Chordwise waves are less restrictive,

with double the permissible amplitudes shown in

figure 17.

Steps and gaps. Criteria for two-dimensional surface

discontinuities are inversely proportional to the unit

Reynolds number and are as follows:

• Step height, h s

Forward facing: h s <_1800/R/ft

Aft-facing: h s <_1/2 of forward facing step height

• Gap width, gw

For flow across: gw < 15 O00/R/ft



For flow parallel to: gw < 1/7 of gap width for
flow across gap

Aft-facing steps are more restrictive than forward-

facing steps, and flow along a gap should be avoided

where possible. The accepted values for steps and

gaps used in this experiment during fabrication and

assembly were conservative in comparison to those

calculated from the expressions presented above. The

forward-facing step height limit was set at 0.003 in.

(0.010 in. is given by the previous expression for hs)
and the aft-facing step height limit was set at 0.001 in.

(0.005 in. is given by the previous expression for hs).
The gap-width limit (flow across) was set at 0.025 in.

(0.080 in. is given by the previous expression for gw )"
The design point unit Reynolds number of 2.25 × 106
was used for these calculations.

Three-dimensional roughness elements were

avoided by the nature of the panel design. The perfo-
rated titanium skin was formed in two continuous

sheets joined at one seam, eliminating the need for

rivets or other sources of roughness. Insect residue

was the only source of three-dimensional roughness,

and the occasional insect impact was measured and

documented as standard procedure. Reference 17 pre-

sents allowable values for roughness elements.

5.1.3. Porosity

The porosity of the suction surface depends on the

diameter of the holes and their relative spacing. The
nominal diameter of the laser-drilled holes was

0.0025 in. for the entire panel. Therefore, the porosity

was varied by changing the spacing only. The porosity

goal for the perforated skin was to have a mean poros-

ity in each suction region within _+5 percent of the

design level (see section 5.2 for design Cq levels).

5.1.4. Suction Discontinuities

Suction discontinuities are unavoidable due to

structural supports, compartment boundaries, and

instrumention in the test panel. Nonsuction areas will

result wherever structures are bonded to the perforated

skin. These regions of discontinuous suction are

unfavorable from the point of boundary layer stability

and therefore were made as small as practical. The

leading-edge region is the most critical with respect to
discontinuities in suction because cross-flow distur-

bances are growing at high rates in this area. For this

area, the design specification was to block a width of

no more than 0.2 in. (including an adhesive blockage

of about 0.05 to 0.10 in.). For pressure taps, the allow-

able blockage area was specified to be no more than

0.06 in. in diameter, including adhesive. Nonsuction

areas on the upper surface, where stingers existed
underneath the titanium skin, were allowed to be much

larger. The width of the stringers was specified to be

less than or equal to 0.6 in., including adhesive.

Boundary layer stability calculations were used to aid
in the definition of the allowable discontinuities.

Structural details can be found in section 5.3.

5.2. Aerodynamic Design

The glove contour and suction distribution were

designed to provide a favorable environment for

obtaining a robust SLFC database. The operating

envelope of the unmodified F- 16XL-2 is shown in fig-

ure 18. The operating envelope was bounded by flutter

limits (which had to be verified for the modified con-

figuration in the initial flights), structural dynamic

pressure limits, and engine thrust-aircraft drag perfor-

mance limits. A design point of M = 1.9 and 50 000 ft
was selected as feasible for the modified F-16XL-2. A

slightly higher M and altitude may be achievable,

depending on the drag and engine performance of the

modified configuration. The R/lt at the design condi-
tion was 2.25 × 106, but theR/ft was dependent on the

local temperature at altitude for a given flight.

Because the suction panel was designed as a glove

to fit over the F-16XL-2 wing, clearance constraints to

allow for suction ducting, installation hardware,

instrumentation, and access produced additional

design contour challenges. The foam and fiberglass

passive glove area surrounding the suction panel was

necessary to blend the test panel contour smoothly into

the basic wing shape and was an integral part of the

overall designed contour. The design pressure distri-

bution is shown as surface isobar and pressure coeffi-

cient profiles in figure 19. BCAG designed the SLFC

suction panel and fairing geometry by using a Con-

strained Direct Iterative Surface Curvature (CDISC)

inverse design method developed by LaRC (ref. 18),

coupled with a three-dimensional thin-layer Navier
Stokes (TLNS3D) flow solver (ref. 19). As shown in

figure 19, Cp profiles were designed with a steep
leading-edge acceleration to the rooftop, followed by a
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gradualfavorablepressuregradientback to the
canopy-closureshocklocation.Thesteepacceleration
allows rapid progressionthrough the cross-flow
region.A regionof gradualfavorablepressuregradi-
entis knowntobestabilizingto Tollmien-Schlichting
(TS)disturbances(ref.3). Theindividualstreamwise
pressuredistributionscollapsedto a commonlevel
acrossthe span.A very critical aspectof the Cp
design was the absence of spanwise gradients, and

therefore nearly unswept isobars existed on the upper

surface of the suction panel at the design o_, as shown

in figure 19.

Extensive oft-design calculations were performed

by BCAG to determine the sensitivity of the suction

panel Cp to o_ and Mach number variations. The
effect of o_ at M = 1.9 on the isobar pattern is illus-

trated in figure 20 for two angles of attack below and

two above the design o_ of 3.3 °. As o_ is decreased

below the design value, the isobars increase in sweep

outboard, and the acceleration of the leading-edge

flow to the upper surface is slowed. This increase in

sweep produces undesirable cross-flow disturbance

growth on the upper surface. Above the design o_ of

3.3 °, the flow acceleration in the leading-edge region

is steeper, resulting in an overexpansion of the

leading-edge pressures. Also, a reverse isobar sweep,

which increases cross-flow (CF) growth, is evident on

the upper surface.

The influence of off-design Mach number on the

design pressure distribution is illustrated in figure 21.

Calculations were made only for Mach numbers below

the design point at M = 1.8 and M = 1.7. The isobars

for M = 1.8 and M = 1.7, at the design o_of 3.3 °, show

reverse inboard sweeping of the isobars and peaks in

the leading-edge pressures, as compared to the design

point of M = 1.9. This result is similar to the effect of

higher than design o_(fig. 20). The lower Mach num-

bers also result in the canopy-closure shock occurring
at earlier chord locations on the rear of the suction

panel.

The design pressure distribution is conducive to

obtaining laminar flow but not sufficient in itself for

extensive laminar flow on a highly swept wing. Suc-

tion is also required to maintain laminar flow on the

test article. The design suction distribution (Cq)
was targeted to provide a flexible range of suction lev-

els on the panel. The design was based on an N-factor

range of 4 to 12, as derived from linear boundary

layer stability theory calculations performed by

BCAG using the eMalik3d code (Malik, M.R.:
eMalik3d: An eN Code for Three-Dimensional Flow

Over Finite-Swept Wings, High Technology Report

No. HTC-9502, April 1995). The criteria for establish-

ing the upper or maximum and lower or minimum lev-

els of suction were based on flight and wind tunnel

transition data which had been correlated with stability

analysis. Results presented in references 5, 20, and 21

provided confidence that the N-factors selected were

conservative, based on existing experience. The super-
sonic attachment line results from references 6

through 8 and the unpublished findings from the pas-

sive glove-supporting flight tests provided guidance

for selection of the R0's as shown in the following

description:

Maximum suction

Highest rationally required from boundary

layer stability standpoint (ensure laminar

flow based on previous experience)

• R o = 140 on attachment line

• Envelope method (CF and TS disturbances)

N-factor = 6 for nonstationary TS waves

N-factor = 4 for stationary CF waves

(frequency = zero)

Minimum suction

• Lowest for which laminar flow is possible

with no outflow (natural venting)

• R o = 200 on attachment line

• Constant wavelength method

N-factor = 10 for stationary CF waves

N-factor = 12 for nonstationary TS waves

Calculations of N-factors at four BL stations on

the suction panel for the stationary (f = 0) and non-

stationary (up to 6 kHz) disturbance waves (to deter-

mine the upper level suction) are shown in figure 22.
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Asindicated,thedisturbancegrowthfor thestationary
wavesis containedwellbelowanN-factor of 4, while

the nonstationary disturbances do not grow beyond an

N-factor of 6. Similar calculations were performed to

assure that the minimum suction resulted in growth

rates to the levels specified.

The design point Cq upper and lower range val-
ues are presented in figure 23 for 6 BL stations across

the suction panel. A cross section of the suction panel

is also shown for clarification. The high levels of suc-

tion are confined to the three leading-edge flutes,

1 through 3, while the upper surface, or rooftop, has a

low threshold level. The upper suction level in flute 1

is driven by the suction flow needed to lower R 0 on the
attachment line to 140 (i.e., to ensure a laminar attach-

ment line). Flutes 2 and 3, the suction ramp in the Cq
plot, provide the suction flow needed to control

leading-edge cross flow. The relatively constant

threshold level of suction on the rooftop is required to
control TS wave growth.

surface of the panel was a 0.040-in. thick titanium skin
with over 12 x 106 laser-drilled holes. The upper sur-

face structure (see cross-section Y-Y of fig. 24) con-
sisted of the outer titanium skin and an inner

nonperforated titanium skin separated by aluminum

stringers that were spaced at 1.6-in. intervals, mea-

sured normal to the leading edge. The upper surface

sandwich panel was 0.6 in. thick. Limitations on the

size of skins that could be laser-drilled required that

the titanium skins (upper and lower) be made from

two pieces, resulting in a splice joint in the test area.

The spliced region resulted in a nonsuction length of

2.1 in. measured normal to the leading edge (fig. 24).

The perforated suction holes in the titanium skin were

nominally 0.0025 in. in diameter with spacing varying

methodically from 0.010 in. to 0.055 in., depending on

local suction rate requirements. The holes are tapered,
with the exit diameter (on the suction side) about dou-

ble the entrance diameter. The taper ensures that small

particles ingested into the holes pass through and do

not obstruct the flow through the hole.

5.3. Structural and Suction System Design

Given the definition of the desired suction distri-

bution for the test article, the suction system was

designed to achieve this distribution as closely as pos-

sible. For instrumentation, physical size constraints in

the leading-edge flutes were key in determining their

number and configuration. Additional parameters that

influenced aspects of the design were the pressure

losses across the skin, through the collector ducts to

the plenum, and in the ducting leading to the tur-

bocompressor. The number and orientation of the indi-

vidual suction regions varied during the preliminary

design process, during which mass flows, pressure

losses, and suction ducting sizes evolved to meet the

constraints and space available. The final panel layout

is presented in figure 24. The panel had 20 individu-

ally controlled suction regions: 7 on the upper surface

and 13 in the leading-edge region. Flutes 1, 2, and 3

traversed the entire leading-edge length and were

compartmentalized into suction regions 1 to 13 by par-

titions and dams. Suction region 1, the suction patch,

was formed at the panel apex. The suction patch was

designed to provide sufficient suction flow to relami-

narize the turbulent attachment-line boundary layer in

the event the passive slot turbulence diverter did not

function properly (see section 5.4 for a discussion on

the suction patch and turbulence diverter). The outer

Details of the leading-edge dams and partitions

which form the suction regions are illustrated in

figure 25 with the external titanium skin removed for

clarity. Pressure orifice locations for measurement of

internal region static pressures are also shown. The

dams and partitions are constructed of fiberglass

epoxy composite materials. The suction deadbands

due to the partitions and dams were specified not to
exceed 0.20 in. across to minimize the suction discon-

tinuities. The first two stringers on the upper surface

are also shown, along with flow blockers between the

stringers, which define the boundaries of the individ-

ual upper surface suction regions. An enhanced view

of the stringers is presented in figure 26, which illus-

trates the circular openings in the stringer webs that
allow communication and collection of the airflow

within a given region. The first stringer on the upper

surface was solid in order to seal off the leading-edge

section from the upper surface. The airflow collected

in the upper surface regions passed through a set of

holes in the lower titanium skin into their respective

collector duct underneath (fig. 27). Note that there are
seven sets of holes in the lower skin, one set for each

of the upper surface suction regions. The entrances for

the flute 3 region collector ducts (4) are also illustrated

in figure 27. The inboard leading-edge region, which

contained the suction patch and the beginning of the

suction compartments for flutes 1, 2, and 3 had limited

space due to the high sweep. The structural elements
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in thisapexregion(fig.28)weremachinedaluminum,
insteadof a bondedstructure,to allow precise
assembly.

The entire suctionpaneland substructurewas
mountedovertheexistingwing,resultingin athicker
glovedwing(fig. 29).An accesspanelon thelower
surfaceof the leadingedgeallowedaccessto critical
componentsin the spaceforward of the original
F-16XL-2frontspar.Thepanelextendedabout12in.
upstreamof theoriginalleadingedge.Bondedto the
lower surfaceof the suctionpanelwerealuminum
structuralribs that providedpanel stiffnessand a
meansfor securelyattachingthestructureto theexist-
ingwing.Figure30showstheribs(shadedfor clarity)
andcollectorchannelsonthesuction-panelunderside
(theuppersandwichstructureof thepanelhasbeen
removedto revealtheundersidedetails).Thefasten-
ing of the suctionpanelto theF-16XL-2wing was
accomplishedby first bonding35 attachmentpads
withhooksto theF-16XL-2wing.Eachpad-hookhad
a complementarytonguethat was locatedon the
suction-panelribs.Thesuctionpanelwasattachedto
the wing by simultaneouslymatingall hooksand
tonguesat once,resultingin a precisefit. Figure31
illustratestheshapeof a typicalrib andprovidesa
crosssection,whichshowsthesuctionpanel,rib, and
hookandpadarrangement.A close-upof thetongue,
andthehookandpadarrangementis alsoshown.An
apexregioninboardof thesuctionpanelwasrequired
to providesuction-panelstructuralsupportand to
continuethe cantileveredstructureinward to the
F-16XL-2fuselage.Thisapexstructure(fig. 32)con-
sistedof an inboardsuction-panelclose-outrib and
sevenapex frameswhich attacheddirectly to the
F-16XL-2fuselagestructure.

The suction systembeyondthe suction-panel
sandwichstructureconsistedof20individualcollector
ducts(onefor eachindependentregion),20individual
mass-flowsensorsandcontrolvalves,acommonple-
num,onemastercontrolvalve,anda turbocompres-
sor. The turbocompressorturbinewas driven by
enginebleedair, whichallowedthe compressorto
providethelow-pressuresourcefor thesuctionsys-
tem.Exhaustfrom the compressorandturbinewas
dumpedoverboardon theright sideof theaircraft,
awayfrom the suctionpanel.The turbocompressor
wasoriginallydesignedasanauxiliarypowerunit on
the BoeingB-707 andwasmodifiedfor the flow

requirementsof thisexperiment.A planformlayoutof
the collection and routing systemis shown in
figure33.Accessspacewasalargefactorin thecon-
figurationof thecollectorchannels.Thefirst twoand
thelast two collectorchannelswerehighlycurved,
and the remaining16 were relatively short and
straight.Tominimizepressurelossesandpreventgen-
erationof high internalnoiselevelsthat couldfeed
upstreamandpossiblydisturblaminarflow (refs.13
and 14), flow velocitiesup to the turbocompressor
werelimitedtothelowestreasonablevalues.Suction-
flowvelocitiesweredesignedto thefollowinglimits:
M< 0.1 for flow in the panel collector channels;
M < 0.2 at the control valves, and M < 0.3 at the

compressor inlet. A schematic representation of the

suction system is given in figure 34.

The suction flow through the surface in each

region of the panel was set by the perforation hole

spacing and by controlling the pressure in the internal
suction regions. The suction-panel skin was composed

of 123 patches, where a patch is defined as an area that

has the same hole spacing. There were 84 patches in

the leading-edge regions and 39 in the rooftop regions.

The hole spacing varied from 0.010 to 0.055 in. A

schematic of all suction patches is given in figure 35
with an expanded view of the leading edge. The

boundaries of the suction patch, flutes 1, 2, and 3, and

each suction region are denoted in figure 35 by the

bold lines. Note that each suction region in flutes 1

and 2 had six patches, while in flute 3, each region had

eight patches. On the upper surface, the boundary
between regions 16 and 17 traversed four patches that

are identified as two parts; for example, 96.1 and 96.2

(fig. 35). The hole spacing within each patch and its

specific suction region affiliation is listed in table 1.

The local porosity was finely tailored, within the lim-

its of practicality, to replicate as closely as possible the
design suction distribution.

5.4. Turbulence Diverter and Suction Patch

To prevent attachment-line contamination of the

suction panel by the inboard turbulent boundary layer,

the panel design included a turbulence diverter and a

suction patch. The turbulence diverter was a narrow

slot on the leading edge just inboard of the suction

panel, as illustrated in figure 36. As discussed in the

supporting flight research section, this slot was dem-

onstrated effective on the leading-edge passive glove.
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By removingtheturbulentattachment-lineboundary
layer,theslot allowsa newlaminarattachment-line
boundarylayerto beginat the apexof the suction
panel.The slot width,measuredalongthe leading
edge,was0.78in. (0.27in. measurednormalto the
fuselage).Theinboardstreamwiseedgeof thesuction
panel,wherethesuctionpatchbegan,actuallywasthe
outboardslotwall of theturbulencediverter(fig. 36).
Provisionsweremadein thedesignfor replaceable
turbulentdiverterconceptsin theeventthatlaminar
flow wasnot achievableon theattachmentlinewith
thebaselineslotdesign.Sincealaminarattachment-
lineflowwasachievablewiththebaselineconcept,no
otherdesignswereinvestigated.

The suctionpatch,which was the first suction
regionthe flow encounteredon the suctionpanel
(fig.36),wasdesignedto relaminarizetheturbulent
attachment-lineboundarylayerif required.Thesuc-
tionpatchwasin thepanelinboardregion(or apex),
wastriangularin shape,andoccupiedthefirst 6 in. of
leading-edgelength.The suctionrequirementsand
dimensionsof thepatchweredeterminedby BCAG
basedon a Direct NumericalSimulationmethod
(ref.22).TheCq maximum and minimum design lev-
els for the suction patch are shown in figure 37. To

relaminarize a turbulent boundary layer, high levels of

suction are required. The suction patch would be used
only for relaminarizing the turbulent attachment-line

boundary layer in the event the baseline device, the

turbulence diverter, was ineffective. The suction patch

could also provide a threshold low level of suction to

maintain laminar flow in the apex region.

5.5. Suction-Panel Quality and Assurance
Measurements

Detailed quality and assurance measurements

were performed on the finished suction panel to docu-

ment the as-built article prior to flight testing and to

determine any deviations from design specifications

and requirements discussed previously. The measure-
ments made included surface contour, surface wavi-

ness, steps and gaps, skin porosity, and suction region
leak tests.

5.5.1. Surface Contour

The design contour specification required the

panel outer contour to be within _+0.020 in. of the

desired shape, 4 in. rearward of s n = O, measured

normal to the leading edge. Aft of s n = 4 in., the per-
missible contour deviation was _+0.050 in. A

Computer-Aided Theodelite (CAT) system was used
to determine the contour of the final installed suction

panel by using targets identified on a grid shown in

figure 38. The grid points were clustered closer

together, 2 in. by 4 in., in the leading-edge region for

better resolution. Aft of s n = 12, a grid of 8 in. by
8 in. was used. On the aircraft, the grid was imple-

mented by placing targets at the grid points. The three-

dimensional coordinates of these targets were then

measured by the CAT system. The CAT measure-

ments showed that contour deviations in the leading

edge were within _+0.020 in. and in the aft region were
within _+0.028 in.

5.5.2. Surface Waviness

Even though the surface contour was within the

specified tolerance, some areas indicated 0.010-in. dif-

ferences in the normal deviation between grid points.

These differences violated the long-wave criteria.

These larger deviations occurred in regions where the

bonding assembly cradle (used to lay up and assemble

the panel) had similar deviations from contour. These

deviations were accepted since they were not exces-

sive, and the costly alternative would have been to

fabricate new tooling and a new suction-panel skin.

Smaller wavelength surface waviness was mea-

sured along the streamwise direction (along BL direc-

tion) and the normal direction to the leading edge, as

shown in figure 39. The measurements were made by

using a cart with a 2-in. wheelbase and a dial indicator

which continually tracked along the surface (fig. 39).

The allowable design criteria, described earlier for a

spanwise wave with 2-in. wavelength, was established

as a total wave amplitude of 0.003 in. Actual measure-

ments made in the normal direction are shown in fig-
ure 40. Measurements were made at 10-in. intervals

along the inboard edge, but only the readings at 20-in.

intervals are shown here. The starting point for each

measurement trace was at the panel inboard edge, pro-

ceeding to the leading edge. As a consequence, the

panel splice was not evident in the measurements until

s i = 100. The waviness of the surface is apparent
when compared to the mean, but the amplitude is

small. The 0.003-in. wave amplitude criterion is

attained at the splice joint in the outboard area and
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producesadistortedwavesignature.Thesplicejoint
structureresultedin alocalflatnessatthesplicewhich
producedthedistinguishablewavein thatarea.The
smallerwavesalongeachmeasuringpatharebelieved
to be causedby small,within tolerance,local flat
regionswherethestringersarebondedtothetitanium
skin.A similarresultwasobtainedfromthemeasure-
mentsin thestreamwisedirection,withthesplicejoint
arearegisteringthegreatestwaveamplitudes(fig.41).
In thestreamwisedirection,thewaveheightreached
0.0035in. atBL 90 (fig.41),justexceedingthecrite-
riaof 0.003in.Thisheightwasconsideredacceptable
becausethe correspondingwavelengthwas about
20 in. (permissiblewaveamplitudeincreaseswith
wavelengthasshownin fig. 17).

5.5.3. Steps and Gaps

The gap along the splice joint was measured and

found to be within the criteria of 0.025 in. except for

small local regions, as noted in figure 42. The gap at

the splice joint slightly exceeded the criteria over two

local areas outboard, as shown. The gap could be filled

later during the flight tests if laminar flow was

adversely affected. The splice joint also resulted in

minor steps. Typical forward facing steps were 0.0005

to 0.001 in. (design limit was 0.003 in.) and typical aft

facing steps were 0.0005 in. (design limit was

0.001 in.). Residual steps were also formed due to

local acid etching of the titanium skin that was done to

increase the porosity where necessary. The etching

process removed a small amount of metal from the

surface locally, resulting in a step at the masking bor-

der. The steps were rounded by hand to avoid sharp

corners. The steps were typically 0.0005 in., which

was within the step criteria. Other surface imperfec-
tions were shallow scuff and scratch marks due to hot

forming of the skin and they were typically 0.0005 to

0.001 in. and were not considered serious. Finally,

three small dimples were detected and documented by

BCAG prior to shipment to DFRC. Their depth was

less than 0.001 in. and they were spread over about a
0.125-in. width. Two were next to each other at

about BL 54, s = 1.5 in., and the third was at BL 69,

s = 1.5 in. Experimental results did not indicate that

these dimples interfered with the attainment of laminar
flow.

5.5.4. Skin Porosity

As stated in section 5.1.3, the goal for suction-

panel porosity was to have a mean porosity level

within +5 percent of the design porosity. The laser

drilling process, however, is not a precise technology,

especially when small hole diameters are specified.

Details of the process are undocumented and unavail-

able. The fabrication process itself may also alter the

skin porosity. A method was devised to accurately

map out in detail the porosity of the drilled skins, both

as delivered from the laser drilling vendor and after

hot forming (shaping/bending at elevated tempera-

tures). As discussed in section 5.3, there were 20 suc-

tion regions which contained 123 patches (areas of

constant hole spacing). Porosity was measured within

each patch with a device known as a "snifter." The

sample size was typically 4 in. long by up to 1 in.

wide. The snifter had a rubber seal around the perime-
ter that contacted the skin surface. The mass-flow rate

could be varied, and both the flow rate and the pres-

sure drop across the skin were recorded for each sam-

ple. All measurements were made at atmospheric

conditions. Comparisons were then made between the

design pressure drop for a given flow rate and the

actual pressure drop. Each snifter sample was labeled

with a relative porosity level, above or below the

design target. The 1552 samples were measured on the

entire suction surface. An equivalent normalized hole

density parameter was defined as the ratio of the mea-

sured sample flow to the ideal sample flow at a given

pressure drop.

The skins, as drilled and cleaned by the vendor,

were less porous in certain areas than specified in the

design. As previously discussed in section 5.1.2 on

steps and gaps, an etching process (devised by engi-

neers at BCAG) was used to open up holes and there-

fore increase the porosity in local areas. Areas on the

skin not requiring etching were masked off, then the

entire skin was emerged in an acid bath for incremen-

tal time steps. Local porosity measurements were

made after each step to track the change in porosity

and adjust the masking to ensure that areas were not

overetched. The etching process improved the local

porosity to acceptable levels according to the design

specifications. Fabrication of the suction panel con-

tributed to changes in porosity also. Skin hot forming,
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localrework,pressurewashingof theskin,andskin
primingin preparationfor bondingdamsandparti-
tionsall producedporositychanges.After thesuction
panelwasfabricated,sniftermeasurementswereper-
formedagainon theentireperforatedskinasassem-
bled. The measuredsamplesdid not includeany
blockedareafrompartitions,dams,flowblockers,or
stringers.Thedataweresummedup for eachsuction
region,andthemeanequivalentnormalizedporosity
for eachregionwasfound.Theresultisshownin fig-
ure43wherenumbersover1.0indicatehigherporos-
ity thanthedesignvalue,andnumberslessthan1.0
representlower porosity than the designvalue.
Suctionregionson the uppersurface(regions14
through19)hadhigherporositythandesign.Suction
regionsin the leadingedgeweremixed;somehad
lowerandsomehadhigherporositythanthedesign
goals(fig. 43).The attachment-lineflute, including
thesuctionpatch(regions1,2, 5, 8,and11)wereall
belowthedesignporositylevels.Overtheentirepanel
skin,theaveragedeviationof themeanporositylevel
from the designporosity is about _+7.5percent.
Regions1and7havethegreatestdeviationsin mean
porosity,-18 percentand+14percent,respectively.
Althoughtheselevelswerehigherthanthespecified
goal,theyweredeemedacceptabledueto thebuilt-in
flexibility in thesuctionsystemandtheinabilityto
waitfor manufactureofnewskins.

To verify theflexibility of thesuctionsystemto
accountfor theporositydeviations,BCAG incorpo-
ratedtheas-assembledporositydatainto theirthree-
dimensionalCq program. The results showed that the
deviations had no major impact on achieving the

desired suction levels. Adjustment of the flow-control

valves could compensate for much of the nonideal

porosity-induced changes. Also, if the high-porosity

areas were later determined to cause problems, a

method for locally blocking rows of holes with an

acrylic lacquer was developed. Correspondingly, low

porosity areas could be treated with a local etching-

paste technique to open holes.

5.5.5. Suction Region Leak Tests

A criterion in the design of the suction panel was

that leaks from each suction region must be smaller

than 1 percent of the flow rate through the skin for that

region. BCAG performed two leak tests on the assem-

bled suction panel at atmospheric conditions.

The first test was devised to determine the leakage

from each region to the external environment (outside

of panel). All 20 suction regions were pressurized

simultaneously to 100 psfg, and pressure indicators
were installed at the sealed collector duct exits. The

upper perforated surface was sealed with tape. The

external leak for each is given in table 2 where the

flow rate was calculated by using the BCAG Cq mod-
eling program with 100 psf differential pressure across

the skin. The percentage leak rate calculated from the
two columns indicates the external leak rate is low, the

highest being 0.27 percent (region 4) with some

regions not registering any leak.

The second leak test was more demanding, with

each suction region pressurized to 100 psfg individu-

ally while all other suction regions were left open. The
leak measured in this case is the total leak to the exter-

nal (outside panel) and intemal (other regions)
sources. The leak rates measured are shown in table 3

and, as expected, are higher than the first test results

but are still acceptable. Region 3 slightly exceeded the

1-percent goal with a 1.02-percent relative total leak
rate.

6. F-16XL-2 Aircraft Modification

The suction test panel and related suction system

components were installed on the left wing and in por-

tions of the fuselage. The F-16XL-2 was modified to

allow installation of new instrumentation, power sup-

plies, signal conditioning units, cables, wiring, suction

ducting and plenum and panel, suction control valves

and flowmeters, a suction turbocompressor, and pas-

sive foam-fiberglass contour fairings. The major areas

of modification are illustrated in figure 6.

A view of the suction panel held in its protective

cradle apparatus is shown in figure 44. The suction

panel was shipped from BCAG to DFRC in this cradle

and remained in this apparatus until ready for final

installation. The F-16XL-2 graphite epoxy wing sur-

face had 35 pads and hooks installed for attaching the

suction panel to the wing. Some of these are shown in

figure 45. Adhesive was used to bond the mounting

pads and hooks to the wing. A "tongue" structure on

the suction panel ribs fits into the hooks to secure the

panel onto the wing. A preliminary installation fit

check is shown in figure 46. A view under the suction

panel (fig. 47) illustrates three tongues on a typical rib
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for connectionto thehooksonthewingsurface.Also
shownis asuctioncollectorchannelandtwoelectron-
icallyscannedpressure(ESP)units.Limitedspaceand
therequirementfor shortorifice line lengths(10 ft
maximum)to minimize pressurelag necessitated
installationof numerousESPunitsunderthepanel.
Componentsof the flow collection,measuring,and
controlsystemareillustratedin figure48.Theviewis
fromtheinboardrearlookingforwardandshowsthree
flow-control assemblies.Each of the 20 suction
regionscontainedaflow-controlassemblywhichcon-
sistedof amotorizedflow-controlvalveandamass-
flowsensor(seealsofigs.33and34).

definetheflow field, thesuctionquantities,andthe
boundarylayerstate.Externalpressuresandtempera-
tureswereneededto calculatetheexternalflow field,
mostimportantly,theboundarylayer.Externaland
internalpressuresandtheinternaltemperatureswere
neededto determinethelocalmassflow throughthe
skin.Boundarylayertransitiondetectionwasneeded
in orderto determinetheextentof laminarflow and
thetransitionlocation.Controlof themassflow for
eachregionwasneededasanexperimentalvariable
thatwouldbeusedtovarythetransitionlocation.

7.1. Pressure Taps

A view of the installed suction panel undergoing
the CAT measurements discussed in section 5.5.1 is

illustrated in figure 49. A dense number of CAT tar-

gets grouped on strips of tape can be seen on the panel

leading edge. The white spots on the panel upper sur-

face each represent single CAT targets. Targets were

also placed on the canopy and passive fairings. The

suction pump was not installed at this point, as can be

seen by the vacant ammunition bay behind the canopy.

A detailed view of the installed suction turbocompres-

sor is shown in figure 50. The collected suction flow

from the plenum passed through the master flow-

control valve into the compressor and exited in a cen-

trifugal direction. The compressor was driven by a tur-

bine that was powered by engine bleed air. The turbine

and compressor outlets were routed overboard on the

right side of the aircraft, away from the suction panel,

to ensure that any flow disturbances could not

adversely affect the flow over the panel. An in-flight

view of the modified aircraft is presented in figure 51.

The compressor and turbine overboard exhaust outlets

are indicated in the figure, along with the in-flight

refueling port.

Photographs of fences 1 and 2, installed on the left

wing lower surface are shown in figure 52. The instal-

lation position was constrained to BL 65 because this
location had available missile ordnance hard attach-

ment points. Other attachment point locations inboard

were used with experimental hardware supporting the

flight test.

7. Instrumentation

The F-16XL-2 suction panel included instrumen-

tation that would provide adequate information to

Pressure was measured by using a set of ESP

modules. This system was capable of recording simul-

taneous pressure measurements at multiple locations.

Several modules were located near the suction panel,

and pressure tubing was routed from them to individ-

ual pressure taps. The reference side of all the ESP
modules was connected to the same reference reser-

voir. Several minutes after reaching altitude, a valve

linking the reference tank to the ambient pressure was

closed, thus keeping the reference tank from drifting.

This procedure eliminated pressure lag problems
between the reference tank and the ESP modules.

After allowing the reference pressure side to settle, a

calibration point was taken to find the output of each

transducer with zero pressure differential applied at

that pressure altitude and temperature. By using the

calibration point, the reference pressure, and the free-

stream pressure, the Cp value could be determined.

There were 72 pressure taps located inside the

suction panel. Figure 53 shows the distribution of the

internal pressure taps. The internal pressure taps were

critical in determining the pressure drop across the

perforated skin and thus the suction coefficient on the

panel. Each leading-edge region had three internal

pressure taps. One was located at each end of a region

and one was located in the center. The upper surface

internal taps were distributed within each suction

region.

The left wing (suction panel and fairing) had 454

surface pressure taps which were laid out as shown in

figure 54. Pressure-tap rows on the suction panel were

located every 10 in., beginning at BL 50 and ending at

BL 110. The leading-edge region contained the great-

est concentration of taps, with a total of 113. The
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densityof pressureorificesin theleadingedgeis illus-
tratedin figures55 and56 for BL 35 and70. The
BL 70distributionis typicalof all BL's on theactive
suctionpanel.Table4 givesthestreamwisedistances
to each leading-edge pressure tap at each BL. The den-

sity of pressure taps was a balance between minimiz-

ing blockage of the suction surface (suction

discontinuities), budget limitations, assembly compli-

cations, and obtaining a sufficient density of measure-

ments to accurately determine the surface pressure.

Figure 57 shows a typical installation of a leading-

edge pressure tap. On the upper surface there were

87 pressure taps on the suction panel and another 254

on the passive fairing surrounding the suction panel.

The pressure measurement on the upper surface of the

suction panel was accomplished by sensing through

the perforated holes in the skin. These 87 pressure taps

were installed as shown in figures 58 and 59. After

subtracting the thickness of the O-ring, the cavity was

about 0.3 in. in diameter. For a typical upper surface

hole spacing of 0.04 in., about 45 of the 0.0025-in.

diameter holes were open to the cavity. This installa-

tion allowed surface pressure measurement without

making any additional imperfections on the surface

that might produce flow disturbances.

BCAG performed functional checks on all

pressure taps before delivery to DFRC. Five of the

200 external pressure taps were found to have either

an unacceptable leak or were plugged. Two of the

72 internal pressure taps were blocked and did not

respond. Because there were only a few nonfunction-

ing taps that were spread out over the panel, the

remaining functional pressure taps would still allow

accurate determination of the suction panel pressures.

7.2. Thermocouples

There were 151 thermocouples internal to the suc-

tion panel that were used to measure the skin and

incoming air temperature. Figures 60 and 61 present

cross-sectional views that show a stringer at a thermo-

couple location and the installation of one thermocou-

ple pair. The pair consisted of a stringer thermocouple,

which was sandwiched between the upper skin and a

stringer, and a skin thermocouple, which was welded

directly to the inside surface of the skin. Due to the

thermal mass of the stringers and its lack of exposure

to convection currents, the sandwiched thermocouple

would indicate a different temperature than the ther-

mocouple welded to the skin. Due to its direct expo-

sure to the incoming air, the thermocouple welded to

the skin was a better measurement of the air tempera-

ture in the suction region. This "pairing" arrangement

also provided redundancy in the event that a thermo-

couple failed. In the leading edge there were four ther-

mocouples welded to the inside surface of the skin at

each of seven BL's starting with BL 50.5. The loca-

tions, given as distance from s = 0, for a typical BL are

shown in figure 56. The distribution of thermocouple

pairs on the panel is shown in figure 62. There is a row

of thermocouples to complement each row of pres-

sures, with the thermocouples offset spanwise from

the pressure rows by a distance of 0.50 in. This

arrangement allowed temperature measurements

close to the pressure measurement locations and pro-

vided a sufficient density of temperature measure-

ments to determine the skin temperature and suction

region temperatures for the suction panel.

BCAG performed functional checks on all

thermocouples before delivery to DFRC. Two of the

151 thermocouples were not operational. The loss of

these two thermocouples was considered insignificant
in view of the number of them installed on the suction

panel and their layout.

7.3. Transition-Detection Methods

Surface hot films and subsurface microphones
were chosen for transition-detection instrumentation

for this experiment. Thermocouples also offered a

possibility for detecting-transition, but they were not

found useful for this test because of their long time

constant and the short duration of the test points. The

microphones had promising characteristics but were

considered a new and nonflight tested method, as
installed for this test. Their use as transition detectors

however, is not new. A review of the literature shows

that microphones have been used in many previous

wind tunnel experiments and some flight experiments

dating back to the use of stethoscopes in the 1950's.

Of particular interest to this experiment are refer-

ences 23 and 24 that describe a microphone installa-

tion used in a wind tunnel and on a sailplane. Similar

to the installation used in this experiment were the

miniature microphones that "listened" through a small

hole. Barrett and Rickards reported that, with their

technique, the different stages of transition could be

differentiated. Using microphones was preferable to
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othermethodsbecausemicrophoneswerenonintru-
sire (fortheinstallationdescribedhere)andhadquick
responsetimes.Disadvantagesincludedcoarsespac-
ing,fixedposition,andsensitivityto electronicnoise
in thesurroundingenvironment.Hot filmswereenvi-
sionedforusein conjunctionwith themicrophonesto
obtainincreasedspatialresolutionof the transition
location.Hot films alsowereplannedasa back-up
techniqueincasethemicrophonesdidnot functionas
designed.Surfacehot films havebeenusedsuccess-
fully many times before at DFRC for transition
measurement(refs.25 to 27).Theyalsohavequick
responsetimesbut arecumbersometo installand/or
moveandwereintrusive(trippedflowbehindthem).
Hot films provedto be theonly techniqueusedfor
transitiondetectionduringthisexperiment.

7.3.1. Microphones

Thirty-four microphones were installed in the

F-16XL-2 SLFC suction panel to provide a coarse
nonintrusive indication of the transition location on

the glove. Finer measurements of the transition loca-

tion were planned with hot films. Signal conditioning

was developed that allowed recording of the ac volt-

age on an onboard frequency modulation (FM) tape

and also allowed real-time viewing of the RMS volt-

age. Early preliminary tests in a supersonic wind tun-

nel at LaRC, involving several different installation

configurations and flush-mounted microphone data

obtained during the leading-edge passive glove experi-

ment, provided confidence in this technique.

The original instrumentation plan included instal-

lation of six microphones in the passive fairing sur-

rounding the suction panel, and a free-stream probe
that would be mounted about 4 in. above the surface at

the rear of the panel. Time and resources were not
available to install and test this instrumentation.

The suction-panel microphones did not perform as

expected and were difficult to interpret. Wind tunnel
tests at LaRC conducted before the manufacture of the

panel indicated that the microphones would work.

However, some controversy existed over the interpre-

tation of the data. As a follow-on investigation, wind

tunnel tests were conducted again at LaRC during the

same time period as the flight testing, and the micro-

phones performed as expected (unpublished data).

High electronic noise is suspected of playing a large

role in the difficulties encountered with the micro-

phones during the flight experiment. Appendix A pro-

vides further details on the microphones.

7.3.2. Hot Films

Over the course of the experiment, 142 different
hot-film locations were used. Of these, 126 were on

the upper surface and 16 were on the lower surface.

The films provided a real-time indication of the

boundary layer state and allowed the researcher to

decide real time what the priority of a predetermined

set of test points should be. The real-time indication

also allowed flight-test planning for the next flight to

proceed immediately after the current flight. The hot-

film signals were used to define the boundary layer

transition point for code calibration. The negative

aspects of the hot films included their installation and
removal time. Also, once installed, the hot films and

their electrical leads tripped the flow downstream

from them. Their installation, signal interpretation,

and performance are discussed in this section.

A commercially available hot film and a LaRC

manufactured hot film were used for this experiment.

Both used the same electronics, which were developed

at DFRC and are not described here (refs. 25 to 27).

Both included an active sensing element and a temper-

ature compensation element, and both were sanded at

the leading edge to provide a smooth continuous sur-

face up to the sensing element. The LaRC films were

mounted on a low-static polymide sheet which was

bonded to the surface. These films were used only

along the nonperforated edges of the panel. The LaRC

films had multiple sensors close together on each sheet

that could be selected by changing an electrical con-

nection. This design allowed an easy film change after

a film failed because no panels had to be removed and

no taping or rebonding was required. The commer-

cially available hot films were used for most of the

hot-film installations, including hot films on the

porous surface. The films and their leads were

mounted on 0.002-in-thick tape that protected the per-
forated surface from adhesive. Hot films were

installed, moved, and removed many times during the

experiment to build a database containing transition

location dependence on Mach number, Reynolds

number, altitude, and Cq and Cp distributions. All
hot-film locations that were used over the life of the

program are shown in figure 63. A photograph of the
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hot-filmarrayinstalledatthesplicejoint is shownin
figure64.Thehot-film locationsusedon aflight-to-
flightbasisarepresentedin appendixB.

TheF-16XL-1NASA-Rockwellexperimentand
theF-16XL-2passivegloveexperimentestablished
thecriteriato distinguishbetweenlaminarandturbu-
lent flow from thehot-film signals.Thelocal flow
stateof theboundarylayerreliedon therecognition
thatthetransitionfrontpassedacrossthesensor.With-
out this event,thehot-film signalfor laminarflow
couldnotbedistinguishedfromthehot-filmsignalfor
turbulentflow. The passingof the transitionfront
couldmosteasilybe seenastheaircraftchangedo_
andlaminarflow wasachievedor lost.Thehot-film
signalsconsistedof anaccomponentsuperimposedon
adccomponent.Astheboundarylayerabovethesen-
sormakesthetransitionfromlaminartoturbulentflow
(or back), the output signalgoesthroughseveral
stages,asdepictedin figure65.Fora laminarbound-
ary layerstate(L), thedccomponentis at its lowest
level, andthe ac componentremainssmall(in the
absenceof a largeamountof electronicnoisecontami-
nation).Asburstsstartformingin theboundarylayer,
positiveturbulentspikesappearin thehot-filmtrace
(LT).Furtherbreakdownof theboundarylayercauses
theacsignalto becomelargeandcausesthedccom-
ponentto shiftupward(TR).As theboundarylayer
progressestowardfully turbulentflow, thedccompo-
nentshiftsto its highestlevel,andtheaccomponent
producesdownwardturbulentspikes(TL). Finally,
whenafull turbulentboundarylayeris achieved,the
dccomponentisatitshighestlevelandtheaccompo-
nentis reduced(T). Ideally,theaccomponentfor the
turbulentcasewouldbelargerthantheaccomponent
forthelaminarcase.However,thiswasnotalwaysthe
case.If thelaminarsignalor anyturbulentburstshad
notbeenobservedto thispoint,it wouldbeverydiffi-
cult to determinewhetherthissignalwascompletely
laminarorcompletelyturbulent,basedsolelyontheac
component.

Thehot-filmsensorsprovedto bean invaluable
toolfor transitiondetection.Sensorsignalsweretele-
meteredto thegroundanddisplayedon strip chart
recordersin boththeDFRCflight controlroomand
theLaRCflight-monitoringroom.Therecorderspro-
videda real-time,clearsignalthatcouldbeusedto
make transitionlocation-baseddecisionsduring a
flight. Laminar,transitional,andturbulentdatawere

obtainedbyvaryingtheflight conditionand/orsuction
levelsothattransitionmovedacrossthefixedhot-film
locations.The datafrom thesefilms wereusedto
determinetheextentof laminarflowandto definethe
codecalibrationpoints.

7.4. Flow-Control Assembly

The flow-control assembly was located off the

panel but is included in this section because of its rele-

vancy in the control of the suction coefficient over the

panel. The 20 flow-control assemblies, one for each

region, were located inboard of the suction panel at the
end of each collector channel, as shown earlier

(figs. 33, 34, and 48). Figure 66 is a schematic of a

typical flow-control assembly. Each assembly con-

tained three static pressure taps, a thermocouple, a

flow-control valve, and a mass-flow sensor. The pres-

sure and temperature measurements were used to eval-

uate the performance of the suction system and as

inputs to the calibration equations of each mass-flow

sensor. These sensors were single point thermal con-

vection mass-flow sensors using constant temperature

anemometer circuitry (ref. 28). The sensors were

selected because they best met the response time,

repeatability, vibration survivability, resolution, and

autoignition requirements. A detailed view of the

mass-flow sensor is shown in figure 67, and figure 68

illustrates the installed configurations. There are two

stings located on the probe, one is the active heated

sensor, encased in a ceramic coating, and the other is

the temperature compensation sensor. A custom-built

facility at LaRC was assembled for the purpose of

calibrating each sensor at proposed flight-test condi-

tions. The calibration included investigations of sensi-

tivity to valve angle, pressure, temperature, sensor

orientation-clocking, sensor lead length, and incoming

duct geometry. The final calibration focused on pres-

sure and temperature variations and the use of 4 of the

20 incoming duct shapes. Care was taken to record
which sensors were calibrated with which ducts and

the orientation relative to the duct that was used for the

calibration. Sensors 1, 2, and 7 were calibrated with

the 1, 2, and 7 duct shapes. All other sensors were cal-

ibrated with duct shape 6 because it was considered

typical of all other duct shapes. Ideally, each sensor

duct would have been calibrated with its correspond-

ing duct, but doing so was not practical. The design of

the flow-control assembly included the ability to use

the output of the mass-flow sensor to control the valve
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angle.Thus,themassflow couldbe heldconstant
throughchangesin temperatureorpressure.Controlof
massflow couldalsobeaccomplishedby fixing the
valveangle.Thesystemwascapableof drivingthe
valveto a specifiedtargetangleandthenmeasuring
theactualangle.

• determinealtitudeando_to matchdesignCp'S at
M= 1.9

• determine shock fence effectiveness

• determine turbulence diverter effectiveness

8. Flight-Test Objectives and Strategy

To accomplish the experimental objectives that

were given in the Introduction, a comprehensive

flight-test plan was developed that consisted of four

phases. All phases are given here with their objectives.

These phases were useful in guiding the direction of

the experiment but were not followed in practice.

Section 11 covers the actual progression of events.

8.1. Test Aircraft Flight Acceptance Phase

Objectives

The goals of this phase focused on functionality

checks and tests of the modified aircraft to verify and
demonstrate that the aircraft was safe and could be

used as a research test platform. The objectives were

to accomplish

• aircraft and engine functional checks

• operational envelope (flutter) clearance

• handling qualities evaluation

• structural health monitoring

• turbocompressor checkout

• angle-of-attack calibration

• achievable repeatability of Mach number and o_

8.2. Experimental Hardware Flight

Acceptance Phase Objectives

The goals of this phase focused on the hardware

installed on the aircraft to verify and demonstrate the

performance of the various hardware components. The

objectives were to

• demonstrate acceptable canopy shock locations

• decide on attachment-line flute masking

• establish confidence in mass-flow sensors

• checkout instrumentation, displays, data

acquisition, data retrieval

• checkout laminar flow detection instrumentation

8.3. Demonstration Phase Objectives

The goals of this phase focused on demonstrating

the results. The objectives of this phase were to

• achieve 50 to 60 percent chord laminar flow at

design conditions

• find maximum Reynolds number laminar flow

• achieve HLFC at demonstration point

• find maximum Reynolds number HLFC

• perform suction flow minimization (all previous

cases)

• maximize the laminar mn by perturbing the flight

parameters

8.4. F-16XL-2 Research Phase Objectives

A research phase, or fourth phase, was to be con-
ducted after the successful conclusion of the first three

phases and was contingent on approval of additional

funding. Its objectives were to

• create database for transition code calibration,

achieving selected types of flow:

- cross-flow (CF) dominated transition
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- flowwithcross-flowreversal 9. Test Point Database

- Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) dominated transition

- both CF and TS mechanisms active to varying
extent

• acquire database over range of Mach and

Reynolds numbers

• find attachment-line stability limits (function of

M, R/ft, Cq)

• establish boundary layer tripping criteria for mul-

tiple rows of holes

• establish allowable tolerances for steps, gaps,

waves, roughness

• establish criteria for allowable leading-edge suc-
tion discontinuities

• investigate tripping by outflow (natural venting)
and establish criteria

• investigate laminarization through shocks

8.5. Flight-Test Point Strategy

For most SLFC flights, the flight-test strategy

involved (1) in-flight tanker refueling before the sub-

sonic cruise to the starting point of the first supersonic

test run; (2) conducting a supersonic test mn lasting

approximately 10 min and performing various stabi-

lized test points at preplanned flight conditions of

Mach, oL altitude, _, and suction distribution;

(3) decelerating to subsonic conditions and repeating

steps 1 and 2 two more times, for a total of three

supersonic runs. Suction-valve positions were estab-
lished in advance and telemetered to the aircraft from

DFRC ground control during the flight. This proce-

dure would automatically establish the desired new

suction levels. Since the angles of attack of interest

were typically less than aircraft trim, the pilot had to

perform a "pushover" maneuver and hold stabilized

conditions for approximately 10 sec. About 15 test

points were obtained per run before the aircraft was

required to decelerate and descend for rendezvous

with the tanker. Typically, about 45 test points were

completed per flight if 3 supersonic runs were
conducted.

Three types of test data were available to users
that were referred to as real-time data, time-series

data, and time-averaged data. The real-time data were

a selected set of parameters that could be viewed dur-

ing the flight as it was telemetered from the aircraft to

the ground and displayed in DFRC and LaRC control

rooms. After the flight, all data were stored on the

DFRC Flight Data Access System (FDAS) as time-

series data; for example, individual data parameter
values versus time. The third data source, which was

the most heavily used data, was the time-averaged

data. These data were created by DFRC personnel

from the time-series data stored on the FDAS system.

As noted in section 8.5, the raw data were typi-

cally collected by performing "pushovers" because the

desired test point ct was generally below trim cc Dur-

ing the approximate 10-min supersonic run, each of

several predefined test conditions was held for approx-

imately 10 sec. Test points were selected from the

10-sec intervals by applying the following criteria:

• time window--minimum of 3 sec

• Mach number held within +0.01

• altitude held within +500 ft

• angle of attack held within +0.1 °

• flow-control valves fixed

• hot-film signal consistent within window

Test points meeting these criteria were added to the

database. Data taken during the test point window

were averaged over the time window, and the state of

the boundary layer at each film was determined. These
data were written to the database files and served as

the common starting point for additional data analysis.

Test points added to the time-averaged database

were defined by their flight number and flight-card

number for reference purposes. All test point names

are unique and contain the flight number first. For

each test point within that flight, a four-character

labeling methodology was adopted. The readers do not
need to be concerned with what each letter and
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numbermeansunlesstheywouldlike to referto the
originalDFRCFlightReportswhichcontainthetest
pointinstructions.An explanationof thefour-charac-
terlabelingmethodologycanbefoundin appendixC
alongwith more in-depthdetailspertainingto the
database.

stabilitytheorycanbefoundin reference30.In addi-
tionto thediscussionof thepaper,thedocumentcites
176referencesfor thereaderinterestedin obtaining
furtherinformationonlinearstabilitytheory.

11. Results

10. Data Analysis Tools

Special tools and procedures were developed in

this program in advance to handle the large amount of

data that was collected. A flow chart of the analysis

procedure steps is shown in figure 69. Each step is dis-

cussed very briefly.

The time-averaged measurements were used to

produce the necessary detailed grid that described the

external flow field. Producing this grid required fit-

ting, interpolation, or smoothing of the data, a step

which admitted the most subjectivity in the code vali-

dation process. The result of this step was a grid of

points over the panel surface that included temperature

and pressure information.

Having generated a surface pressure and tempera-
ture distribution from the measured data, the local suc-

tion and edge velocities were calculated. The local
suction coefficient, and thus mass flow, was calculated

from the external and internal pressures and from the
skin characteristics. MDC and BCAG wrote and used

different codes to calculate Cq. However, both codes
used the measured pressure drop and the skin charac-
teristics. The MDC calculation divided the surface

into a finer number of increments (10 000) than did the
BCAG method. The skin characteristics used included

detailed skin pressure drop data collected after the

panel was fabricated. In a step independent of the Cq
calculation, the edge velocities were computed by

using a Surface Euler code developed by MDC. These

two separate steps completed all the necessary infor-

mation to enable three-dimensional boundary layer

calculations using the BL3D code (ref. 29). The output

from the boundary layer code was then used by a

three-dimensional linear stability code (Malik, M.R.:
eMalik3d: An eN Code for Three-Dimensional Flow

Over Finite-Swept Wings, High Technology Report

No. HTC-9502, April 1995) to compute the N-factors.

From the output of this code, an N-factor value could

be correlated with boundary layer transition observed

at a given hot-film location. A recent review of linear

Forty-five flights were conducted during this

experiment; the first flight was on October 13, 1995,

and the last flight was on November 26, 1996. Early

flights were devoted to resolving operational and

safety-related issues. The first supersonic flight with

suction on was conducted on January 24, 1996. There

were 35 flights which provided supersonic data perti-

nent to SLFC technology (see appendix D for a log-

book of key notes from each flight).

As with any high-risk technology development

experiment, the F-16XL-2 SLFC Flight Experiment

was not without its technical challenges. The results

are initially presented in a chronological fashion, con-

sistent with the order in which the flight testing was

conducted. A discussion of safety-related, operational

concerns and their resolution are reviewed, followed

by the strategy pursued to establish laminar flow on

the attachment line and on the upper surface. Identifi-

cation of flight test conditions (M, altitude, o_, _, and

Cq) for achieving consistent laminar flow is detailed,

along with comparison of flight-measured Cp's with
CFD. Two unexpected problems affecting laminar

flow are reviewed next: a weak shock from the canopy

joint and premature attachment-line suction-hole-
induced disturbances. Suction levels achieved and

determination of outflow regions are also presented.

Temperature distributions on the suction panel are

described, followed by discussion of a greater than

expected inboard turbulent region and its possible

causes. Test cases displaying the maximum laminar

flow achieved are discussed. Finally, boundary layer

transition measurements are compared with stability
code calculations.

An individual flight log (appendix D) documents

key findings and results, describes significant configu-

ration changes from the previous flight, and mentions

operational difficulties. The flight log is comple-

mented by the layout of the hot-film configuration for

each flight or series of flights (appendix B). A discus-

sion of data repeatability and data accuracy is pre-

sented in appendix E.
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11.1. Initial Flights

The first flight on October 13, 1995, began the

Test Aircraft Flight Acceptance Phase Objectives

(refer to section 8.6). Safety-of-flight problems were

encountered on this flight. The design of the suction

panel as a nonload-carrying glove necessitated the

establishment of limits on the differential pressure

which existed between the cavity under the glove and

the upper surface. Initial aircraft safety verification

flights, which closely monitored this differential pres-

sure, indicated that the limits were being exceeded.

The differential pressure was exceeded because of the

inability to completely seal leaks from higher pressure

sources to the cavity and because the load evaluation

was performed at a higher o_ (causing low upper sur-

face pressures) than those conditions for which calcu-

lations were performed to establish the safe

differential pressure limits. Ultimately, the problem

was resolved by improved sealing of high-pressure

leaks, enlargement of upper surface bleed vents, a

relaxation of the differential pressure safety limits

locally, and operation of the aircraft at maximum

loads of 2g rather than 3g. Valuable time was con-

sumed progressing through the aircraft flight accep-

tance phase to resolve the differential pressure issue.

Other operational problems were encountered, but

such problems are not unexpected in a flight-test pro-

gram with a highly modified research test aircraft.

11.2. Inboard Laminar Attachment Line

To attain laminar flow on the suction panel, the

attachment-line boundary layer at the panel apex had

to be laminar (and must remain laminar) along the

entire leading edge. The inboard region, as defined

here, is the attachment-line length out to the vicinity of

the shock fence (BL 65). Between the beginning of the

suction panel and the shock fence (BL 41.5 to 65), the

behavior of the flow was independent of whether
fence 1, 2, or no fence was installed because distur-

bances cannot feed upstream in supersonic flow

(except via the subsonic layer of the boundary layer).

Outboard of BL 65, the inlet-shock system, which tra-

versed the lower surface, produced different pressure

disturbances at the point it crossed the leading edge

and outboard, depending on the o_, Mach number, [3,
altitude, and whether fence 1 or 2 was installed.

At the beginning of the suction panel, the turbu-
lence diverter deflected the turbulent flow on the exist-

ing attachment and allowed laminar flow to begin on

the test panel for a range of o_(approximately 2.6 ° to
3.9°). Once a laminar attachment line was established

on the suction panel, maintaining laminar flow

required the correct level of suction. Finding the right
combinations of suction levels in the attachment-line

flute inboard regions (including the suction patch) was

more difficult to accomplish than anticipated and

remained an impediment to progress for some time.

Too much suction tripped the boundary layer and too
little did not stabilize the area of cross flow that started

just above the attachment line (the same suction flute

controlled both areas). Too little suction could also

result in an attachment-line boundary layer that was

more sensitive to pressure perturbations and surface

roughness than it would be with more suction. Resolu-

tion of this problem required fine adjustment of the

valve angles controlling the suction flow to determine

the maximum and minimum suction levels permissible

in each region. Flight 48 was the first flight with the

suction system operational. Twelve flights (flights 48

through 59) were conducted with the original fence

(fence 1) configuration to solve the inboard laminar

flow problem and to achieve some limited mn of lami-

nar flow on the upper surface. Four of these flights

provided no useful suction or laminar flow data.

Once it was discovered that too much suction

could be detrimental to the attachment-line boundary

layer, lower values were investigated. When the air-

craft was operated at or near design test conditions, the

attachment line was laminar in the inboard region with

the suction system off. The high external pressure,

coupled with the lower internal pressure in the suction

compartment, produced a natural pressure differential

across the surface. The natural suction (with suction

system oft) on the attachment line was sufficient to

maintain a laminar attachment-line boundary layer.

Correspondingly, with the suction system off, there

was outflow in the rear upper part of the attachment-
line flute (flute 1). Outflow occurred when the flute

internal pressure exceeded the external pressure

(which reduced over a suction region due to the flow

acceleration onto the upper surface). Thus, the rear-
ward extent of laminar flow without suction was short-

lived.
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The presence of a laminar attachment line without

the suction system operating indicated that low levels

of suction were sufficient for some o_values to provide

laminar flow. However, with the suction system
turned on, laminar flow on the attachment line was

lost for lower than expected suction levels. It was

eventually concluded that this loss was due to prema-

ture suction-hole-induced transition, although it was

not recognized at the time. This phenomenon was

thought to be adequately accounted for in the design

by using criteria successfully applied in other flight

experiments. Suction-hole-induced transition is dis-
cussed in section 11.7.

Eventually the allowable range of suction level in

the suction patch (region 1), in region 2, and in

region 5 was determined that resulted in laminar flow

out to the fence (BL 65). Figure 70 shows the suction

Cq levels in flute 1 at three BL's: 42.5, 50, and 60, cor-

responding to regions 1, 2, and 5. The Cq'S and corre-
sponding flow-control valve angles that allowed

laminar flow are indicated in the figure. Also shown
are lower surface hot films and four hot films installed

at the beginning of the upper surface behind flute 3

(LEHF's 01-03) to provide confirmation of when the

flow was laminar on the upper surface. Laminar flow

existed on the suction patch (region 1) when its flow-

control valve was set from 0 ° to about 13 °, but higher

settings produced Cq's excessive for maintaining lami-
nar flow. To maintain laminar flow over regions 2

and 5, the valve setting could not be beyond 16° in

region 2, while valve angles up to 35 ° were permissi-

ble in region 5. Valve angles were used during the

conduct of the experiment instead of Cq levels because
they were more easily programmed into the suction-

control system and the mass-flow specification option

was not reliable due to the shortcomings of the mass-

flow sensors (see closing paragraph of section 11.8).

The Cq level allowable (excluding the suction patch)
was about 13 × 10.4 at BL 50 and 60 (fig. 70). Abso-

lute levels of suction were dependent on o_, Cq, R/ft,
and other factors. Note the angles of attack listed for

each test point case in figure 70. Generally, it was eas-
ier to achieve laminar flow on the attachment line at

lower o_ (about 3.4 ° to 3.7°), and as o_approached 4 °,
achievement of laminar flow was inconsistent and dif-

ficult. This result was probably primarily due to the
movement of the attachment line with o_and a limit of

the turbulence diverter effectiveness with angles of

attack approaching 4 °. Loss of laminar flow with

increasing c_ could also be partly attributed to R 0 on

the attachment line increasing to a critical level with

increasing c_. Leading-edge Cp distributions at BL 50
and 60 became flatter or fuller with increasing c_

compared to outboard BL's. These flatter profiles

should increase the R0, although calculations were not

performed. In region 5, higher o_cases required some-
what more suction to maintain laminar flow into the

region. The suction settings in the attachment line

were driven by the requirement to set suction low

enough to prevent premature suction-hole-induced

transition and high enough to prevent outflow in the

rear part of the attachment-line flute.

The lower surface hot films generally agreed with

the corresponding upper surface leading-edge films

regarding flow condition. For example, hot films
LSHF02 and 03 were laminar when LEHF01 was lam-

inar (fig. 70), and when all lower surface hot films

were laminar to LSHF5a, LEHF03 was usually lami-

nar. Flutes 2 and 3 were operated with both 45 ° and

90 ° valve openings for achievement of laminar flow to

the upper surface films. Interpretation of which suc-

tion regions were affecting which hot films was

guided by flow streamline paths from a BCAG Euler

calculation (fig. 71).

The effect of the inlet shock crossing in region 5

and possible disturbances from the fence itself pro-

duced surface pressure changes, movements in the

attachment line, and thus local Cq changes that cannot
be accounted for fully due to limited spanwise rows of

pressure orifices. Laminar flow was not achieved past

the fence region (LSHF06 was always turbulent) for

fence 1 during this series of flights (through flight 59).

As observed in figure 70, the suction patch

(region 1) could be operated with active suction off (a

threshold level of suction from venting was still

present) or with the control valve opened to about 13 ° .

Calculations of inflow-outflow from the Cq modeling
program indicated that the uppermost subregion

(patch 4) of the suction patch (fig. 35) experienced

outflow with the control valve set at its upper limit for
laminar flow on the attachment line (about 13°). To

prevent outflow, which could cause problems down-

stream, this subregion (patch 4) was masked over,

beginning with flight 53, by using 0.002-in-thick tape.

This area remained masked for the majority of the

remaining flight program. The Cq values for the
suction patch shown in figure 70 were with the upper
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regionmasked.The suction-patchvalve was kept
closed,resultingin only asmallsuctionleveldueto
naturalventing,for manyof thebaselinetestpoints.
Later flights with fence2 useda higher level of
suctionfor the baselinetestpointsby openingthe
valveto 12.5°.

11.3. Upper Surface Laminar Flow

With the knowledge of how to maintain a laminar
attachment line inboard, attention was turned to

achieving a mn of laminar flow on the upper surface.

This objective was accomplished in flight 59, where

three of the four films at the beginning of the rooftop

were removed (LEHF01-03; see fig. 70) because they
and their leads disturbed the flow downstream.

Three new hot films were installed in region 15

(RFHF01-03), as shown in figure 72. Hot-film

RFHF02 was just ahead of the skin splice joint. The

hot films installed along the inboard boundary of the

suction panel and the fiberglass glove access panel

(shown in appendix B) were always turbulent and are
not shown. These inboard films were turbulent

because of a greater than anticipated inboard turbulent

region which is the subject of section 11.11. The max-

imum extent of laminar flow measured in flight 59
was to RFHF03. The variation in suction distributions

for BL 50 and 60, which supported laminar flow to

RFHF03, are shown in figure 72. The attachment-line

region suction levels (flute 1) were held fixed as the

suction in flutes 2 and 3 and in regions 14 and 15 were

varied as shown. Reducing suction below the lowest

Cq shown in the figure produced turbulent flow at
RFHF03.

The length of laminar mn in figure 72 is about

5.5 ft, assuming transition between RFHF03 and 02.
The length Reynolds number R X is about 12.4 × 106.

After flight 59, it was concluded that improved lami-

nar flow results with fence 1 at the design Mach num-

ber would be difficult to achieve and that improved

blockage of the inlet shock was fundamental to further

progress. Thus, fence 1 was removed and fence 2
installed.

11.4. Flight Conditions Suitable for
Achievement of Laminar Flow

The effect of the inlet shock on the leading-edge

and upper surface pressures, as well as the flow

disturbances from the fences, resulted in operation of

the aircraft at test conditions slightly different from the

design point ofM = 1.9, h = 50000 ft, and o_= 3.3 °. A
robust laminar attachment line and extensive laminar

flow on the upper surface was best achieved at
M = 2.0, h = 52 000 to 53 000 ft, o_= 3.7 ° or less, and a

small negative _ of about -1.5 °. These flow conditions

were preferable, regardless of which fence was used.

The increased Mach number required more inlet air

ingestion, produced less inlet mass-flow spillage, and

weakened the inlet shock. Also, the shock angle steep-

ened as Mach number increased, causing the shock to

impinge farther aft on both fences; this was especially

important for fence 1 where the shock impinged on the

swept leading-edge portion of the fence. The farther

back the shock impinged on the fence, the more block-

age the fence provided. Higher altitudes were benefi-

cial because lower density air at these altitudes

resulted in more inlet air volume ingestion and

decreased spillage, weakening the inlet shock. Small

negative _ unswept the left wing, increasing Cp ....
along the attachment line while raising the attachment

line toward s = 0. These changes allowed the laminar

attachment-line boundary layer to tolerate the pressure

disturbances at the leading edge, which originated at

the engine inlet, and continued to be laminar along the

entire length of the leading edge. A significant number

of flights were required to arrive at these preferred
conditions. A detailed account of the behavior of the

flow on the suction panel for the two fences as a func-
tion of Mach number, altitude, o_, and _ are presented

in appendix F.

11.5. Canopy-Joint Shock Impact on Upper
Surface Pressures

The examination of Cp data on the upper surface
reveals the presence of a weak shock (see appendix F)
which contributes to the distortion of the desired

straight isobars. A search for an explanation and

source of this weak disturbance led to scrutiny of the

canopy joint. Figure 73 presents a schematic of the

canopy-joint location and the position where a weak

shock cast from this joint would traverse the suction

panel. The F-16XL-2 has a two-piece canopy which is

joined in the center with a metal ring that protrudes

slightly. The rear portion of the canopy has a slightly

reduced diameter compared to the forward section

where they are joined. The joint has an upward step of

approximately 0.15-in. over a 1-in. length, followed

by a downward ramp of 0.45 in. over a 2-in. length
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(fig. 74).TheCFDgrid usedfor flow-fieldcalcula-
tionsdidnotmodelthecanopyjointbecauseit wasnot
recognizedasadiscontinuoussurfaceandthereforea
possibleshockgenerator.

A typicalisobarpatternwith fence2 installedand
a Cp distribution at BL 70 for the same condition is
shown in figure 75. The distortion in the isobar pattern

appears to originate from the joint. This figure illus-

trates that although the shock was weak, as shown by

looking at the BL 70 Cp distribution, the upper surface
isobars were sensitive to it. To provide additional

guidance about the source of the shock, upper surface

Cp distributions and isobar patterns over a range of
Mach number from 1.4 to 2.0 were examined.

Figure 76 presents an overlay of these findings and
indicates that the disturbance was a function of Mach

number, providing further evidence that the canopy

joint was the source. Additionally, BCAG modified

the CFD grid with a simulated canopy-joint perturba-

tion, and the resultant Euler calculation produced iso-

bar distortions similar to the one shown in figure 75.

Assuming the joint was the problem, an attempt was

made to reduce the strength of the shock by the appli-

cation of a gently sloping, wide fairing over the joint,

as illustrated in figure 77. A fairing was fabricated

with foam built up behind the joint, putty to fill in

small areas, and tape in the front and around the

perimeter. A sketch of the fairing cross section is pre-

sented in figure 77(a). Three views of the fairing

installed for flight 85 are illustrated in figure 77(b).

There was no measurable change in the surface pres-

sures with the fairing as compared to a similar test

point without the fairing, as illustrated in figure 78.

The small differences shown in the Cp's for the two
test points are within the data repeatability range

(0.006 Cp). Further, there was a row of hot films along
the splice joint just behind the canopy-joint shock dis-

turbance for the two flights with and without the fair-

ing (see hot-film installation figures for these flights in

appendix B) and the condition (laminar, transitional)

of the boundary layer did not change for the same suc-

tion levels, indicating that the pressure distribution did

not measurably improve or worsen with the fairing.

The corresponding isobars for these two test points,

which also indicate no significant difference, are

shown in figure 79. The explanation for the lack of

any measurable change in upper surface pressures due

to the fairing has not been found. Unfortunately, lim-

ited time did not allow implementation of alternate

fairing concepts, and the fairing was removed after

flight 85.

As observed in previous sections, the upper sur-

face pressures were very sensitive to deviations in the

flow field and flight conditions. To investigate this

sensitivity, a forced smoothing of several upper sur-
face data points around the canopy shock disturbance

location was done for the test point 81.al0i (no fairing

installed). The original and modified Cp distributions
are shown in figure 80. Buttline 70 was modified the

greatest but, even here, the adjustments in Cp's made
were not large. The resultant improvement in the iso-
bars is evident in figure 81, where the slightly

smoothed pressures produced isobars close to the

desired (unswept) design shape. This exercise further

illustrates the sensitivity of achieving the design target

isobars to small deviations or variations in upper

surface pressures.

11.6. Comparison of Measured and Euler

Design Pressure Distribution

A comparison of the Euler predicted design point

Cp profiles, with measured Cp profiles with fence 1 at
selected chordwise cuts, is shown in figure 82. The
extent of laminar flow was not considered in this com-

parison. Two test points, one on each side of the

design o_ of 3.3 °, are shown. The Cp plots for the
leading-edge region are also included at each BL. On

the upper surface, the CFD profile is more negative

than the measured Cp at all BL's. This condition is
also true in the leading-edge region except that the

deviations become larger at BL 70, 80, and 90 due to

the engine inlet-shock system. Recall that the CFD

solution assumed no shock system was present. Also

noticeable in the figure is the difference in the position

of the canopy-closure shock that traversed the rear of

the suction panel. The shock crossed the suction panel

approximately 25 in. in front of the position indicated

by the CFD solution. This disagreement was noted

earlier in results from the supporting flight tests and

the Langley Unitary Wind Tunnel tests. This shock

did not adversely affect the experiment. The distur-

bance that is attributable to the canopy joint also

affected the Cp distribution and is most noticeable
from BL 70 outboard, as discussed in section 11.5. For

the same Mach, altitude, and sideslip, the best agree-

ment between CFD and measured Cp on the upper
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surfaceoccursatanexperimentalo_of about3.7° com-
paredto thedesigno_= 3.3°. Figure83comparesthe
CladdesignCp with the experimental Cp distribution
for a representative test point flown at 3.75 °. The dis-

agreement in the leading-edge and attachment-line

Cp..... is, however, more apparent for this higher flight
o_. Note also the overshoot in the leading-edge expan-

sion onto the upper surface starting at BL 80 in fig-

ure 83(d), which is the effect of the inlet-shock system

(fence 1 at these flight conditions was ineffective in

blocking the shock).

Further comparison of Clad versus measured Cp at
M = 1.9 is presented in the isobar plots of figure 84.

The top isobar plot is the Clad solution at the design

condition. As discussed in the design section, having

unswept isobars was desirable on the upper surface to

prevent the generation of cross flow. The second plot

shows isobar contours produced from measured data

at the design o_(3.3°). The isobar contours are swept in

the leading-edge direction. The remaining plot shows
the isobar contours for o_= 3.75 °.

For completeness, Cp distributions obtained at two
of the flight conditions most favorable to obtaining a

large extent of laminar flow are shown along with the

design profiles in figure 85(a) through (f). The cases
shown are for the best laminar flow conditions for

fence 1 and fence 2. Test point 77.a4gl compares

favorably with the design Cp profile, even though the
Mach, altitude, o_, and sideslip are different from the

design condition. However, both flight conditions

have swept and distorted isobars compared to the

design, as shown in figure 86, suggesting that a higher
o_ would have been desirable to lower cross-flow

development on the upper surface. However, it was

not possible to maintain laminar flow at higher angles
of attack due to the lack of a robust laminar attachment

line for these higher o_conditions.

The design pressure distribution was not fully

realized due to the upper surface flow disturbances
mentioned. However, if the effects of these distur-

bances are factored out (as was done by example in

fig. 81 for the canopy ring disturbance), one can make

the case that in a global sense, the intent of unswept

isobars was achieved at a slightly higher measured o_,

thus providing some measure of validation for the

CDISC inverse design tool used to generate the design

target pressure distribution. Achievement of the

design Cp distribution would have allowed the demon-
stration of low or no suction on the upper surface to

achieve long runs of laminar flow. HLFC requires suc-

tion only in the leading edge to contain cross flow and

uses tailored favorable pressure gradients over the

rooftop to control Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) bound-

ary layer disturbances. HLFC could not be demon-

strated because of the distorted isobar patterns which

generated additional cross flow on the upper surface.

11.7. Suction-Hole-Induced Premature

Transition

One key technical challenge encountered was

suction-hole-induced premature transition. When the

suction system was first turned on during supersonic

flight, laminar flow could not be achieved. Several

flights were required to determine that the suction

level in flute 1 was too high, and that by lowering and

individually adjusting the five suction regions in
flute 1, laminar flow could be achieved. Thus, an

unexpected suction limit on the attachment line was
uncovered in which the maximum suction allowed

inboard was about one-half the maximum design suc-

tion level. The oversuction problem occurred only on

the attachment line and was present before and after

the inlet-shock system intersected the leading edge.

All other suction regions on the panel could sustain

laminar flow with maximum design suction or higher

applied. The suction limit experienced on the attach-

ment line was a premature suction-hole-induced trip-

ping phenomenon where transition occurred at low

values of Rk, often referred to as the Goldsmith num-

ber (refs. 31 and 32). The R k is a measure of effective

roughness caused by flow into the suction hole and is a

product of the suction coefficient, the hole spacing,

and the unit Reynolds number (Rk = Cq x s h x R/ft).
Goldsmith (refs. 31 and 32) studied this phenomenon

for a single hole and a single row of holes in two-
dimensional flows and established the criteria for criti-

cal suction levels. The disturbance flow associated

with a single hole is analogous to the flow around a

roughness element. The flow mechanism responsible

for onset of transition was described by Goldsmith as a

vortex pair structure associated with flow into each

hole. The strength of the vortex and its influence on
transition is related to the suction hole flow rate, hole

diameter, and local boundary layer thickness. Increas-

ing the suction rate is comparable to increasing the

size of a roughness element height. At some point, the
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trailing vortices from a suction hole do not dissipate

but amplify and break down. LFC designers were

careful not to exceed this critical suction level. Early

studies with perforated suction surfaces used holes

that were closely spaced laterally in a given row

(refs. 31 and 32), with the idea of replacing slots with

holes. The hole pattern was not square; for example,

hole lateral spacing was typically 1/3 to 1/10 the

streamwise value. For these cases, interaction between

vortices of laterally spaced holes becomes a problem

with higher suction levels.

For multiple rows of holes, hole alignment

becomes an issue because the trailing vortices from

each hole can be amplified by interaction with a vortex

disturbance at a downstream hole, resulting in prema-

ture transition. Pfenninger (ref. 14) discussed this

problem and reported that Goldsmith (ref. 31) and

Head (as reported in ref. 33) experienced premature

transition when holes were aligned with the flow.

After experiencing premature transition due to hole

alignment in flight tests, Head conducted a wind

tunnel experiment to confirm that lining up holes in

the local flow direction produced early transition.

Gregory (ref. 33, pp. 943, 950) and Wortmann

(ref. 34) reported on the influence of hole spacing and

also noted hole alignment as important, recommend-

ing that holes be staggered rather than in line. More

recently, Reneaux and Blanchard (ref. 35) and Lord

et al. (ref. 36) reported onset of transition at high suc-

tion levels with holes aligned with the flow and the

elimination of this problem by skewing the holes.

Obviously, on a swept three-dimensional wing, curva-
ture of the streamlines dictates that with or without

skewing of the perforation pattern, at some locations

on the wing the holes will be aligned with the stream-

lines for some distance. The real problem exists on the

leading-edge attachment line where the highest suc-
tion levels can occur and where the streamline flow

direction is along the leading edge. Skewing or offset-

ring the hole pattern increases the distance between

holes, which helps alleviate the hole interference prob-

lem. Reneaux and Blanchard also reported that a good

design practice is to space holes 10 or more diameters

apart. A Navier-Stokes modeling of suction through

single and multiple rows of holes (ref. 37) indicated

that hole inlet shape geometric irregularities have little

effect on the trailing vortices. Another observation
from reference 37 was that holes inclined to the sur-

face facing upstream (rather than normal to the sur-

face) produce stronger hole disturbances in the flow

field, but holes inclined facing downstream do not.

All perforated-surface swept-wing LFC flight tests

successfully conducted in the United States prior to

the present experiment had the holes aligned with the

local flow on the attachment line (the hole pattern was

not skewed). The NASA JetStar flight test (refs. 38

through 40), the Rockwell/NASA F-16XL-1 super-

sonic laminar flow experiment (refs. 6 through 8) and

the NASA/BCAG B-757 HLFC Experiment designed

the hole size and spacing to stay below the critical

Goldsmith number for a single row of holes (and had

suction holes aligned with the flow). No oversuction

problems due to hole alignment were encountered on

the attachment line in these previous flight tests. The

highest value of R k on the attachment line experienced

with laminar flow was about 5.5 on the suction patch

of the B-757 HLFC experiment and about 4.3 on the

Rockwell/NASA F- 16XL- 1 experiment.

The design of the perforated hole pattem and criti-

cal suction criteria for the present experiment followed

the successful experiences from the previous flight

experiments. The F-16XL-2 perforated surface had a

square perforation pattern; for example, hole spacing

was the same laterally and longitudinally. An R k of 15

was used as the upper limit allowed during design of

the F-16XL-2 suction panel, but the actual calculated

values remained well below this number. The R k = 15
value was considered conservative based on the work

of Goldsmith (refs. 31 and 32). Also, unpublished data

from the Jetstar LFC flight experiment indicated lami-

nar flow was maintained to an R k of 15 in the cross-

flow region of the leading edge downstream of the

attachment line. In the B-757 HLFC flight experiment,

the maximum achieved R k was 7 in the leading edge

downstream of the attachment line, and the flow was

laminar for this condition. The design Cq distribution
for the F-16XL-2 leading-edge region (fig. 23) re-

sulted in the highest design R k values on the attach-

ment line, as given in figure 87 (from a BCAG calcu-

lation). At the attachment line, a maximum R k of about

six was used for the suction patch. Outboard of the

suction patch, along the attachment line, a design R k

approaching four was calculated (fig. 87), assuming

maximum suction at h = 50 000 ft. This R k level was

thought to be conservative. By using the lower surface
hot films to monitor the condition of the attachment-

line boundary layer, limits of R k for laminar flow were
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determined from the flight data and are shown in fig-

ure 88. The maximum permissible R k for a laminar

attachment line increases along the span, varying from

a low of about 2.7 at BL 50 and a high of about 3.5 at
BL 90.

The hole spacing along the attachment line was

0.010 in. on the 6-in. length of the suction patch and

was 0.015 to 0.017 in. along the remaining leading-

edge length in flute 1. A typical view of the hole

pattern along the suction-panel attachment line, with

simulated streamlines, is shown in figure 89. CFD

analysis indicates that the streamlines at the attach-
ment line continue downstream a considerable

distance before turning towards the upper and lower

surfaces (streamlines from an Euler solution were

shown in fig. 71) and aggravates any potential hole

alignment problem. In addition, the leading-edge flow

for this flight experiment was most likely in the

critical range of Ro,cq 0 (Ro at zero suction on the

attachment line). Calculations of Ro,cq o for this
experiment were made by BCAG and are presented

infigure 90. The Ro,cq o values are considerably
higher than those observed on previous flight experi-

ments, according to BCAG. Recent unpublished

subsonic wind tunnel swept-cylinder results of Poll

(private communication with BCAG) attained laminar

flow on the attachment line at higher RO,Cq 0 and
R k values than the F-16XL-2 results. The hole pattern,

however, was skewed for Poll's experiment. Thus, it is

concluded that the combined effect of hole alignment

with high RO,Cq 0 values probably resulted in the low
critical suction levels encountered on the attachment

line.

The pressure disturbance caused by the inlet shock

system crossing the leading edge raises the local maxi-

mum Cp, which raises the local suction coefficient Cq
and Rk, and was, without doubt, a factor in the loss of
laminar flow at the attachment line in this area. An

example of the variation of R k along the attachment

line due to changes in Cp ..... and Cq is shown in
figure 91 for two flights, one with fence 1 and the
other with fence 2 installed. For the two cases shown,

the attachment line was laminar along its entire length.

The variation of R k mirrors the variation in Cq, as
illustrated in figure 91.

Because design Cq on the attachment line could
not be reached, higher-than-design suction in flute 2

was required to compensate in controlling cross flow
and to ensure extended runs of laminar flow. These

higher suction levels in flute 2 resulted in the highest

R k locally on the panel. The maximum values reached
in flute 2, which still allowed laminar flow in the rear

part of the panel, varied from about 4.8 at BL 50 to 5.6

at BL 90. The calculation of R k for flute 2 used the

square pattern spacing for distance between holes, but

as shown in figure 89, as the streamlines curve, the

effective spacing between interfering holes increases

because the holes are aligned diagonally. The R k max-
imum values for laminar flow mentioned for the

beginning of flute 2 above (where Cq is the highest)
are thus conservatively low because the hole spacing

used in the calculation of R k is actually higher along

an individual streamline. The R k value of 5.6 at BL 90,

quoted for a square pattern spacing, could be about

four times higher (R k of about 22), based on a stream-

line angle of about 13° at the beginning of flute 2.

11.8. Suction Distributions

The suction system was designed to provide a

range of suction levels high enough to ensure the
achievement of extended laminar flow and low

enough to result in transition on the upper surface to

obtain code calibration data. Examples of suction dis-

tributions achieved in flight, compared to the design

upper and lower range, are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

The maximum and minimum experimental suction

levels obtained across the suction panel (BL's 50 to

100) are illustrated in figure 92 for two test points in

flight 88. Attachment-line suction, controlled by
flute 1, was maintained at the same level to ensure a

laminar attachment line for these cases; therefore,

flute 1 suction levels are unchanged for the two points.
As discussed earlier, flute 1 suction was limited

because of the potential for generating suction-hole-
induced disturbances. For the two cases shown, all

control-valve angles outside of flute 1 were set at 90 °

for test point 88.12cl and at 20 ° for test point 88.11gl.

Flute 2 was higher than design maximum when set at
its maximum flow level. The suction levels in flutes 2

and 3 were typically set at their maximum values (90 °

valve angle), when extensive laminar flow was the

goal, to compensate for the lower suction in flute 1.

Suction levels on the rooftop were designed to provide

a threshold level of suction without a high variation
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frommaximumto minimum.ForthehigherCq test

point case shown (88.12cl), laminar flow existed to

the rear code-calibration sensors (see appendix B for

flight 88 sensor locations), but the same sensors were

turbulent for the lower Cq test point (88.1 lgl).

An example of the highest achievable suction lev-

els in the leading edge, without regard for maintaining

a laminar attachment line, is illustrated in figure 93.

With valve angles for all the suction regions in

flutes 1, 2, and 3 set on 90 °, the Cq level in flutes 1
and 2 were consistently greater than design maximum

at all spanwise locations across the suction panel. The

suction level in flute 3 was at approximately the maxi-

mum design level inboard but fell slightly below

design outboard starting at BL 80 (fig. 93). For this

test point, the suction level on the rooftop was set less
than maximum achievable. No laminar flow existed

for this test point because of the high attachment-line

C q levels.

The suction distribution for a test point in

flight 77, where the maximum laminar flow achieved

was recorded, is shown in figure 94. Flute 1 Cq levels
were set at values to support laminar flow along the

entire attachment line, and all other suction regions
were at their maximum level. Laminar flow was mea-

sured by the most rearward sensor at 46 percent chord;

therefore, laminar flow probably could have existed

beyond that location in the absence of the sensor and
its leads.

Individual suction-region mass flows for the test

cases discussed in figures 92 through 94 are presented

in table 5, along with the design upper and lower

mass-flow levels. The experimental values shown

were determined from the MDC data reduction pro-

gram (briefly described in the Data Analysis Tools

section). The individual suction region flows reflect

the Cq trends shown in figures 92 through 94. The
total integrated mass-flow level for the cases in which

extensive laminar flow was measured (i.e., test point

77.a4gl) was about the same as the upper limit design

mass-flow level (0.2302 versus 0.2553 lbm/sec), even

though the distribution per region was different. The

inability to raise suction beyond a critical limit in
flute 1 and maintain laminar flow was detrimental for

two reasons. First, it prevented attempts at optimizing

suction in the leading-edge region. Second, it may

have prevented the laminar attachment line from sur-

viving the pressure disturbance from the inlet-shock

system at higher o_.It is possible that had more suction

been permissible, the attachment line could have

remained laminar at a higher o_, resulting in more

favorable C_, distribution on the rooftop. It is worth
noting that the suction level in flute 1 was bound on

both sides. The suction level was bound at an upper

limit by the oversuction problem and, like other suc-

tion regions, was bound at a lower limit by outflow

considerations. The upper and lower limits were not

well separated, restricting the range over which suc-
tion could be varied in flute 1.

By design, the mass flow for each region could be

obtained by the mass-flow sensors described in the

instrumentation section or by calculating it by using

the pressure drop across the skin, along with the mea-

sured skin-porosity characteristics. A comparison of

the results of the two methods is shown in figure 95

for test point 77.a4gl. The difference between the two

mass-flow values was not consistent from flight to

flight, but the mass-flow sensor value was generally

higher. In contrast, the calculated mass flows were

consistent from test point to test point, and separate

but similar skin pressure-drop methods by BCAG and

MDC for calculating mass flow were in good agree-

ment. The poor performance of the mass-flow sensors

was partly because the sensors were single-point mea-

surement devices (figs. 67 and 68) that were used in a

highly three-dimensional flow field. Despite the con-

siderable effort to try to account for this problem in

their calibration, the sensors did not provide an accu-

rate reading of the mass flow through the ducts. The

accepted method for obtaining mass flows and suction

distributions for this project was to use the measured

skin-porosity characteristics and the measured pres-

sure drop across the skin. All mass flows and Cq's
shown in this paper were determined by this method.

11.9. Effect of Outflow on Laminar Flow

Outflow is the natural venting that occurs when

the internal pressure exceeds the external pressure.

This venting can take place in the downstream

sections of a region because of the inherent decrease in

the external pressure over the surface of a region,

which has nearly constant internal pressure as the flow

traverses across it. The internal pressure must be at

least as low as the lowest external pressure to avoid

outflow. Avoiding outflow is relevant to LFC because
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it could cause regions of separation and therefore tran-

sition. However, it was found that outflow could be

tolerated in flute 1, and transition avoided, if the suc-

tion in flute 2 immediately downstream had a suffi-

ciently high level to compensate. Unfortunately, there

was not time to devote specific test points to investi-

gating this topic. Most data related to outflow were

collected as part of some other test point objective.

Because of these limitations, there are no quantifiable
results for the amount of outflow allowable or what

suction level downstream of the outflow region is

"sufficiently high" to prevent transition. Nevertheless,

there are data showing that laminar flow existed

behind regions of outflow. The tool used to verify

whether outflow existed was the FT2SA program

written by MDC, which, among other capabilities,

included the ability to find regions of outflow. The

program searched a detailed grid for locations where

the internal suction region Cp was greater than the

local external Cp and then output the location and

the Cp difference (ACp). This result could be plot-

ted on a layout of the unfolded skin. The ACp value

was used instead of Cq because it is believed that the

calculations of Cq for regions that had outflow were
not valid due to the absence of skin pressure drop data

for flow going in the reverse direction through the

skin. It is highly unlikely that the skin characteristics

documented for suction apply to flow in the reverse

direction because the holes were tapered (see fig. 24).

An example of a test point with outflow and the pre-

dicted outflow areas is presented in figure 96. This test
condition is for Mach 1.89 with valves closed for all

regions except those in flutes 2 and 3 (regions 3, 4, 6,

7, 9, 10, 12, and 13). The attachment-line flute suction

region valves are closed (regions 2, 5, 8, and 11).

There are outflow areas in the aft end of each region

on the upper surface, as indicated by the shaded areas

in the upper plot of the figure. The darkest areas indi-

cate the largest predicted outflow. The objective of

this test point was to investigate the suction require-

ments for obtaining a laminar attachment line. To

detect the boundary layer state of the attachment line,

hot-film sensors were positioned just aft of flute 3 at

the end of the leading edge. The valves for the upper

surface regions were left closed because laminar flow

on the upper surface was not expected due to the hot-
film lead wires. Even with the valves closed for the

suction regions of flute 1, a natural suction occurred

along the attachment line where the high leading-edge

pressures exceeded the internal pressure. Outflow

occurred for this test point in the upper areas of

regions 2, 5, 8, and 11. It is evident that region 2 had

less outflow than other regions in flute 1 but still had

outflow areas near the top and aft. The reason for the

difference was an apparent leak in region 2. Integra-

tion of the mass flow over the surface of region 2,

another feature of the FT2SA program, resulted in a

net inflow with the region 2 valve closed. Although

there was outflow, the second film indicated that the

boundary layer was laminar, even though the stream-

line crossing it most likely went over a region of out-

flow. The second film shows that a laminar boundary

layer will tolerate at least a small amount of outflow
for cases where there is suction downstream of the

outflow.

Figure 97 is for a test case at Mach 2.02 and shows

considerably less outflow than the previous point.

Again, hot films were placed just aft of flute 3 to

detect the state of the attachment-line boundary layer.

The films aft of the outflow area in region 11 indicate

laminar flow. In this case, it is clear that the streamline

crossing the last film must have passed over the area

of outflow. For laminar flow on the upper surface, at

least to the splice joint, outflow was not an issue. For

R/ft > 2.2 × 106, laminar flow was lost at the splice-

joint film array before outflow areas appeared. How-

ever, for a limited number of test points at a R/ft of

about 2.2 × 106 during flight 85, there were splice-

joint hot films that still indicated laminar flow even

though regions forward of it were very close to their

outflow limit. Unfortunately, there were hardware

problems with some of the pressure instrumentation,

making the data for this flight questionable for code

calibration use.

Because of the attachment-line hole-suction-

induced transition problem, the C at the attachmentq
line was forced to be below some critical value. The

repercussions of this suction limit included low
attachment-line C values which could cause outflow

at the top of flute q 1 and, at a minimum, reduce Cq

values at the top of flute 1 where larger C valuesq
were desired for the control of cross flow. Several

flights were made to examine solutions to this prob-

lem. The first attempt used 0.002-in-thick tape to mask

the perforations from s = 0 down, which included the

attachment line leaving only the top of flute 1

unmasked, where higher C values were desired andq
were now possible without oversuction on the
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attachment line. Though earlier precursor flight testing

of turbulence-diverter concepts on the right wing and

results from the leading-edge passive glove test indi-

cated it was possible to maintain a laminar attachment
line with no C , the attachment line for this masked

q
test case was not laminar. A hot film was placed on the
attachment line 17 in. downstream from the turbulence

diverter, and it confirmed no laminar flow existed. The

second attempt to deal with the Cq profile in flute 1
was to mask the top of region 11 where outflow was

predicted. A 0.002-in-thick mylar tape masking strip

ran the entire length of region 11, starting at about

0.24 in. above sn = 0 and ending at the top of the

region, at about 0.64 in. The two patches sealed over

were patches 67 and 77 (see fig. 35 for their location

in flute 1). There were hot films far downstream of the

masked area (see hot-film locations for flight 77 in

appendix B). For test point 77.a4gl, laminar flow

existed to hot-film R18HFla at 46 percent chord.

Thus, laminar flow survived the 0.002-in. high for-

ward and rearward facing step and the nonsuction

region in the upper part of region 11. Recall that the

design specification was 0.003 in. for forward facing

steps and 0.001 in. for rearward facing steps, but the

specifications did not assume that the forward and

rearward steps occurred together.

Laminar flow was measured far rearward in the

presence of outflow also, as indicated in figure 98 for

test point 70.o4il. Calculations of outflow are evident

in the upper part of region 11 because relatively low

suction was applied in this region. All regions down-
stream were set with maximum suction achievable

(valves at 90°), and laminar flow was detected at

41 percent chord. Another case, test point 83.a2cl,

with confirmed laminar flow downstream of outflow,

is illustrated in figure 99, where the hot-film sensors

were located along the splice joint. The flight condi-

tions for this case are similar to those in figure 98

except that the altitude is greater. The flow that

crossed through the outflow area is laminar at the indi-

cated sensor locations along the splice joint.

For the remaining flights, efforts to avoid outflow

concentrated on keeping the C in flute 1 as high as
q

possible without causing attachment-line over suction,
a task which left little room for error.

11.10. Suction-Panel Surface Temperature

Distributions

As described in the instrumentation section, tem-

perature measurements were made on the leading edge

and the upper surface with thermocouples. For the

purpose of stability calculations on the upper surface,

the wall temperature was defined as the averaged tem-

perature of the thermocouple pair. However, for the

purpose of Cq calculations, the flute center tempera-
ture was used because it was believed to be closer to

the incoming air temperature.

The measured temperatures at each BL for test
point 77.a4gl are shown in figure 100 and represent a

typical temperature distribution. The distorted distri-

bution was due to the internal layout of the suction

panel, which offered varied heat transfer conduction

paths away from the panel surface. One of the largest

deviations occurred at the splice joint where there was
a large mass of material that provided a heat sink. The

underlying ribs also caused deviations in the measured

temperatures, as pointed out in the BL 90.5 cut of the

figure. The measured results were as expected from

thermal heat balance calculations that were performed

during the design phase, which included the effects of
the stringers, the splice joint, and the ribs. The temper-

ature of the panel never quite reached an equilibrium

state due to the large thermal mass and the limited

time at supersonic conditions, although the tempera-

ture measured by thermocouples that were welded

directly on the skin came close. The BCAG calculated
adiabatic wall temperature (from BL3D) for this test

condition is shown in the figure for BL 80.5. The adia-

batic wall temperatures peaked at about 180°F in the

leading-edge region, fell about 20°F in the first 20 in.,

and slowly ramped down to about 150°F by 120 in.

back on the upper surface. The response time of the
thermocouples was too slow to make them useful for

boundary layer state (laminar-transition) determina-

tion during the 3- to 10-sec duration test points.

Earlier informal reports presenting suction panel

temperature results mistakenly show an area in the

middle of the panel to be hotter than expected. The

leading edges at BL 90.5 and 100.5 also are shown to

be cooler than expected. These temperature deviations
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weretheresultof anerrorin thedatabasethatwasnot
discovereduntil 7 monthsafter the last flight. The
erroris awaitingfinalverification;therefore,thedata-
basehasnotbeencorrected.

11.11. Inboard Turbulent Region

Contrary to expectations, there was a large

inboard area of turbulent flow on the suction panel. As

shown in figure 101, hot-film measurements obtained

over several flights indicated that there was a laminar-

turbulent flow boundary defined approximately by an

8 ° line relative to the aircraft centerline and originat-

ing near or at the turbulence diverter location. How-

ever, aft of approximately FS 235, the boundary

tracked along a line at about 11° relative to the aircraft
centerline. Reference 41 states that "Observation of

turbulent wedges in laminar boundary layers at super-

sonic speeds indicated opening angles of +70. ,, In

addition, previous turbulence spreading data collected

in reference 43 over a Mach number range was used to

produce an envelope which indicated that the lateral

turbulence spreading angle should be between 4.8 °
and 7.8 ° for Mach 2 flow. However, for Mach num-

bers close to 2, actual data points existed between 5.0 °

and 6.5 ° only. The inboard edge of the suction panel

was angled outboard 5 ° relative to the centerline,

which, by design, was to compensate for turbulence

spreading. The external flow near the inboard edge of

the panel turned inboard 2° , which, when combined

with the 5 ° panel taper, allowed for 7 ° spreading. Thus

the design appeared to be on the safe side.

In an effort to explain the larger than expected

inboard turbulent region, an experiment to determine

the lateral spreading angle of turbulence was per-

formed in a rooftop section of the panel identified in

figure 102. A transition trip and 10 hot films were

used to measure the turbulence spreading angle during

flights 83 and 84. The second array of films just for-

ward of the splice joint (numbered 1 through 9 in

fig. 102) was used to collect additional laminar flow

data. The boundary layer trip used was 54 grit (nomi-

nally 0.015-in-high particles) and was 0.08 in. in

diameter. This trip was bonded on a 0.002-in-thick,

0.25-in-diameter patch of tape on the panel. Boundary

layer calculations, which included suction effects,

indicated that the boundary layer thickness at the trip

location was approximately 0.04 in. The trip was

located at about s = 14 in. at the front edge of

region 14 where the high curvature of the streamlines

had diminished. The film array was located about

20 in. downstream of the tripping element for most of

the data taken. Figure 103 is a cross section of the

wing at the trip location and gives the trip, film, and

suction region locations. Typical Cq and Cp profiles
near this cross section are shown in figure 104.

The results of the tripping experiment were evalu-

ated by using hot-film signals and streamline traces.

The streamline traces were generated from the veloc-

ity vectors which were calculated by the MDC Surface

Euler code by using the experimental data at the

boundary layer edge. Disturbance path traces were

then generated. Two disturbance path traces that

diverge from the streamlines were defined as -7.5 °

and +7.5 °, relative to the velocity vectors. The +7.5 °

disturbance path trace went outboard relative to the
streamlines, and the -7.5 ° trace went inboard. Results

for test point 84.10cl are shown in figure 105, which

includes the streamline trace going through the trip

location, the disturbance path traces originating at the

trip location, the hot-film positions, and the hot-film

signals. The disturbance path traces show that hot-

film 05 should be turbulent while hot-films 01 through

04 should be laminar. Even though there is no

transition zone defined for the disturbance path traces,

one would expect to see indications of such a zone for

hot films near the line. The hot-film signals in the fig-

ure confirm that this is the case, although there

appears to be slightly more activity than expected in

the hot-film 04 signal. For the outboard disturbance

path trace, hot-films 06 through 08 should be turbu-
lent, 09 should be transitional, and 10 should be lami-

nar. Looking at the hot-film signals reveals that 06 and

07 are indeed turbulent, 08 is well on its way to turbu-

lent, but 09 and 10 are laminar, with no signs of transi-

tion yet. Both the inboard and outboard sets of films

indicate that the disturbance path traces are offset in

the outboard direction by about one-half the distance

between films, about 0.6 ° , but that the spreading angle

of 7.5 ° appears to be a good estimate. This result is

typical of all test points examined and indicates that

the lateral spreading of turbulence may be relative to a

local streamline that is turned slightly more inboard

than the one used in figure 105. Further boundary

layer calculations showed that the streamline traces at
the wall turned 1° to 2° farther inboard than the

streamline traces at the boundary layer edge. Appar-

ently, the lateral spreading of turbulence is occurring
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relative to some local streamlinetrace that lies
betweentheedgeandwall streamlines.Regardless,
the tripping experimentrevealedthat the lateral
spreadingangleof turbulencewasbetween7° and8°
relativetothelocalstreamlines.Relativetotheaircraft
centerline,turbulencespreadoutboardat3° duetothe
inboarddirectionof theflow in thisregion.This3°
spreadingindicatedthatthe5° angleof the inboard
edgeof thesuctionpanelusedin the initial design
shouldhavebeenmorethansufficient.However,this
wasnotthecase.Toinvestigatefurther,themethodof
producingdisturbancepathtracesfrom thevelocity
vectorswas appliedto the inboardand outboard
regionsof thepanelwherehot-filmdatawereavail-
ablefor verification.A lateralturbulencespreading
angleof +7.5° wasusedon theinboardregionfor a
streamlineoriginatingat thebeginningof thesuction
patchandanangleof-7.5° wasusedfor theoutboard
regionfor a streamlineoriginatingat the outboard
leadingedgeof thepanel.Thetracesandfilmswerein
goodagreementin theoutboardregion,fair for the
inboardregionaheadof FS225,andverypoorfor the
inboardregionpastFS225.

Anotherimportantfindingof thetrippingexperi-
mentwas that the lateralspreadingof turbulence
increasedwith decreasingsuctionlevel.Figure106
presentsthesignalfrom10hotfilmsfor aseriesoftest
points wheresuctionwas reduced.The effect of
suctioncanbeseenclearlyby lookingatthehot-film
09 signal.The signal indicateslaminar flow in
figure106(a)andindicatesthat the flow undergoes
transitionassuctionis reduced33percentfor thetest
pointshownin figure106(f).Thatall filmswerenot
alreadycompletelyturbulentindicatedthatthe flow
progressedtowardstransitionor turbulentassuction
wasreduced.Forhot-films06 through10,it is clear
thatthe lateralspreadingwidened.Forhot-films01
through05it isclearthatturbulencespreadfrom01to
03andfrom05to03.Theturbulentspreadingfrom01
to 03originatedfrom theinboardturbulentregionof
the glove,which spreadoutboard.The turbulence
spreadingfrom05to03originatedfromtheturbulent
wedgethatbeganatthetrip andspreadinboard.The
turbulencespreadinghalf-angleincreasedby about
onefilm, or 1.3°, for thelowestsuctioncaseshownin
figure 106(f) comparedto the highestsuctioncase
shownin figure106(a).Thehot-filmdatafor these
twotestpointswereusedto comparetopreviousdata
takenby Braslow(ref. 43) andreportedby Fischer
(ref.42).Followingthemethodusedin reference43to

presentthedata,avaluefor thepercentoftimethatthe
hot-film signalindicatedturbulencewas found for
eachhotfilm. FortheF-16XL-2,thisvaluewasdeter-
minedby findingthepercentof timethehot-filmsig-
nal wasmorethanhalfwaybetweenits laminarand
turbulentvalues.Thevaluewasplottedagainstthe
angleof each sensorlocation and is shownin
figure107withBraslow'sdataandtherangereported
byFischer.Theanglesatthe50 "percentof timetur-
bulent"valuearegivenin a tablein thefigure.The
agreementbetweenthedatasetsis reasonable,espe-
cially consideringthat the methodof obtaininga
spreadingangleitselfcancausesignificantdisparity.

Theinboardturbulentregionprobablywascaused
by two differentsources.Thefirst wasdueto the
lateralspreadingof turbulenceoriginatingattheturbu-
lence diverter.Turbulentflow exits throughthe
diverterslotontotherooftopjustdownstreamof the
leadingedge.It ispossiblethatavortexformedatthis
exitingturbulentjet-like flow, causinggreaterlocal
turbulencespreadingthanpredicted.Thesecondcause
of theinboardturbulentregionshowsupnearFS210
whereboundarylayerstabilitycalculationsshowthat
ahighcross-flowregionexisted.Thishighcrossflow
likelycausestheturbulentregionin thisareaandfirst
appearstobetheresultof lateralturbulencespreading.
Thishighcross-flowregion,presentbecauseof theoff
designconditionsandcanopy-ringshockdisturbances
discussedearlier,persistedastheflow traveledback
alongthepanel.Thelateralspreadingof turbulence
foundfromthetrippingexperimentandtheregionof
highcrossflowarecombinedin aplanformviewwith
theavailablehot-filmresultsin figure108.Theresults
shownin thefigurearein goodagreementwith the
boundaryof thelargerthanexpectedinboardturbulent
region.Theconsensusis thatthisregionwasuniqueto
thedesignof theturbulencediverterandtheflow field
aroundthesuctionpanel;therefore,lowerturbulence
spreadinganglescanberealizedonanHSCTthrough
aerodynamicdesign.

11.12. Maximum Laminar Flow

As described in previous sections, laminar flow

along the entire attachment line and on the upper sur-

face could eventually be achieved repeatably with the

appropriate suction flow-control valve settings and

flight conditions. The keys to accomplishing this lami-
nar flow condition with either fence 1 or 2 was to
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operateat Mach2.0insteadof Mach1.9,to fly at a
higheraltitudeof about52000to 53000ft insteadof
50000ft, to limit theo_to about3.7° or less,andto
input a smallamountof negative[3 (about -1.5°).

Also, the attachment-line region valve angles were set

at levels which did not produce critical suction levels.
The maximum mn of laminar flow achieved is shown

in figure 109. Figure 109(a) displays results for two

different flight conditions with fence 2. One case (test

point 70.o4il) is at a low o_(2.6 °) and 50 000 ft. The

other case (test point 77.a4gl) is at a higher o_ (3.7 °)
and 53 000 ft. The maximum mn of laminar flow was

10.3 ft at 46 percent chord for o_= 3.7 °, which corre-
sponds to R X= 22.7 × 106. The hot-film sensors used

to identify the laminar region are shown for the

o_= 3.7 ° case only. For other test point conditions sim-

ilar to these, hot-film sensor AFTHF02 at the panel

rear (see appendix B for sensor location) displayed an

LT signal. For these cases, the maximum laminar flow

length was obviously beyond the 46 percent chord
result shown. Note that the inboard and outboard tur-

bulent regions (fig. 108) were closing in on the lami-

nar region, creating an increasingly narrow laminar

flow path. Efforts were focused on obtaining code

calibration data during the last two flights; therefore,

sensors were arranged along a line as shown in the

sensor positions for flights 87 and 88 (fig. B18 of

appendix B). In an attempt to improve laminar flow
results and obtain code calibration data in a different

Cp environment, the original fence 1 was reinstalled
for these last two flights. It was believed that using the

successful flight conditions and attachment-line suc-

tion settings, never previously used with fence 1,

would result in improved laminar flow results. In addi-

tion, the main disadvantage of fence 2 was the strong

expansion fan generated at the sharp supersonic lead-

ing edge which increased cross flow on the upper sur-

face, as discussed earlier. In flight 88, laminar flow

was measured on a wide spanwise range of the rear

hot-film sensors (back to 42 percent chord), demon-

strating that it may have been possible to document
more extensive laminar flow if these sensors were

moved farther back. (However, this was the last

flight.) Suction was reduced on the rooftop and in
flutes 2 and 3 to move the transition front across the

sensors for code calibration data (discussed in the next

section). The most extensive laminar flow results from

flight 88 are superimposed over the flight 77 results

shown in figure 109(a) for a similar o_and are shown

in figure 109(b). Laminar flow exists in the same rear-

ward region for both cases: flight 77 with fence 1 and

flight 88 with fence 2, with similar suction levels. Sta-

bility calculation results with values of cross flow and

N-factor growth rates for these cases will be discussed

in the following code calibration section.

11.13. Code Calibration Results

This experiment generated the first three-

dimensional supersonic laminar flow database on

detailed suction requirements and boundary layer tran-

sition. The information gathered was used as an initial

validation of the design tools, including the CDISC

and boundary layer stability codes. Separate analysis

was performed by individuals at BCAG, MDC, and

High Technology Corporation (HTC). A flow chart of

the analysis procedure steps was presented earlier in

figure 69 during the discussion on Data Analysis

Tools. Refer to that section for a description of the

procedure used to obtain N-factors from the flight

data. The results of this procedure are presented here.

11.13.1. Representative Test Cases

Flights concentrating on finding the maximum

extent of laminar flow possible on the panel were con-

ducted up to flight 80. A representative code calibra-

tion test point obtained during this exercise during

flight 77 is presented here. The calculations and fig-

ures presented originated from HTC reports that are

not available in the open literature. Test point 77.a4gl

was flown at Mach 1.97, o_= 3.70 °, [3 = -1.42 °, and
h= 53300 ft (R/ft = 2.12 x 106). Flute 1 was set at a

level known to support laminar flow on the attachment

line at this test condition. Flutes 2 and 3 and the upper

surface were set at the maximum Cq levels (valves at
90°). The average Cq on the upper surface was

-4
0.99 x 10 . The objective of the test point was to

investigate the extent of laminar flow possible and to
use the hot-film transition information for code cali-

bration. See figure B14 in appendix B for the hot-film

locations used during this test point. Beginning with

the raw pressure data, the profiles are first examined
and corrected for erroneous data. These corrected data

are fitted, smoothed, and interpolated to a grid suitable

for input into the Surface Euler code. The Cp data and
the corresponding fit for several of the BL's are shown

in figure 110. The Cp contours are shown with the
hot-film locations and transition measurements in
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figure 111. For reasons discussed earlier, there are

regions in which the Cp contours are highly swept•

These regions produce areas of cross flow which

destabilize the boundary layer• The resulting cross-

flow Reynolds numbers, as calculated by the BL3D

code are shown in figure 112. Regions of high cross
flow extend far forward on the inboard half of the

panel. In contrast, the outboard half of the panel has

low cross-flow Reynolds numbers that extend to the

end of the panel. One would expect from this plot that

the outboard region would be favorable for obtaining

laminar flow as far back as 50-percent chord• By using

the output from the BL3D code, linear stability calcu-

lations were made which yielded the N-factors that

will be shown here. (See ref. 30 for discussion on lin-

ear stability theory and N-factors.) Calculations were

typically performed at several frequencies between 0

and 6 kHz to track both the stationary and the most

amplified frequencies• N-factor calculations for loca-
tions near films R17HFla and R18HFla are shown in

figure 113. From the plots, film R17HFla had an
N-factor of about 9.2 and R18HFla had an N-factor of

about 13.6. The paths of N-factor growth at four fre-

quencies are shown in figure 114. As shown in the fig-

ure, the paths track inboard at an angle between 8° and

9 °. Note that although each instability frequency origi-

nated along the same BL, they did not all cross exactly

over the film location because they have different

paths of maximum growth. Therefore, the N-factors

from the plots in figure 113 will be slightly oft,

depending on local gradients• For example, the

N-factors for R17HFla and R18HFla, found by inter-

polating to the exact hot-film locations, are 10.8 and

13.7, respectively• These values are above the gener-

ally accepted N-factor range for transition of 9 to 10

(refs. 20, 21, and 30). To get an N-factor correlation

for a specific film location without interpolating, the

calculation had to be started near the leading edge, and

the instabilities at several different frequencies had to

be allowed to grow until they reached the film location

of interest• Each instability traveled along a different

path but was typically within about 6 in. of the other

when they reached 40-percent chord• Because the tra-

jectories of the disturbances were unknown, several

iterations on the starting point had to be made to get

the disturbance path to cross close to the hot-film loca-

tion of interest• As mentioned, interpolation can also

be used to get the N-factor at an exact location of inter-
est. N-factor calculations were made at several loca-

tions across the panel and then were combined to

produce the N-factor contour plot shown in figure 115.

This plot shows that the most growth occurred

between BL 65 and BL 85. The growth falls off rap-

idly outboard of BL 85 and then picks up again• HTC

noted in an internal report that a possible reason for

this increase was that there was a significant first

mode TS contribution in this region• In addition, HTC
estimated that the N-factors between BL 80 and 90

near the 50-percent chord line would be 12 to 13.5.

Most of the code calibration data were taken with

an array of hot-film sensors placed along the splice

joint of the suction panel. This array is shown in

appendix B for flights 80 through 86. A representative

code calibration test point obtained during flight 80 is

presented here. The calculations and figures presented

for this test point originated from individuals

from HTC. Test point 88.a3kl from flight 80 was

flown at Mach 2.02, o_ = 3•71 °, _ = -1.51 °, and

h = 53 300 ft (R/ft = 2.27 × 106). Flute 1 was set at a

level known to support laminar flow on the attachment
line at this test condition• Flutes 2 and 3 were set at the

maximum Cq levels (valves at 90°). The upper sur-
face suction regions had valve angles of 30 ° . The aver-

age C on the upper surface was 0.44 × 10 .4. The
q

objective of the test point sequence leading up to this

point was to create a code calibration point by reduc-

ing the Cq level at the same flight condition until
laminar flow was lost at the splice-joint hot films• As

in the previous test point, the measured Cp profiles
are examined and corrected for erroneous data. The

Cp data and the corresponding fit for several of the

BL's are shown in figure 116 The C contours are• p
shown with the hot-film locations and transition mea-

surements in figure 117. As found in the previous test

point, there are regions where the Cp contours are
highly swept, which will produce areas of high cross

flow. Even though the shape of the Cp profiles for
this test point and test point 77.a4gl are very close, the

Cp contours differ aft of FS 300 in their sweep angle.

This difference demonstrates the sensitivity of the

design Cp to changes in the upper surface flow field•
The cross-flow Reynolds number contour plot is

shown in figure 118. To further investigate the flow on

the panel for this case, boundary layer edge and

surface streamlines were plotted and are shown in

figure 119. The edge streamlines across the middle of

the panel are angled at about 6 ° . The surface stream-
line direction is between 9 ° and 11 ° in the same area

but varies considerably across the panel• Typically,
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surface streamlines angled towards the fuselage more

than the edge streamlines. The spreading apart and

grouping of the surface streamlines indicate that there

is a large change in the amount of cross flow in those

areas. N-factor calculations made along paths at sev-

eral locations across the panel are shown in figure 120.

The paths track inboard at an angle between 4 ° and 5 °

in the middle of the panel. The most growth occurred

between BL 65 and BL 85. The growth falls off rap-

idly outboard of BL 85; this was one of two test points

where calculations were also made using a PSE

(Parabolized Stability Equation) code (Malik, M.R.;

Chang, C.-L.; Li, F.: The Primitive Variable Formula-

tion of PSE: Application to 3D and Compressible

Flows, Dec. 1994, High Technology Report

No. HTC-9406 and Chang, Chau-Lyan: ECLIPSE: An

Efficient Compressible Linear PSE Code for Swept-

Wing Boundary Layers, April 1995, High Technology

Report No. HTC-9503). Additional information on the

PSE method can be found in reference 3, which gives

a description of PSE theory and cites several refer-

ences. The results for test point 80.a3kl are presented

in figure 121. The paths track inboard at about 6° in

the middle of the panel. The band of low N-factors

between BL 56 and BL 66 corresponds to a region of

reduced cross flow and to the separation of the wall

streamlines in that area. This pattern is repeated for the

calculations on the outer edge and can be seen in the

N-factors found when using the eMalik3d code also.
The N-factors found from the PSE code are less than

those found by the eMalik3d code and have about the
same amount of scatter. Lower N-factor values have

been found with the PSE code in the past and were not

considered an unusual finding. However, it is not clear

why the PSE results did not reduce the scatter.

Cross-flow Reynolds number and N-factor con-

tour plots made by HTC for two other cases from

flight 88 are shown in figures 122 through 125. Unlike

the previous two test points, the original shock fence

(fence 1) was installed for this last flight. The test

points are close to the same flight conditions; test

point 88.a2dl was flown at Mach 2.01, o_ = 3.39 °,
=-1.51 °, and h = 53 100 ft (R/lt= 2.15 x 106), and

test point 88.a4il was flown at Mach 1.99, o_= 3.38 °,
[3 = -1.46 °, and h = 53200 ft (R/ft = 2.12 x 106). The

major difference between the points was that the valve

angles for the upper surface were set at 90 ° for

88.a2dl and at 45 ° for 88.a4il, resulting in an average

upper surface Cq of 1.11 x 10.4 for 88.a2dl and
0.74 x 10.4 for 88.a4il. As expected, the N-factors

increase with reduced suction and retain the same

trends. The "T" hot films outboard are due to turbu-

lence spreading from the outboard edge of the panel.
The "T" hot films inboard are due to a combination of

turbulence spreading from areas forward and inboard

and due to increased crossflow in that region.

Figure 126 was composed by HTC, based on N-factor

calculations performed on flight 88 test points. The

plot shows the best estimate of the maximum extent of

laminar flow and includes the experimentally deter-
mined maximum extent of laminar flow. These calcu-

lations suggest that if the hot-film sensors had been

removed so that sensors and leads would not trip the
flow, laminar flow would have existed to the rear of

the panel (about 50 percent chord).

11.13.2. Summary of All N-Factor Results

The code calibration database consists of hot-film

boundary layer transition measurements at known test
conditions and suction distributions. For each test

point analyzed, there is at least one hot-film-N-factor

correlation. Additional test points not yet used for

code calibration exist in the database. Appendix B

shows the many different hot-film locations that were
used. Most of the code calibration data were taken

with an array of hot-film sensors placed along the

splice joint of the suction panel, which was approxi-

mately 65 in. from the leading edge. This array and

an additional array that was used are shown in appen-

dix B for flights 80 through 88. The hot-film calls

indicating "laminar with turbulent spikes" (LT) and

transitional (TR) were compared with the N-factors

computed by the stability code at the same location for

the purpose of code calibration. Table 6 lists the

results of all code calibration calculations. Test point,
test conditions, hot-film name and its status, and the
N-factor found at that location can be found in the

table. Additional film calls without a corresponding

N-factor are given in order to provide reference to the
state of the flow near a film that does have an N-factor

calculation associated with it. There are also some

"L", "TL", and "T" hot-film calls that have N-factors

listed for them. Although these are not used to cali-

brate the code, they are noteworthy. Brief comments

about the valve setting are also presented. These data

are presented graphically by flight number in

figure 127. The symbols differentiate calculations

performed by BCAG, MDC, and HTC and the status

of the hot-film call. An additional summary plot of
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N-factor results from BCAG and MDC is shown in

figure 128. The X-axis is the computed N-factor for

stationary, or zero frequency, cross-flow disturbances.

The Y-axis is the maximum computed N-factor found

by using the envelope method. Most data are bound

by 11.0 < Nma x < 18.0 and 7.0 < Nfo < 11.5. For all
cases, the frequency range of the most amplified

disturbances on the rooftop was found to be 2 kHz to

5 kHz. Reasons for the scatter include the inability to

obtain a more detailed measure of the external pres-
sure distribution due to unforeseen disturbances and

the possible interaction of the cross flow and TS

waves in the rooftop region, which is not accounted

for in the stability calculation. Recall that, as discussed

earlier, a significant amount of cross flow existed in

the rooftop region due to oft-design angle-of-attack

and pressure disturbances crossing the test article.

Aside from the large range in N-factors, the results are

promising because they show that designers can use a

target N-factor of 10 to 12 (by using the envelope

method) for design of laminar flow wings.

Several attempts to explain the scatter in N-factors
were made. Some of the scatter is the result of differ-

ent approaches to handling the raw data and can be

seen by looking at N-factor calculations performed by

different users for the same film and test point. Table 7

lists data points where calculations were made by at

least two different organizations. The numbers in

boldface are typically within 1.5 of each other but are

as large as 2.7 in one case. The largest part of the dif-

ferences are attributed to the different fitting, smooth-

ing, and interpolating of the raw data. The pressure tap

distribution on the suction panel was designed to cap-

ture a Cp profile similar to the design profile. The
density of pressure taps was considered sufficient and,

as in all experiments, had some practical and financial

resource restraints. The density of pressure taps could

not be expected to capture unpredicted pressure gradi-

ents caused by previously unknown shocks or flow
disturbances and left the end user of the data with the

difficult task of representing the actual flow field with

the given pressure taps. This task was feasible, but

because of its subjective nature, likely contributed to

the scatter found in the final results. Due to grid differ-

ences and various options available in the codes, addi-
tional contributions to the scatter are introduced

during the calculation process. In a separate exercise,

different methods and options within the N-factor code

were investigated to see whether the scatter could be

reduced or explained. This investigation included

using the fixed spanwise wave number option in the

eMalik3d code (constant wavelength option). BCAG
results showed that the maximum N-factor was

reduced but that the scatter was actually larger. Both
BCAG and MDC concluded that this method, as exer-

cised by the eMalik3d code, was not suitable to the

highly three-dimensional flow of this experiment and

that the envelope method remains the recommended

technique. All results presented here use this tech-

nique. Eflbrts to see whether there was a dependence

on hot-film location also failed to explain the scatter.

For example, figure 129 shows the N-factor results for

the splice-joint hot films. There is not a strong pattern

of results along the film array, and the scatter is no

better than for figure 127, which was for all the

N-factor points. Comparisons of correlation with LT

hot-film signals versus correlation with TR hot-film

signals did not reveal anything either (as can be seen

in all the N-factor plots). Apparently, the N-factor

scatter is larger than the uncertainty of the film call. In

addition to the previously mentioned eflbrts, an

attempt was made to see whether the eMalik3d

method itself was partly at fault. As mentioned in

the second representative test case, a linear three-

dimensional compressible PSE (Parabolized Stability

Equations) code was applied and compared to the

eMalik3d results. This code includes nonparallel and

curvature effects and has been shown previously to

reduce the scatter in N-factor. However, as compared
to the eMalik3d results, the results of this exercise did

not produce a tighter N-factor range for the two cases

investigated. For the test points examined by HTC, the

eMalik3d N-factor spread was 9 to 19, and the PSE

N-factor spread was 6 to 15. The results of this eflbrt

are given in table 8.

The code calibration eflbrt contributed signifi-

cantly to the development of SLFC design tools and

their application. This database will continue to be

useful for future development and understanding as
well.

11.14. Supersonic Laminar Flow Control

Benefits Study

Based on the code calibration findings which pro-

vided confidence in the design methods, an SLFC ben-

efit study was performed by industry team members

using the available TCA (Technology Concept

Aircraft) wing planform configuration. The areas
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assumedlaminar for this study are shown in
figure130.Forthehighsweep,subsonicleading-edge
inboardwingsegment,acombinationof suctionin the
leadingedgewith activecoolingovertheuppersur-
facewasused.A pressuredistributionwith a rapid
accelerationin theleadingedgeandfavorableexpan-
sionovertheuppersurfaceis required.Wall cooling
in thepresenceof afavorablepressuredistributionsta-
bilizestheTollmien-Schlichtingdisturbancespresent
ontheuppersurface.Outboard,thesharp,supersonic
leading-edgesectiondoesnotrequiresuctionin the
leadingedge,anda continuousacceleratingpressure
distributionis employedsothatnaturallaminarflow
(withoutcooling)canbeused.A suctionzoneexists
behindtheleading-edgeflap joint for this outboard
wing segment(fig. 130).Penaltiesassociatedwith
SLFCsuctionimplementationwereincluded.These
includedtheincreasedweight,fueldisplacementvol-
umeloss,andpowerrequirementsforboththesuction
systemand the activecooling system.A ram air
sourcewasassumedtodrivetheturbocompressor.The
studyshowedthatSLFChasmajorpositivenetbene-
fits (afteraccountingfor SLFCpenalties)for aHSCT,
verifying previous study results (ref.2). These
significantbenefitsare illustratedin figure 131.A
6.7-percentreductionin themaximumtakeoffweight
couldberealized,whichamountsto abouta50000-1b
reductionbasedon a 740643-1bmaximumtakeoff
weightturbulentaircraft.In addition,incorporationof
SLFCwouldproducean l l.l-percent reductionin
blockfuel anda 9.7-percentincreasein L/D (lift-to-

drag ratio). This increase in L/D represents a signifi-

cant aerodynamic improvement, far exceeding any

contribution from other aerodynamic improvements.

12. Concluding Remarks

The F-16XL-2 Supersonic Laminar Flow Control

Flight Experiment accomplished most of the program

goals and did so while staying within 2 percent of the

initial estimated cost of the program. However, due to
the numerous difficulties encountered that restricted

the execution of many elements in the research phase,

not all objectives were completely achieved. The fol-

lowing is a summary of major accomplishments and

significant findings.

The experiment achieved extensive laminar flow

at Mach = 2.0 and at altitudes up to 53 000 ft. A maxi-

mum of 46 percent chord length of laminar flow was

measured with hot-film sensors (10.5-ft length;
Reynolds number = 22.7 x 106). In the absence of the

hot-film sensors and leads, stability calculations con-
firm that laminar flow would have existed to the rear

of the panel (about 50 percent chord).

The experiment generated a unique, extensive,

three-dimensional supersonic boundary layer transi-

tion database. Stability analyses and code calibration

results of transition data were consistent with design

tool predictions, providing increased confidence in

design methodology for laminar flow wings. The

N-factor results show that designers can use a target

N-factor of 10 to 12 for design of laminar flow wings.

Laminar flow was achieved with integrated suc-

tion levels close to the design levels, although the

leading-edge suction distribution was different from

the design. Suction distributions were varied, and the
effects on the transition locations were recorded, but

no opportunity existed to optimize-minimize suction.

Desired suction distributions were established

over the suction surface and achieved maximum suc-

tion flow rates and control as designed. Thus, there

was a validation of the suction system design method-

ology for determining perforation hole spacing, pres-

sure drops across the surface and through the

collection system, as well as the specification of the

turbocompressor requirements.

By excluding the pressure disturbances from the

engine inlet shock area and the canopy joint, the shape

of the surface pressure distribution achieved is in good

agreement with the CFD (computational fluid dynam-

ics) design pressure distribution, thus validating the

inverse design tool methodology.

Data analysis tools were developed and success-

fully applied to calculate suction distributions and

boundary layer stability characteristics from flight

data. This process involved fitting, smoothing, and

interpolation routines to fit the measured pressures and

temperatures with sufficient fidelity to replicate the

measured trends and to be acceptable for input to CFD
methods.

The experiment identified premature suction-hole-

induced transition on the attachment line. This finding

was significant, indicating that a perforation pattern
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with holesalignedalongstreamlinesin the leading
edgecausedprematuretransitionat critical suction
rateslowerthananticipated.Theotherfactorinfluenc-
ingprematuretransitionattheattachmentlinewasthe
presenceof high RO,Cq 0 (momentum thickness
Reynolds number at zero suction) values which proba-

bly combined with the hole alignment geometry to

collectively induce transition.

Laminar flow was achieved in the presence of

documented surface waves, steps, gaps, and internal

suction discontinuities (dams, partitions, stringers,

flow blockers, internal instrumentation) in the

as-manufactured suction panel. There is no evidence

that transition was caused by any of these surface fea-

tures or blocked suction areas; therefore, some of the

existing criteria may be too conservative.

Laminarization was demonstrated through non-

design upper surface pressures, including the influence

of a weak shock believed to be generated by the can-

opy joint. Additional cross flow was present due to

swept and distorted isobars, yet with relatively low

suction on the upper surface, laminar flow persisted

through these disturbances.

Laminar flow was achieved downstream of out-

flow (natural venting), with application of relatively

high suction immediately aft of the outflow area. Lam-
inar flow was also achieved downstream of a 0.002-in.

high forward and rearward facing step created by a

tape strip, with application of high suction aft of the

tape strip. The increased suction blockage (0.40 in.

normal to leading edge) created by the tape strip did
not affect achievement of laminar flow.

A study of the turbulent spreading angle behind a
trip was conducted and illustrated that the spreading

angle is about +7.5 ° relative to the local streamline.

The spreading angle was shown to increase for
reduced levels of suction.

The experiment demonstrated the sensitivity of

trying to achieve a universal family of collapsing pres-

sure distributions and unswept isobars on the upper

surface, especially for a large gloved wing over an

existing fighter aircraft. Future High-Speed Civil

Transport (HSCT) aircraft designed from the begin-

ning with supersonic laminar flow control (SLFC)

requirements should be more successful in achieving

the target pressure distributions because the new

design will not have to contend with pressure distur-

bances from existing structures that were put in place

without regard to obtaining laminar flow. Future

SLFC aerodynamic design methodology will have to

use fully three-dimensional, validated design methods

and closely spaced CFD grids in critical geometric

regions that model all important flow-field effects.

The F-16XL-2 SLFC experiment was successful

in demonstrating the aerodynamic feasibility of SFLC

on highly swept wings at moderate Reynolds numbers.

In this context, it can be viewed only as the first step.

The technology level of LFC has to advance to the

point where its cost savings, aftbrdability, maintain-

ability, and reliability can be adequately demonstrated
to the airframe manufacturer and the customer, the air-

line industry. To achieve this level of acceptance with

LFC will require a major commitment by industry and

the government. A technology development effort is

required to address a broad range of issues and chal-

lenges. The other significant driver is the price of avia-

tion fuel. As long as fuel remains relatively cheap and

abundant, there will be no pressing need to adapt risk-

ier, innovative high-payoff technologies, such as LFC,

which can save approximately 11 percent in mission
fuel.

In the aerodynamic arena, CFD design tools and

methods must be improved to ensure achievement of

the desired wing pressure distribution on highly swept

configurations. Configuration analyses must be per-

formed to demonstrate that wing pressure distributions

required for laminar flow do not have wave drag pen-

alties or other negative impacts on the total aerody-

namic performance. LFC design methods must also be

improved to ensure increased confidence in transition

prediction and suction flow requirements, which drive

the sizing of the suction system components. Achieve-

ment of laminar flow on sharp, supersonic leading-

edge wing segments, as found on the outboard seg-
ment of the HSCT, must be further demonstrated and

refined. Optimized SLFC HSCT configurations must

be developed. Maintaining a laminar attachment line

in the presence of high R 0 requires additional study,

along with further development of passive and active

methods for avoiding attachment-line contamination

from the fuselage. Suction-induced premature transi-
tion on the attachment line was shown to be a concern

with the F-16XL-2 and should be the topic of a
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research investigation to develop criteria. Variables in

this study would include hole diameter, hole spacing,

hole alignment or skewing, local suction levels, and

unit Reynolds number effects. Research to determine

concepts for minimizing the turbulence spreading

angle in the wing-body juncture region should be

undertaken; innovative shaping of the juncture area to

accomplish this would allow more of the high chord

length inboard wing to be laminarized for additional
skin friction reduction benefits.

While many concepts and approaches can be eval-

uated and refined in selective wind tunnel and flight

tests and through simulation and CFD, there will need

to be a full-scale validation on a large technology

demonstrator aircraft at representative flight condi-

tions. Achievement of extensive laminar flow at large

chord Reynolds numbers representative of the HSCT
must be demonstrated. This vehicle could be used to

demonstrate other advanced HSCT technologies

(materials, structures, and propulsion) as well.

Structural concepts that allow for a perforated skin

in the leading edge and other regions and internal suc-

tion ducting must be integrated into the wing structure.

Advanced materials and concepts must be developed

to ensure a lightweight, efficient structure which

accommodates the laminar flow systems internally

while meeting the surface smoothness, waviness,

steps, gaps, and other manufacturing tolerance

requirements. To ensure that laminar flow surface

smoothness criteria are met, advanced tooling and

assembly concepts need to be developed along with

improved low-cost fabrication and production

processes.

Concepts for suction compressors and flow

control-flow management must be developed and

refined to determine optimum systems. Previous sys-

tems studies explored suction units driven by engine

bleed air, ram air, hydraulic, and electric sources.

High-lift systems that are compatible with laminar

flow requirements must be developed and integrated

into the leading-edge region. A leading-edge protec-

tion system to prevent insect contamination is

required, along with anti-icing and deicing systems.

These systems offer challenges and opportunities for

innovative systems integration.

Confidence that industry can manufacture an effi-

cient, certifiable, reliable, safe, and cost-effective

aircraft must be demonstrated. The capability must

exist to accurately predict performance benefits, pen-

alties, airplane useful life, and in-service maintenance

and production costs. These are the minimum require-

ments to gain acceptance by the customer (the

airlines).
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Appendix A Installation

Suction-Panel Microphones

The F-16XL-2 SLFC suction panel contained

34 microphones to provide a coarse nonintmsive

indication of the transition location on the glove.

Figure A1 shows the microphone locations on a plan-

form view of the panel. Hot films were to provide

finer measurements of the transition. Preliminary tests
in a supersonic wind tunnel at LaRC and data obtained

during the leading-edge passive glove experiment

demonstrated this technique. However, the suction-

panel microphones did not perform as expected during

this flight test. Interpretation of the signals was diffi-

cult at best. To further investigate this difficulty, wind
tunnel tests were conducted again at LaRC simulta-

neously with the flight testing. The microphones

performed as expected (unpublished data). High elec-

tronic noise is suspected of playing a large role in the

difficulties encountered with the microphones during

the flight experiment.

Specifications

The microphones used in the F-16XL-2 SLFC

experiment were manufactured by Kulite Semicon-

ductor Products, Inc. (Model XCS-093-5). The pres-

sure range of the transducers was 5 psid, and they

were covered with a protective mesh screen. These

solid state sensors use a four-arm Wheatstone bridge

on a silicon diaphragm. The microphones included a

temperature compensator, located 6 in. behind the

microphone, which was designed for a temperature

range of 140°F to 240°F. The backside of the trans-

ducer was pressurized by a vent tube which was a

0.009-in-inside-diameter tube 5.75 in. long. The low-

acceleration sensitivity specifications were quoted as

0.005 percent full scale in the perpendicular direction

and 0.0005 percent full scale in the transverse

direction. A schematic of a microphone is shown in

figure A2.

A dynamic calibration was performed at LaRC

which verified that the microphones have a flat fre-

quency response to at least 10 kHz. The microphone

sensitivities, which were individually measured and

recorded at LaRC, were about 20 mV/psi.

During fabrication of the suction glove at BCAG,

34 microphones were installed inside the suction-

panel sandwich structure. The face of each micro-

phone was mounted flush against the inside surface of

the 0.040-in-thick titanium skin with its center aligned

with a 0.015-in-diameter laser-drilled hole. Only a

small portion of the microphone face was exposed

through the hole. Figure A3 shows a schematic view

of a microphone installed against the titanium skin. As

shown in figure A4, installation deviations on the

order of 0.004 in. dramatically affected the "window"

between the acoustic source and the microphone

diaphragm. These schematics represent typical

as-installed views. Each microphone installation was

unique in the amount it was off from the centerline of

the hole in the suction panel. Also, because the

0.015-in-diameter holes were laser-drilled, the holes

were not round, and each had a unique shape. These

factors, in turn, contributed to making the output of

each microphone signal unique. The 5.75-in-long vent

tube, connected to the backside of the transducer, was

open to the inside of the suction panel. The internal

pressure of the suction panel was typically less than

0.7 psi below the external pressure, well below the

5 psid limit of the transducer. The wiring exited from

the side of the panel structure and then to signal-

conditioning electronics. Once the lower, nonperfo-

rated titanium skin of the suction glove sandwich

structure was bonded in place, the microphones

became inaccessible for troubleshooting, repair, or

replacement.

Signal Conditioning

A schematic of the signal conditioning is shown in

figure A5. The maximum output of the microphones

was estimated by using flush-mounted microphone

data obtained during the passive-glove flight experi-

ment. The gain on the amplifier card was set based on

this estimated microphone output and the voltage

range available on the Constant Bandwidth (CBW)

modules. The amplifier card also provided a 15-Vdc

excitation voltage for the microphones that was

regulated in order to help minimize the effect of possi-

ble variations in the aircraft power supply. The output

signal of the amplifier card was passed onto the
RMS-to-dc converter card and recorded on an onboard

FM tape. The data from the FM tape were available
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for postflightexamination.TheRMS-to-dcconverter
cardoutputtheRMSof theacsignalandapplieda
gainof 8 to usefully thevoltagerangeof thePCM
(PulseCodeModulation)system.Theoffsetamplifier
subtracted5 V from the signalto furthermeetthe
requirementsof thePCM/telemetrysystem.

As statedpreviously,thefrequencyresponseof
themicrophoneswasshownat LaRCto be flat to at
least10kHz. The specificationsfrom themanufac-
turerindicatedthatthefrequencyresponsewasflat to
20kHz.Thefrequencyresponseof theamplifiercard
wasflatto 10kHzandwasdown3dBat35kHz.The
signaloutputfromtheamplifiercardwasrecordedon
theonboardFM tapefor thefrequencyrange0 to
2kHz. Thesignalwasalsoreadby theRMS-to-dc
convertercard,which calculatedthe RMS voltage
overa0.1-secintervalandconvertedtheresultto adc
voltage.Althoughonly a0- to 2-kHzbandwidthwas
recordedontheFM tape,theRMSvalueincludedall
theenergyin the0- to 35-kHzfrequencyrange.

Althoughthemicrophonedatawerecollectedtwo
differentways,asshownin figureA5, thereal-time
RMSdatawerethemainfocusfor practicaluseof the
signal.TheRMSdataweredisplayedrealtimein the
DFRCcontrolroomon custommadedisplays.The
signalcouldbeoutputonstripchartsaswell.Thedis-
playsweredesignedto allowoperatorsto makedeci-
sionsbasedontransitionlocationduringtheflight.

Performance

Upon completion of the suction panel, 2 of the 34

microphones were found to be nonfunctional. The

output of M7503 (M75 indicates the BL where the

microphone is located; 03 indicates it is the third

microphone back from the leading edge) was 10 per-

cent of its expected value, and the 0.015-in. hole for

M8506 could not be located. Between flights 45 and

46, it was reported that four additional microphones

were not functioning. M6508 and M6509 had open

circuits, M7507 gave no response, and M8505 had a

short circuit. After additional examination of the sig-

nals, it was found that M7502 was functioning on the

ground but not in flight, rendering it useless. The

remaining 27 microphones produced a signal for the

rest of the flight program. The locations of the non-

functioning microphones are identified in figure A1 by

the open symbols.

Very early in the flight testing, the microphone

signals were not behaving as expected. It could not be

determined reliably from the real-time RMS signal

whether the flow was laminar or turbulent. The magni-
tudes of the RMS laminar and turbulent levels were

very close to one another. In addition, the behavior of

some of the microphone signals was much different

from others. A complicating factor, which was also the
case for the hot films, was that one could not distin-

guish between laminar and turbulent signals until it
was known what each of these looked like relative to

each other for similar flight conditions. Because the

microphones could not be used in real time, the useful-

ness of the microphones was severely affected, and

they were not used for transition detection. The post-

flight data were often not available until after the

flight-test planning had to be completed for the next

flight, greatly reducing the value of the postflight

microphone data. Any transition information needed

for planning of the next flight had to be collected and

interpreted from real-time data. This procedure de-

emphasized efforts to interpret the postflight micro-

phone data and brought the use of hot films to the fore-

front earlier than planned.

Troubleshooting and investigations into why the

microphones performed as they did were very limited

and remained a low priority for assignment of avail-
able resources. However, several avenues of research

into the problem were carried out, some of which are

described here. Unfortunately, none offered definitive

answers or solutions to the problem. In preparation for

the use of these microphones on the F-16XL-2, a test

was conducted in the Langley Low-Disturbance

Mach 3.5 Supersonic Tunnel. The test used the same

type of microphones, electronics, and installation con-

figuration as in the flight test. The microphones

behaved as predicted during this wind tunnel test,

clearly detecting the onset of transitional flow as com-

pared to a neighboring hot-film sensor. This finding

suggests that the problems encountered in flight were

directly related to the operating environment in which

they were installed (vibration, electronic noise, and

sound propagation through structure) and not the flow

physics. A close examination was made from the

flight microphones of the FM signals versus the RMS

signals. This examination did not reveal any insight

into interpreting the signal. The RMS signal

responded correctly to what was seen in the FM time

signal. Apparently, the microphone responds to the
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transitionprocess,both from laminarto transitional
flowandviceversa,but it alsorespondsto otherflow
andto vibrationalandelectronicinfluences.DFRC
alsoparticipatedin investigatingtheproblembymod-
ifying the signalconditioningof four microphones.
Theamplifiergainwasdoubled,anda capacitorwas
insertedin serieswith thesignalpathto theRMS-to-
dcconverter.Thisalterationchangedthelowercutoff
frequencyto 85Hz in anattemptto eliminatelow-
frequencycontaminationof thesignal.Examinationof
the signalsfrom the modifiedsignal conditioning
revealedthat this changesmoothedout the signal
somewhatbutdidnot improvetheabilityto interpret
thesignal.

Theillustrationsshowinghowthesensing"win-
dow" is differentfrom microphoneto microphone
cannotcompletelyexplainthe microphoneperfor-
mance.An additionalexplanationfor themicrophone
performanceis directlyrelatedto thefrequencyband
limitationsof therecordedmicrophonesignal,which
wasin the0- to2-kHzrangeinwhichextraneousnoise
canbesignificant.Thesesourcesincludesoundpropa-
gatingthroughthe structure,resonanceparticularto
eachuniquehole,powersupplynoise,andotherelec-
tronicnoisein thesurroundingenvironment.Possibly,
improvementscouldhavebeenmadeby settingthe
recordedmicrophonefrequencyband from 5 to
10 kHz.
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Figure A1. Planform view showing microphone (M) locations on F-16XL-2 S LFC glove.
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Figure A2. Kulite microphone model XCS-093-5 with M-type screen. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure A3. Microphone installed against F-16XL-2 SLFC titanium skin. Installation is centerline to centerline (CE).
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Figure A4. Two views (a and b) of microphone screen holes, as seen from above, looking through 0.015-in-diameter nominal
laser drilled hole. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure A5. Microphone signal-conditioning flowchart.
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Appendix B

Hot-Film Locations

The hot-film locations used during the flight test are shown in figures B 1 through B 18; 142 different hot-film

locations were used. Of these, 126 were on the upper surface and 16 were on the lower surface. The hot films and

their leads were mounted on 0.002-in-thick tape that protected the perforated surface from adhesive residue. The

flow was assumed to be turbulent behind any hot film and any hot-film lead. The hot films provided a real-time

indication of the boundary layer state, which allowed in-flight decisionmaking based on their output. The hot-film

output was also used to define the boundary layer transition point for calibration of transition prediction methods.

Prefixes for Hot-Film Identification Numbers

AFTHF

APHF

CCHF

IBHF

LSHF

LEHF

OBHF

RFHF

R HF

SJHF

TRHF

aft hot film

apex hot film

code calibration hot film

inboard hot film

lower surface hot film

leading-edge hot film

outboard hot film

rooftop hot film

rooftop hot film (a region number follows the R)

splice joint hot film

trip hot film
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Figure B1. Hot-film layout for flights 44 to 51; 16 hot films on lower surface; 24 hot films on upper surface•
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Figure B2. Hot-film layout for flights 52 to 57. Added four hot films near leading edge before flight 52. Added LSHF05a near

shock fence before flight 55.
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Figure B3. Hot-film layout for flight 58. Removed first two hot films near leading edge.
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Figure B4. Hot-film layout for flight 59. Added three hot films near splice between FS 230 and FS 250 and one on attachment

line at BL 76.5. Removed LSHF near shock fence, and leads for hot film near leading edge were rerouted.
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Figure B5. Hot-film layout for flight 60. Removed hot film near leading edge and hot film on attachment line.
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Figure B6. Hot-film layout for flight 61. Moved two hot films aft and added one hot film.
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Figure B7. Hot-film layout for flights 62 and 63. Added three hot films near outboard leading edge.
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Figure B8. Hot-film layout for flight 64. Moved two outboard films.
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Figure B9. Hot-film layout for flights 67 to 69. Added four films between FS 190 and FS 220. Moved one outboard film.
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Figure B 10. Hot-film layout for flight 70. Moved three outboard films on upper surface aft.
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Figure B11. Hot-film layout for flights 71 to 73. Added LSHF03a for flight 73 only. Added three hot films between FS 140

and FS 150 and one hot film at FS 331.
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Figure B 12. Hot-film layout for flight 74. Moved seven hot films and added one hot film at FS 322.
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Figure B 13. Hot-film layout for flights 75 and 76. Removed three hot films between FS 140 and FS 160.
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Figure B 14. Hot-film layout for flight 77. Added two films at FS 232. LSHF02 and 03 moved aft slightly. Added LSHF03b.
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Figure B 15. Hot-film layout for flights 78 and 79. Removed six films. Moved four films.
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Figure B16. Hot-film layout for flights 80 to 82 and 85 and 86. Array of 21 hot films added along splice joint (RFHF3a and

20 SJHF's). Hot-film leads omitted in drawing.
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Figure B 17. Hot-film layout for flights 83 and 84. Ten hot films added at FS 211. Hot-film leads omitted in drawing.
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Figure B 18. Hot-film layout for flights 87 and 88. All splice-joint films removed. Added six films near turbulence diverter.

Added five films near leading edge. Added array of 19 hot films approximately 3 ft downstream of splice joint.
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Appendix C • altitude held within _+500 ft

Database Information and Security

The large amount of data collected during this

experiment was distributed to several different

researchers in geographically dispersed organizations.

Data were available to users by three methods: real-

time data, time-series data, and time-averaged data.

The real-time data were a selected set of parameters

that could be viewed during the flight as it was teleme-

tered from the aircraft to the ground, converted to

engineering units, and displayed in DFRC and LaRC

control rooms. The LaRC monitoring control room

was much more limited in scope than the DFRC main
control room but was sufficient for users to monitor

key data parameters such as hot-film signals. There

was also some limited access by other team members

from their local sites. After the flight, all raw data

were converted to engineering units, and all desired
variables were calculated. These data were stored on

the DFRC Flight Data Access System (FDAS). The

data stored on FDAS were time-series data, for exam-

ple, individual data parameter values versus time (col-

lection rates could vary from parameter to parameter).

The FDAS could be made accessible to any authorized

user. The third data source, which was the most

heavily used data source by a majority of the team

members, was the time-averaged data. These data

were created by NASA DFRC personnel from the

time-series data stored on the FDAS system. The time-

averaged database was a set of files containing a

defined set of parameters in a specified format that

was agreed upon by team members in advance of any

flights. The pretest database definitions, including the

file-naming conventions, allowed the development of

data reduction routines without waiting for the first

data to be collected. The concept of time-averaging

data over a time window fit well with the way the raw

data were collected. As noted earlier, the raw data

were typically collected by performing "pushovers"

because the desired test point o_ was generally below

trim o_. During the approximate 10-min supersonic

run, each of several predefined test conditions was

held for approximately 10 sec. Test points were

selected from the 10-sec intervals by applying the fol-

lowing criteria:

• time window--minimum of 3 sec

• Mach number held within _+0.01

• angle of attack held within _+0.1 °

• flow-control valves fixed

• hot-film signal consistent within window

Test points meeting these criteria were added to the

time-averaged database. In special circumstances,

when a user requested a particular time window, one

or more criteria could be violated, but a note was made

in the database so that the data would not be used in

error. Also included in the database was a plot of the

flight conditions versus time so that users could exam-
ine the time window to check for steadiness over the

test point time window. Data taken during the test

point window were averaged over the time window,

and the state of the boundary layer at each film was

determined. These data were written to the predeter-

mined database files, made available to the team, and

served as the common starting point for data analysis.

Test points added to the time-averaged database

were defined by the flight number and flight-card

number for reference purposes. All test point names

are unique and contain the flight number first. For

each test point within that flight, a four-character

labeling method was adopted. The database user need
not be concerned with what each letter and number

means unless referring to the original DFRC flight

reports that contain the test point instructions. The

remainder of this paragraph explains the four-

character labeling found after the flight test number.

The flight test number is usually followed by an alpha-

numeric letter that designates which supersonic run

the data were taken on ("a" for first ran, "b" for sec-

ond ran, "c" for third run). Test instructions, which

were written and reviewed at least one day in advance,

were recorded on "flight cards." These flight cards

were pages of instructions for the flight crew to fol-

low. Each page contained relevant flight condition

specifications, followed by an alphabetical list of

instructions. The flight-card number, or page, and the

alphanumeric letter of the instruction on that card fol-

lowed the supersonic run letter mentioned above. The

last character usually designated the number of times

that a particular flight-card instruction was performed

during the same supersonic run. Due to the four-

character restriction, this labeling system could not be

strictly followed, but this restriction did not detract
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from its usefulness. Deviations occurred occasionally

for the supersonic run designation or for the number of

times that an instruction was executed during a super-

sonic run. The following examples are provided to

assist in the understanding of this labeling system:

• Example 1.72.a2c1: Flight 72, first supersonic run,

flight card 2, instruction c, first time instruction exe-

cuted during this run

• Example 2. 72.b3c2: Flight 72, second supersonic

run, flight card 3, instruction c, second time instruc-

tion executed during this run

• Example 3.77.a12c: Flight 77, first supersonic run,

flight card 12, instruction c, first and only time

instruction executed during this run

• Example 4. 77.ex07: Flight 77, the seventh nondes-

ignated (no flight-card instruction) data point

All sensitive information concerning this experi-

ment was protected under a special technology control

mechanism created for the High-Speed Research

(HSR) Program called "Limited Exclusive Rights

Data" (LERD). This control mechanism protected

information from foreign interests while allowing the

exchange of information within the U.S. community.

The LERD status required that steps be taken to pro-

tect the data from being accessed by unauthorized par-

ties, such as preventing interception of files as they are

transferred from one computer to another or as a result

of computer break-ins. This protection began at the

data source. Access to DFRC computers containing
sensitive data was restricted to cleared individuals. In

addition, access to the F-16XL-2 data on the DFRC

FDAS was possible only from another DFRC com-

puter and only to those with the project password. For

the time-averaged database files, all data files for an

entire flight were first compressed together into a sin-

gle file to facilitate handling. This file was then

encrypted using the Data Encryption Standard (DES)

algorithm in accordance with the December 1993

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) Pub-

lication 46-2 requirement. The DES is a mathematical

algorithm for encrypting and decrypting files. Further

details of DES can be found in the FIPS publication.
DES software was made available to team members

for use on several different UNIX-based systems as

well as personal computer operating systems. After

the file was encrypted, it was then transferred to a

computer at ARC and defined to be readable only by

members of a special group ID that was created for

this project. This group included only those individu-

als that were cleared to have access to the data. Any-

one in that group could copy or download the file. The

file was downloaded only to areas that were protected

against unauthorized access. Once the file was in its

desired location, the user decrypted and uncompressed

it. Knowing the format, the user could apply the data

reduction routines immediately. This process satisfied

the security requirements, required no new resources

or product development, and was quick and simple to

use. The process worked very well throughout the

experiment.
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Appendix D

Flight Log

Forty-five flights were conducted in the experiment, starting with flight 44 and concluding with flight 88.

Eight flights were aborted for various reasons, and these often resulted in no useful SLFC data. Thirty-four of the

flights were SLFC data flights. Appendix D is an informal record of the major events that transpired during each

flight. No attempt was made in this appendix to list the individual test point number, flight conditions, or other
detailed information.

Flight Date Fence
number

44 10/13/95 1

45 10/25/95 1

46 11/6/95 1

47 11/22/95 1

48

49

1/24/96

1/26/96

50 2/1/96 1

Table D 1. Informal Flight Record of Major Events

SS

run

Comments

First flight, a functional check flight at subsonic conditions, experienced

higher differential pressure across panel than expected. Loads and struc-

tures concerns evolved that dominated next series of flights.

Differential pressure problem continued; evaluated further in this flight.

Telecons held after flight to discuss solutions.

Taped lower surface joints, possible leak sources to reduce leakage to

cavity; slightly higher g's achieved before differential pressure limit met.

Debate continued on loads and safety issues due to differential pressure.

First supersonic flight almost 4 hr long. Relaxation of local differential

pressures and loads permissible and restriction to 2.2g rather than 3g

operation. Suction system not activated. Completed most of flutter and

loads objectives. Attained Cp's at design point and other conditions. Cp's
showed reasonable agreement with prediction for slightly higher (.5 °)

flight ct. Shock fence not fully effective. Laminar flow along attachment

line out to LSHF04; suction existed on attachment line due to high sur-

face pressure and low internal pressure. Turbulence diverter works over

range of ct up to almost 4°.

First flight with suction; tried range of suction flows. Laminar flow
inboard of fence to LSHF04 without suction and with lowest suction set-

tings; no laminar flow with higher suction. M = 1.85 was highest speed

achieved. After third tanker refill, returned to base (RTB) due to errone-
ous loads measurement.

Obtained M = 1.5, 1.7, 1.9 data with suction. Laminar flow to lower sur-

face hot film LSHF04 with suction system off and suction on at low level.

Very sensitive to ct, unit Reynolds number, suction level. Questioned

whether laminar flow exists on upper surface and microphones cannot
detect it.

0 Aborted due to gear door failure to close after takeoff.
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Flight
number

51

52

53

54

55

Date

2/2/96

2/9/96

2/15/96

2/22/96

2/29/96

56 3/1/96 1

57 3/6/96 1

Fence

1

SS

run

3

Table D1. Continued

Comments

Suction patch valve angle was maintained at 20 °. Unrecognized at the

time, excessive suction in the suction patch prevented any laminar flow.

Flew two [3= -1.6 ° points, but there was no improvement in laminar flow

due to tripping at suction patch.

Installed 4 hot films (LEHF01, 02, 03, 04) on upper surface at first

stringer to confirm achievement of laminar flow. Adopted new flight pro-

cedure (used rest of program); flew subsonic to Colorado River; made

supersonic data run heading west toward DFRC. Laminar flow detected

on attachment line for suction system off case only. Suspect suction patch

suction too high, triggered transition. Flew several _ test points. New

upper surface hot films confirm no laminar flow on upper surface.

Prior to flight, suction patch upper surface subregion corner sealed off

with tape. Calculations indicate this area is outflowing for most of cases;

best to tape over. Flight was terminated because turbocompressor would

not come up to speed and oil temperature was high. Limited, no suction

data points collected.

Problems with uplink signals prevented operation of turbocompressor;

continued flight without suction system. Completed flutter clearance

points. No progress in resolving lack of laminar flow.

Experienced uplink data capture problem; obtained limited data with suc-

tion at M = 1.7. Maintained suction patch valve at 0% attachment line

flute adjusted from 0° to 25 °. Attachment line and upper surface laminar

flow recorded with attachment line regions up to 20 ° valve angle. Con-

firms oversuction existed on the attachment line in previous flights. Need

to evaluate at M = 1.9 next flight. On this flight, gap between fence and

wing lower surface was sealed with tape (concern that flow disturbance

could leak through gap).

Planned to obtain M = 1.9 data, but had to RTB because right gear door
would not close.

Flew aircraft at M = 1.9, only one tanker refill. Obtained data on limits of

attachment-line flute valve setting above which laminar flow was lost.

LEHF01 and 02 showed robust laminar flow at c_ = 3.2°-4.0 ° with

region 2 valve settings of 0% 8% 16% lost laminar flow on LEHF01 and

02 for region 2 with 20 ° valve angle; 16° is upper limit. Used 45 ° and 90 °

valve angles in flutes 2 and 3 behind attachment line. No laminar flow

observed on LEHF3 because flight 58 showed region 5 needs at least 20 °

for c_ = 3.4 ° and 30 ° for c_ = 3.7 ° along with region 2 needing no more
than 16°.

In telecon after flight decided to set region 2 at 16° and vary other

attachment-line regions in next flight.
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Flight
number

58 3/8/96

59 3/15/96

60 3/21/96

Date Fence

1

1

0

SS

run

2

Table D1. Continued

Comments

First attempt to obtain laminar flow on rooftop (region 14). Removed
LEHF01 and LEHF02 because films and leads would interfere with lami-

nar flow. Suction patch maintained at 0°; set region 2 at 16° valve setting;

varied attachment-line flute (regions 5, 8, 11) over 16 ° to 40 ° range with

90 ° for rest of leading edge and regions 14 and 15.

Region 5 valve setting necessary for laminar flow at LEHF03. Dependent
on c_:

• For c¢ = 3.4 °, need at least 20 ° valve angle.

• For c¢ = 3.7 °, need at least 30 ° valve angle.

Successful valve angles for flute 1 regions are 16°, 35 °, 35 °, 35 ° at
c¢ = 3.4 °.

Reduced flutes 2 and 3 and rooftop regions 14 ° and 15° to 45 ° valve

angle. LEHF03 inoperative in second pass; unable to determine whether

upper surface laminar for these settings. Microphone signal is difficult to

interpret real time, inconsistent behavior.

Inboard perimeter hot films all turbulent, even with sideslip: inboard tur-

bulent wedge angle probably excessive.

LEHF3 leads removed; LEHF4 left in place; three new hot films on upper

surface (RFHF 01, 02, and 03) positioned in front of or behind joint splice

(see appendix B). Pressure disturbance (perhaps from canopy joint) just at

first (outboard) RFHF03. Microphones M5503 and M6502 close to

inboard (RFHF01) and outboard (RFHF03) films, respectively. At

M = 1.9, c_= 3.4 °, HF03 was laminar for rooftop regions 14 and 15 down

to 30 ° valve setting, but HF02 and 03 were LT and TL at best. Laminar

flow extent about 5.5 ft (assuming transition between RFHF03 and

HF02). Microphone signal interpretation inconsistent from flight real

time versus postflight. Best to rely on hot films. Focusing on c_ = 3.4 ° at
M = 1.9 because this condition results in the best laminar flow across the

leading-edge span to fence location.

Shock fence 1 removed to obtain data without fence before fence 2 is

installed. Plan called for increased (maximum) suction in all but region 2

(set at 16°) to see whether laminar flow inboard extended farther rear-

ward. After 4 test points at M = 1.9, suction turbocompressor cut off dur-

ing pushover due to an overspeed (first time this occurrence). Could not

restart. Procedure calls for RTB. Valve 6 (for region 6) also opened

slowly. Planned to come down after this flight for regular ejection seat

pyro checkout; replacing suspect mass-flow sensors/valve assemblies for

suction regions 6 and 20; replacing bad hot films; adding few hot films as

required; fixing fairing cracks, other items. Seat egress inspection

revealed two damaged explosive cord lines; had to secure replacements
from Air Force.
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Flight Date Fence
number

61 4/17/96 0

62

63

64

4_3_6

4_6N6

5/1/96

2

2

2

SS

run

3

Table D1. Continued

Comments

Shock fence still removed. Four hot films on upper surface (see

appendix B); RFHF01 same location; HF2a and 3a moved rearward at

same BL as RFHF 2 and 3 in flight 60, HF4 new and next to M7503,

which is not functional. Objectives of flight are multifold. Most test

points are for M = 1.9, with c_ = 3.7 °, 3.4 °, and 2.8 °. Few test points at

M = 1.7 and 2.0 to track suspected canopy joint shock moving across

pressure taps and hot films. Maximum suction behind attachment line to

explore extended laminar flow. Suction patch suction varied to see

whether laminar flow improves inboard. Suction patch valve angles of 9°

and 12° worked (up to 21 ° tried); used 9° rest of flight. Added suction

inboard did not improve run of laminar flow. Also, rooftop and leading-

edge suction minimization valve settings were tried but there were consis-

tent turbulent or TL readings on hot films. Microphone M6502 appeared

to be laminar and consistent with last flight. Suspect broader turbulent

wedge prohibiting laminar flow inboard.

Shock fence 2 installed. Three new outboard hot films located next to first

microphones, LEHF05 (M8501), LEHF06 (M9501), and LEHF07

(M10501) to ensure we know whether laminar flow exists on upper sur-

face leading-edge middle-outboard area. Operated at M = 1.9 over an c_

range of 3.7 ° to 2.2 °. Results generally not good. Laminar flow existed

for longest run along the lower surface (to LSHF10) and on first new hot

film LEHF05 for c_ = 2.5 ° and 2.2 ° only. Postflight inspection revealed

insect remains in front of LSHF4 that may have produced the poor lami-

nar flow results at higher c_'s. Concern expressed that too much suction

applied on attachment line. Next flight will have options for reduction in

real time. Pressure data show that fence 2 has expansion off leading-edge

which affects leading-edge pressures.

Reduced suction in the attachment-line flute regions 5, 8, and 11 to

achieve laminar attachment line at M = 1.9 to area where expansion fan

from fence affects leading edge. Similar results recorded in that lower c_'s

produced best laminar flow results. Limited test points at M = 2.0 resulted

in improved laminar flow for same settings. Suspect engine spillage

reduces at M = 2.0, weakening shock and making fence more effective.

Moved hot films LEHF05 and 06 to straddle pressure disturbance

believed due to canopy joint. Flight control system problems caused RTB

early. Flew c_ = 3.4 °, 2.8 °, 2.5 ° test points. Achieved robust laminar flow

on LEHF05, 06, 07 for c_ = 2.8 ° and 2.5 °, no laminar flow at c_ = 3.4 °.

Flow appears to be laminar behind pressure disturbance and joint. Except

for attachment line, all suction regions were at 90 ° valve setting. The suc-

tion patch was at 0 ° and 9°, with no difference noted. Attachment-line

regions (flute 1) were down to 14°, 29 °, 18 °, 18 ° with laminar flow.

Agreed to fly next above h = 50 000 ft; lower R/ft should help laminar

flow along with less engine spillage (weaker inlet shock, improved fence

effectiveness).
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Flight
number

65 5/3/96

66 5/6/96

67 5/16/96

68 5/17/96

69 5/28/96

70 5/31/96

Date Fence

2

2

2

2

2

2

SS

run

0

Table D1. Continued

Comments

Hot-film RFHF05 moved rearward on joint. Planned to reach h = 55 000

ft this flight. Had to RTB due to flight control system problems (leading-

edge flap caution indicator). No data taken.

RTB due to flight control system problem. Leading-edge flap caution

again. No data taken.

Team observed gap between top of fence and bottom of wing. Concern

that pressure disturbance could bleed through and affect leading edge.

Gap sealed with special tape. Improved reference tank pressure system

installed to eliminate reference pressure lag which caused pressure drift

in previous data.

Achieved h = 55 000 ft for first time. Low free-stream temperatures nec-

essary to reach h = 55 000 ft (temperatures at altitude vary each day). No

laminar conditions attempted at 55 000 ft. New inboard films installed to

aid in determining width of inboard wedge.

At M = 2.0, 50 000 ft saw laminar flow on rearward most hot films,

RFHF04 (.29c, 7.6 ft) and RFHF05b (.25c, 5.6 ft) for c_ = 3.5 °, 3.1 ° but

3.5 ° case not repeatable. These films very sensitive to small changes in c_.

ESP pressure sensors stuck in calibration mode, so specific aero test

points were not acquired, although continuous data were obtained.

Inboard hot films indicate inboard turbulent wedge angle greater than

designed.

RTB due to warning lights which activated when aircraft close to

Colorado River (still subsonic), h = 40 000 ft. No data taken. Declared

emergency; landed without incident.

Flight control computer replaced for this flight; no flight control problems

experienced. Achieved M = 1.9 at h = 50 000 ft and 55 000 ft. Did not

obtain M = 2 condition as planned. Entire attachment line laminar at

M = 1.9; h = 50000 ft and c_ = 3.2 °. Achieved laminar flow on rooftop,

but RFHF04 was TL at best; T most of time; inconsistent reading. Also,

the three inboard films R14HF01, 02, and 03 displayed inconsistent sig-

nals. Postflight inspection revealed two bug hits, so a turbulent wedge

could have tripped these films.

Three new films on upper surface, R18HF1 (.39c), R19HF1 (.41c),

R18HF2 (.25c). Achieved laminar flow on all three films, but only two for

the same test point. All test points at M = 2 and h = 50 000 ft. Achieved
longest run of laminar flow to date, 8 ft 9 in., R/ft = 21.5 x 106 (R19HF1

at .41c) at c_ = 2.6 °. Attachment line set on low suction with all other

regions at 90 ° . Also had laminar flow all along attachment line to

LSHF14 for 3.7 ° with _ = -1.4 °, but upper surface not laminar. May have

had outflow in outboard regions 8 and 11. Pursue outflow tripping upper

surface in later flights. Advantage of M = 2 and small negative _ apparent.

Experienced flight control indicator lights again which would not reset;

had to RTB after first supersonic pass.
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Flight
number

71 6/7/96

72 6/12/96

73 6/14/96

74 6/26/96

Date Fence

2

2

2

2

SS

run

3

Table D1. Continued

Comments

Planned to build on successes of last flight but conduct test points at

higher c_ (3.7 °) and vary suction in attachment line. Need higher c_ to

improve upper surface Cp's. One new film R17HF1 added to provide
more coverage of transition front in rear. Unsuccessful in achieving lami-

nar flow rearward at higher c_'s (3.7°), with or without [3.Increasing valve

angles in regions 5, 8, and 11 did not result in laminar flow rearward; may

have triggered R k problem in attachment line. Retreated to backup
c_ = 2.6 ° to 3.0 °. Achieved extended laminar flow at selected lower c_ test

points, but not easily repeated. On last pass, some ESP's stuck in calibra-

tion mode so Cp data may be affected. Postflight inspection revealed
insect residue may explain erratic laminar flow.

Entire first flute, including suction patch, was masked from highlight

down with 1-in-wide tape. Tape end rolled down into turbulence diverter

slot and smoothed over to ensure slot functioned. Objective: to determine

whether suction is required on attachment line. If not, R k tripping problem
could be alleviated. Conducted a range of test points; found no laminar

flow. Concern that small wrinkles of tape at turbulence diverter possibly

of critical height and prevented achievement of laminar flow. Either

diverter fouled by tape or attachment line needed some level of suction to

stay laminar. This area reworked; made smoother for next flight.

Turbulence diverter slot improved; sharp edge exists. New hot film

(LSHF3a) temporarily placed 17 in. along taped highlight from the

diverter. If this film is laminar, attachment line is laminar without suction,

and a range of conditions and suction levels in the other regions will be

explored. No laminar flow measured for a range of conditions. Team con-

cluded that some level of suction is needed (Ro,cq= o for our flight condi-
tions is high). Decided to remove masking tape on flute 1 before next

flight.

Moved hot film R19HF1 to rear of suction panel (9 ft 10 in., .485c), just

outboard of permanent rear film AFTHF02 (10 ft 8 in., .505c). Moved

other films farther rearward; added new one. Test points focus on M = 2;

h = 50000 ft; and c_ = 3.7 °, with small negative _. Planned to adjust/

optimize suction in regions 8 and 11 and achieve extensive laminar flow

at higher c_ where Cp's are improved. Unable to achieve laminar flow
along entire attachment line at c_ = 3.7 °. Had repeatability problems with

previous flight results and even from one supersonic pass to the next.

Limited laminar flow at lower c_. In postflight meeting, DFRC noted that

tape seal between fence and lower surface usually was unsealed/peeled

away upon landing. Team concerned tape was not sufficient to contain

high-pressure disturbance, which may have leaked through gap and

affected attachment line. Decided to use improved sealant for fence/wing

gap for next flight.
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Flight Date Fence
number

75 6/28/96 2

76

77

7/8/96

7/12/96

2

2

SS

run

2

Table D1. Continued

Comments

Team decided to seal turbulence diverter and use suction patch to relami-

narize turbulent attachment-line botmdary layer. Suction patch designed

with sufficient Cq to relaminarize turbulent flow. Conducted series of
flight test points at c¢ = 3.7% 3.0 °, and 2.6 °. Suction patch was opened

over small increments up to 90 °. Lower surface and upper surface films

never registered laminar flow. Conclusion: probably an oversuction R k
problem reached on suction patch that prevented the attachment line from

becoming laminar. Before next flight, seal was removed from diverter.

Unable to achieve laminar attachment line at M = 2; h = 50000 ft;

c¢ = 3.7% [3 = 1.5 ° on numerous attempts. Flew at higher altitude,

53 000 ft; did achieve laminar attachment line. Lower temperature at alti-

tude in this flight produced higher R/ft; probably explains why 53 000 ft
(R/ft = 2.3 x 106) had better results than 50 000 ft (R/ft = 2.6 x 106). Con-

ducted region 8 and 11 optimization until attachment line was lost (24 °

valve angle first produced laminar flow, and 30° valve angle in 8 and 11

was highest allowable). Laminar flow detected rearward at c¢ = 3.7%

53 000 ft; [3 = -1.5 °, -R18HFla (.46c) was L. Permanent seal of fence gap

may have helped. For c¢ = 2.6 °, most rearward hot film, AFTHF02 was
LT a few times.

Two films added on inboard upper surface to define turbulent wedge

angle more precisely. Calculations made of outflow using MDA program

in flute 1 for c¢ = 3.7 ° and highest valve angle allowed in regions 8 and 11

(30°). A 0.40-in-wide masking tape strip was placed on top of region 11

in suspected outflow region because outflow could trip downstream flow.

With region 11 top strip masked, a valve angle of 38 ° was allowable while

still maintaining a laminar attachment line. Without masking, valve angle
limit was 30 °.

Achieved laminar flow at two test points on R18HFla (.46c) for c¢ = 3.7 °

and 4.1°; the same sensor was LT for few other cases. These LT points

potential code calibration cases. Rear films AFTHF02 and R19HFla were

not laminar; suspect turbulence wedge from R18HF2a may be tripping

them (removed R 18HF2a for next flight). Agreed in postflight discussion

to remove some inboard films, move all others back in attempt to achieve

greater extent of laminar flow area inboard and rearward. Masking tape

on upper part of region 11 apparently did not trip flow because laminar

flow achieved rearward for some cases. Tape allowed higher suction in

region 11.
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Flight Date Fence
number

78 7/17/96 2

79

80

7/19/96

7_6_6

2

2

SS

run

2

Table D1. Cominued

Commems

New inboard and rear film positions as noted above; fewer total films.

Masking tape strip still on top of region 11. No extensive L or LT detected

on rearward films. Some test points not repeatable or consistent with pre-

vious flights or expectations; i.e., could not repeat .46c laminar flow on

R 18HF1 a from flight 77 (film was not moved). Possible that masking tape

could be tripping if it rose during cruise, but postflight inspection did not

show any tape release. One bug hit noted on region 2 and two on region

11 (all left minor roughness), but is not known whether they affected

results. Attachment line not laminar all along the leading edge as fre-

quently as for flight 77 at same conditions. Insect residue detected post-

flight is probably the cause. Also, unit Reynolds number slightly higher in
flight 78 compared to 77 (R/ft = 2.3 x 106 versus 2.2 x 106) due to lower

free-stream temperatures.

Masking tape strip on region 11 removed because of concern that it could

rise and trip flow. Based on results to date, need to focus on h = 53 000 ft;

M = 2; and _ = -1.5 °. Laminar flow results on upper surface improved

over previous flight 78 and were more like flight 77. Sensor AFTHF02

(.50c) was LT for one unsteady test point at c¢ = 3.1 °. R18HFla (.46c)

was LT for numerous test points, with _ = -1.5 ° and (z = 3.7 °. Apparent

large number of code calibration points.

Attachment line stayed laminar entire length for attachment line valve

angle settings of 12 °, 14 °, 29 °, 30 °, and region 11 over a range of 24 ° to

40 °. In postflight discussions, team concluded that priorities should now

focus on achieving code calibration data, so hot films need to be reconfig-

ured for next series of flights.

Added 20 films spaced about 2 in. in BL along (just in from of) splice

joint to obtain code calibration data and to determine extent of laminar

flow across span. Appendix B shows configuration. Configuration will

identify turbulent wedges on both sides of test panel and 3D nature of
transition front. All M = 2 and h = 53000-ft data concentrated on

c¢ = 3.7 °, 3.0 °, and 2.6 °. Reduced rooftop suction from 90 ° to 75 °, 60 °,

45 °, 35 °, 30 ° , 25 °, 20 °. Made three supersonic passes. On last pass,

obtained test points with flutes 2 and 3 reduced. For c¢ = 3.7 ° data,

repeated 3.7 ° baseline maximum. Ran Cq case three times and had irregu-
lar result. Best laminar flow inboard (at splice location) for two cases; all

laminar flow for other. Reductions in rooftop suction produced some curi-

ous results: at 75 ° (regions 14 to 20), all splice joint films were laminar,

then outer half not laminar at 60 °, and at 35 °, all splice films were laminar

again. Not clear what happened. At c_ = 2.6 °, extent of laminar flow at

splice joint films continually got worse as suction was reduced. Attach-

ment line stayed laminar throughout rooftop reduction. On third super-

sonic pass, ESP's stuck in calibrate position so some Cp data unusable.
Obtained large number of code calibration points.
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Flight Date Fence
number

81 8/16/96 2

82 8/28/96 2

SS

run

3

Table D 1. Continued

Comments

Different engine in place for this flight and next because of maintenance/

repair problem with original. Finished test points for current set of code

calibration conditions with sensors at splice joint; also repeated third

supersonic pass from flight 80 for which pressures were unusable. Some

inconsistent results occurred again for achieving a laminar attachment

line. Attachment line was laminar for c_ = 3.7 ° and _ = -1.5 ° for about

five test points but was not for about 20 others. Suction in region 11 was

being varied. Could have triggered transition for a few cases. Attachment

line not laminar past LSHF10 for c_ > 3.75 °. Occasional laminar attach-

ment line with [3= 0° and c_ = 3.7 °. Issue raised as to whether the different

engine, with probable different fuel/air mixture, required more inlet air

(less spillage) to achieve the same thrust so that shock was weaker and

fence more effective. In retrospect, should have capitalized on zero [3lam-

inar flow results for code calibration test points because attachment line

not robust with [3. Team concluded that upper surface pressures need

improvement (isobars, spanwise gradients) if we are to achieve more
extensive laminar flow.

Fence toed-in 1.5 ° in hope that flow expansion from fence leading edge is

weakened and effect on upper surface pressures is improved. Test points

included mostly negative .5 ° increments in [3, including 0 ° and some pos-

itive [3. Tried 3 cds: 3.7% 3.9% and 4.1 °. Could not achieve laminar flow

past lower surface hot film LSHF10 for all combinations of c_ and [3. Tried

a range of suction levels (valve settings) in region 8 to see whether this

would allow laminar flow past LSHF10, but no success (did this for two

&s). Aircraft electrical power problem caused end of flight after two

passes. Suspect fence in its new alignment position is either producing a

new disturbance off the leading edge or inlet shock spilling over fence is

worse for new fence alignment. Isobar plots do not show any significant

change in upper surface pressures, and because attachment line results

were not as favorable, decided to put fence back in original position.
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Flight Date Fence
number

83 9/13/96 2

84 9/20/96 2

SS

run

3

Table D 1. Continued

Comments

Fence aligned in original position. Original engine reinstalled. Concern

over need to improve upper surface pressure disturbances led to first can-

opy joint fairing installation for this flight. Also, 10 hot films are installed

inboard to determine precise turbulent spreading angle. In setting up for

first pass, pilot noticed tape flapping on fairing, apparent deterioration of

fairing. Uplink failure prevented transmitting of data to set suction flow

control valve positions and test point information for pilot. Did not set up

for any test points on this pass; made rendezvous with tanker to refuel.

Much discussion about whether to continue because of fairing condition;

decided to obtain whatever pressure data we could and obtain data on tur-

bulent wedge spreading angle, as long as pilot was comfortable with fair-

ing condition. Turbulent wedge was not captured in 10 films; inboard 5

were turbulent and outboard 5 mixed, indicating that trip was too far

inboard. For next flight, trip was moved about 5.5 in. outboard along the

70 ° sweep line so films would capture wedge. Cp data on effect of canopy
fairing not evaluated because the true shape of fairing not known.

Fairing redone; bonding method improved. Decided not to put any fairing

in front of canopy joint because it is very thin and was first to come apart

in last flight. Fairing held together better, but rear region eventually lost

some material because tape did not stick to foam used. Analysis of Cp and
hot-film data indicated no improvement. Noted that hot-film leads from

turbulent spreading angle experiment adversely affected surface pressures

at one point along BL 60. Splice joint films in middle (SJHF 8-11)

showed no improvement in flow status for rooftop with 35 ° and 30 ° valve

angle suction (where they were TR/T in flight 80-81 and still were about

that reading in flight 84), indicating that isobars in panel middle were not

significantly improved with the fairing. New location of trip allowed cap-

ture of entire turbulent wedge. Obtained a laminar attachment line all the

way to LSHF14 for c_ = 3.7 °, with _ = 0° and -1.5 °. No laminar attach-

ment line with c_ = 4.1 °, except with one case at [3 = -1.5 °. Agreed to

focus on c_ = 3.7 ° and [3 = 0° and -1.5 ° for next flight; [3 = 0° preferred

because upper surface pressures less affected. Decided to add some fair-

ing thickness ahead of canopy joint as originally planned to laterally

spread out disturbance.
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Flight
number

85 10/4/96

86 10/23/96

87 11/8/96

Date Fence

2

1

1

SS

run

3

Table D 1. Continued

Comments

Fairing was redone with putty over foam to hold it in place. The putty

sanded down to a smooth contour. Fairing in front of joint built up with

layers of tape. This fairing configuration replicates original concept. Flew

three passes and obtained suction reduction data. Cp data indicated no

measurable change in upper surface Cp's with this fairing compared to no
fairing data (flight 81). Splice joint hot films in middle zone did not show

any change either (an improvement from LT/TR/T to more laminar would

be expected for the same conditions if Cp's improved). Team expressed
concern that fairing did not improve upper surface pressures, and funding

existed for only a few more flights. Decided to replace fence 2 with

fence 1 for next flight and fly at M = 2 and h = 53 000 ft (never done with

fence 1). Fence 1 does not have a leading-edge expansion (like fence 2)

which affects upper surface pressures, and the higher M and altitude with

[3 could make fence 1 more effective. Team also decided to remove can-

opy fairing because it did not measurably improve Cp's. Retaining fairing
added risk it could deteriorate during a run and contaminate data or cause

safety problem.

Flew with fence 1 and canopy fairing removed. Test points were M = 2

and h = 52000 ft (higher ambient temperature limited achievable alti-

tude). Attachment line stayed laminar entire length (to LSHF14) for c_'s

around c_ = 3.3 ° but was intermittent laminar for c_ > 3.3 °. LSHF's just

outboard of fence showed some "trash", i.e., disturbances from fence or

inlet shock traversing over fence, but attachment line apparently not

affected and stayed laminar as long as the c_ was not more than about

3.3 °. _ (-1.5 °) was used as usual, and isobars with fence 1 looked good.

Isobars not severely swept in midspan, just at beginning of rooftop, which
was a characteristic of fence 2. Problem with heater blanket for ESP

no. 17 which drew an excessive current and affected some other ESP's at

certain times, causing pressure drifting. Cp data from first pass were
declared unusable. Decided in postflight telecons to move hot-film instru-

mentation from splice joint to a rearward location for code calibration at a

greater length Reynolds number. Also, five hot films placed in leading-

edge inboard high-cross-flow region on first stringer to obtain code cali-

bration data. Six films placed in apex region behind suction patch and

near turbulence diverter in attempt to further understand source of

increased inboard turbulent spreading.

RTB due to flight control warning lights on way out to begin first run; no
data taken.
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Flight Date Fence
number

88 11/26/96 1

SS

run

3

Table D 1. Concluded

Comments

Conducted last flight. Engine used in flights 81 and 82 reinstalled for last

flight. Flew several cds (3.7 °, 3.4 °, 3.2 °) with and without _ to find high-

est c_ where attachment line stayed laminar. Selected test point for

remaining runs was c_ = 3.4 ° and _ = -1.5 °. Unlike flight 86, attachment

line stayed solid laminar with c_ = 3.4 °. Different engine must have had

less inlet spillage and weaker inlet shock so fence was more effective.

Conducted standard rooftop reduction, leading-edge reduction, and uni-

form reduction as far as possible in remaining time. Obtained number of

code calibration test points with hot films in rear location. Difficult to

bring on transition in leading edge where five new films exist; question-

able number of code calibration points obtained here.
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Appendix E

Data Repeatability and Accuracy

An example of the repeatability of Cp's on the suction panel surface is illustrated in figures E1 and E2 for sev-
eral test points. Figure E1 contains data from flight 88 (the last flight) and includes two data points taken in the sec-

ond supersonic pass and one data point taken in the third supersonic pass. These three data points were all at M = 2,

o_ = 3.4 °, and [3 = -1.4 °. The repeatability is very good; the worst difference occurred in the rear portion of the

panel (ACpr = 0.0035), as shown in the figure. Comparison of test points from two other flights for o_ = 3.7 °

(fig. E2) also shows good agreement, but the spread in Cp is higher, the greatest being 0.0073, as indicated. The

repeatability of Cp involves the accuracy of the ESP pressure-sensing units and the accuracy of the flight parame-
ters, o_and [3. The ESP modules were _+5 psid range, with a calibrated accuracy of _+.25 percent of full scale, based

on DFRC experience. Mach number was a calculated quantity from measured parameters. The accuracies of the air

data parameters based on DFRC's flight test experience are listed below.

Mach number _+.005

Altitude _+100 ft

c_ _+.3°

[_ +.5 °
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Figure El. Repeatability of Cp profiles for test points taken in flight 88. M = 2; c_ = 3.4 °, and _ = -1.4 °.
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Appendix F

Flow Characteristics With Fences 1 and 2 and With No Fence

An understanding of the interaction of the inlet-shock system with fences 1 and 2, as well as the influence of o_,

[3, M, and altitude is essential to interpreting the data, conducting analyses, and drawing conclusions. This appen-

dix presents the influence of these fence configurations and flight parameters on the suction panel flow field and

the ability to achieve laminar flow. As defined previously, the design flight condition was M = 1.9, h = 50 000 ft,

and [3 = 0°. Laminar flow on the attachment line was not possible beyond the fence, BL 65, for these conditions.

The key to achieving more extensive laminar flow involved flying at M = 2.0, above 50 000 ft, and at a small neg-

ative [3 (-1.5°). The reasons why these oft-design conditions were more favorable will be explained in the follow-

ing sections. The following subsections are presented:

Section Condition examined Data presented from flights

F1. Fence 1, M = 1.9; h = 50000 ft; _ = 0°, effect ofo_. 51, 59

F2. Fence 1, M = 1.9; h = 50000 ft; o_= 3.6 °, effect of [3. 51, 52

F3. Fence 1, M = 2.0; h = 53 000 ft; [3 = -1.5 °, effect of o_. 88

F4. Fence 1, M = 2.0; h = 53 000 ft; o_= 3.4 °, effect of [3. 88

F5. Fence 2, M = 1.9; h = 50 000 ft; [3 = 0°, effect of o_. 63

F6. Fence 2, M = 1.9; h = 50 000 ft; o_= 3.7 °, effect of [3. 62

F7. Fence 2, M = 2.0; h = 50 000 ft; o_= 3.7 °, effect of [3. 70

F8. Fence 2, M = 2.0; h = 53 000 ft; [3 = -1.5 °, effect of o_. 76, 79, 84, 85

F9. No fence, M = 1.9 and 2.0; h = 50,000 ft; [3= 0 °, effect of o_. 60

F10. Comparison of fences 1 and 2. 85, 86

F1. Fence 1, M= 1.9; h = 50000ft; [_ = 0 °,

Effect of cz

Figure F1 illustrates the change in the Cpmax value
and the movement of the attachment-line location as a

function of o_ for the baseline design condition with

fence 1. As o_ increased, Cpmax increased, and the
attachment line moved farther down on the lower sur-

face away from s = 0. The suction level on the attach-

ment line was essentially constant for all but the
lowest o_case, but because suction does not affect the

measured Cp value, this was not a concern. The 4.5 °

case indicated a significant increase in Cpmax and
downward movement of the attachment line. As dis-

cussed in section 11.2, on achieving laminar flow
inboard, the attachment line was never laminar above
about o_= 4 °. The downward movement of the attach-

ment line with increasing o_resulted in an inability to

establish a laminar boundary layer at the beginning of

the suction panel, probably due to the effective range

of the turbulence diverter. The upper o_ limit of this

range is about 4 °. At BL 70 the Cpmax was driven

74

down to the lowest levels for the higher angles of

attack. For the highest o_,where the flow was turbulent

from the apex, the attachment line moved below the

perforated suction surface, past the last measuring ori-
fice, and was therefore not defined at BL 70 in

figure F1. This behavior was due to the inlet-shock

system crossing the leading edge in this region

(between BL 70 and BL 80). As o_was increased, the
attachment line was lowered into the area most

strongly affected by the shock system. This movement

demonstrated that fence 1 at the design condition pro-

vided limited blocking and was thus ineffective.

Examples of measured leading-edge pressures
and their curve-fit that define the attachment line

and Cpmax are shown for eight BL locations in
figures F2(a) through (d) for all four angles of attack

discussed. The curves shown were generated by free-

hand. The Cpmax is defined as the maximum Cp value
from the fitted curve, and the attachment-line location

is defined as the distance from s = 0 to Cpmax. This
type plot is shown for this test condition only. As



notedearlier,ato_= 4.5°, theattachmentlineatBL 70
was locatedbelow the last pressureorifice (see
fig. F2(a))andis thusnotproperlydefined.Notethat
theCp profiles at BL 50 and BL 60 tend to be flatter or
fuller for the two higher o_cases (figs. F2(a) and (b)),

which may contribute to a higher R 0 that triggered the
loss of laminar flow at these conditions.

Cp profiles on the upper surface at six BL stations
are shown in figures F3(a) through (f) for two of the

angles of attack. These plots also repeat the leading-

edge region, except that an automated curve-fitting

procedure was used to produce the curve in these

plots. Differences in the leading-edge and upper sur-

face Cp due to o_variations are shown. For all BL's, a

higher o_produced a lower (more negative) Cp on the

upper surface and a higher Cp in the leading-edge
region. Looking at inboard BL's first, there are several

characteristics of the individual Cp profiles worth
noting. The end of the rapid expansion in the leading-

edge region at BL's 50, 60, and 70 was less steep and

abrupt for the lower o_ case. This less abrupt profile

extended the cross-flow region further onto the upper

surface, which was undesirable for laminar flow appli-

cations because additional suction would be required

to control cross-flow disturbance growth. BL 70 also

has a unique characteristic in the leading-edge region.

On the lower surface leading-edge region at BL 70,

the inlet-shock system crossed at about the fourth

pressure tap for the 3.4 ° case and then moved farther

downward until the attachment line was no longer

defined for the 4.5 ° case. Looking farther outboard at

BL 80, 90, and 100, the leading-edge flow on the

upper surface overexpanded and resulted in a pressure

peak. The lower o_case showed a reduction in the size

of this pressure peak, but it was still apparent. This

upper surface pressure peak, generated reverse cross

flow due to the alteration of the external flow field by

the inlet-shock system. The attachment line moved

down and caused a greater acceleration of the leading-

edge flow onto the upper surface and was similar to
the effect of a local increase in o_.

Pressure isobar plots on the suction panel upper

surface are shown in figure F4 for the same two angles

of attack. This plot shows that the higher o_produced

isobars swept away from the leading edge. This

sweeping of the isobars produced cross flow on the

upper surface. The isobar plot shown in figure F5

shows the 3.4 ° and 2.7 ° cases for comparison. This

plot shows that the lower o_ produced isobars swept

toward the leading edge and also produced cross flow

but in the opposite direction compared to the o_= 4.5 °

case. The o_ = 4.5 ° and 3.4 ° test points presented in

figure F4 show the effect of the pressure peak due to

the shock system crossing the leading edge, as is evi-

dent by looking at the large gradients in the isobars at

the beginning of the upper surface, starting at about

BL 75 and continuing outboard. Even though the 3.4 °

case was close to the design o_of 3.3 °, the isobar con-

tours for this case deviated from the design contours.

However, the general shape of the isobars were

unswept over the panel, which was in agreement with

the design goal. The departure from the design came

from two sources, the first being the inlet-shock sys-

tem effects on the flow expansion over the leading

edge, and the second being the canopy joint shock

incident on the upper surface (described in
section 11.5).

F.2. Fence 1, M = 1.9; h = 50000 ft; o: = 3.6 °,

Effect of [_

The influence of [3 on Cpmax and attachment-line

location for fence 1 is shown in figure F6. The effect

of decreasing (more negative) [3 on Cpmax was similar

to the effect of increasing o_ as discussed in the previ-

ous section. Both effects resulted in a higher Cpmax.

Decreasing [3 produced a higher Cpmax because nega-

tive [3 (nose right) resulted in a decrease in wing sweep

which raised attachment-line pressures. In contrast to

the Cpmax trend, the effect of decreasing [3 on
attachment-line location is similar to the effect of

decreasing o_. As shown in figure F6, the attachment

line moved upward with decreasing [3. Later data anal-

ysis will show that small negative [3was advantageous

to obtaining laminar flow on the attachment line.

Cp profiles on the upper surface at six BL stations
are shown in figures F7(a) through (f) for [3= 0 ° and

-3.6 °. Differences in the leading edge and upper sur-

face Cp due to [3 are shown. For all BL's, a more nega-

tive [3produced a higher Cp on both the upper surface
and the leading-edge region. At BL 50 and BL 60 a

more negative [3 produced a less abrupt, and therefore

less desirable, profile at the end of the leading-edge

expansion, similar to the effect that a lower o_had on

the previous case. Farther outboard at BL 70, a favor-

able effect of negative [3 was evident in the leading-

edge pressure comparison. The inset plot in fig-

ure F7(c) shows how the inlet-shock system, identified
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by the minimum peak (up in plot) found below s = 0,

crossed the lower surface farther aft for the negative [3

case (due to the unsweeping of the wing and probable

asymmetric skewing of the inlet-shock system). Rela-
tive to the shock fence, the location at which the inlet-

shock system impinges the fence was farther aft for

the negative [3case; this, in turn, meant that the fence

was providing better, but still limited, blocking at the

negative [3condition. Recall that this fence was swept

60 °, so that the farther back the shock impinged, the

greater the blocking effectiveness. Farther outboard at
BL's 80, 90, and 100, negative [3 reduced the pressure

peak slightly at the beginning of the rooftop.

Pressure isobar plots on the suction-panel upper

surface are shown in figure F8 for the same two angles

of sideslip. Both test points show the effect of the

pressure peak due to the shock system crossing the

leading edge. This effect is evident by looking at the

isobars at the beginning of the upper surface starting at

about BL 75 and continuing outboard. As expected,

the spikes in the isobar lines near the leading edge are
larger for the zero [3 case. In general, the shape of the

isobars are unswept over the panel, which is in agree-

ment with the design goal. Departures from design

were due to the inlet-shock system effects on the

leading-edge flow expansion and the canopy joint

shock incident on the upper surface.

F3. Fence 1, M = 2.0; h = 53 000 ft; [_ = -1.5°;

Effect of o_

The effect of o_with fence 1 for conditions of both

higher altitude and M and the incorporation of small

negative [3 are shown in figure F9. These data were
collected after fence 1 was reinstalled and is from

flight 88, the last flight. At this point in the program, it

was clear that higher altitude and Mach number, com-

bined with the use of small negative [3, were essential

for best laminar flow results. The figure shows that

Cpmax exhibited relatively little movement for the

three angles of attack shown, but this lack of move-

ment was not unexpected because the spread in o_is

only .5 °. The movement of the attachment-line loca-

tion was orderly and consistent for the three cases. The

most consistent achievement of laminar flow along the

entire attachment line was found for the lower angles
of attack (3.2 ° and 3.4°), where most of the laminar

flow data for this last flight was obtained.

Higher altitude was beneficial for achievement of
increased laminar flow for two reasons. First, unit

Reynolds number was reduced with increasing alti-

tude, and second, the engine required more ingested

air volume as density decreased, which reduced inlet

spillage. In turn, reduced inlet spillage weakened the

shock off the face of the inlet. Higher cruise Mach

number also demanded more inlet-ingested air and

created less spillage, adding to the weakening of the
inlet shock which struck the fence farther rearward

and therefore increased the fence blocking effective-

ness. The attachment line was also raised when nega-

tive [3 was introduced (fig. F6) which contributed to

the survival of laminar flow along the leading edge.

Cp profiles on the upper surface at six BL stations
are shown in figures F10(a) through (f) for o_= 3.7 °

and o_ = 3.2 °. Differences in the leading edge and

upper surface Cp due to o_are shown. For all BL's, the
higher o_ condition produced slightly more negative

CF's on the upper surface and slightly higher CF's in
the leading-edge region. As seen in the previous

fence 1 cases, the lower o_ produced a slightly more

rounded profile at the end of the leading-edge expan-

sion at all BL's. But unlike the previous cases, there

was no overexpansion at the end of the leading-edge

acceleration at the outboard BL's. Also, the leading-

edge pressures at BL 70 were well behaved near

the attachment line. This behavior was the positive

benefit of higher Mach number (M = 2.0 compared to

M = 1.9), higher altitude (h = 53 000 ft compared to

50 000 ft) and incorporation of small negative [3.

Pressure isobar plots on the suction-panel upper

surface are shown in figure Fll for the same two

angles of attack. Both test points no longer exhibit a

large spike in the isobars near the leading edge that

was due to the shock system. In general, the shape of

the isobars was unswept over the panel, except as

noted below, and was better for the higher o_test point.

Departures from design were due to the remnants of

the inlet-shock system and the canopy joint shock inci-

dent on the upper surface.

F4. Fence 1, M = 2.0; h = 53 000 ft; o_ = 3.4°;

Effect of [3

Testing with fence 1 at M = 2.0 and higher alti-
tudes was limited because lower Mach numbers were

flown for the majority of the time that fence 1 was
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installed.Also,thedesiredtestpointconditionscon-
centratedontheuseof atarget[3of -1.5°. However,a
fewcaseswith [3at0° wereevaluated,andacompari-
sonillustratingtheeffectof [3is shownin figureF12.
Theincreasein Cpmax with decreasing [3 was similar to

that shown in figure F6 for M = 1.9. There was a slight

shift upward of the attachment-line location with

decreasing [3, similar to the M = 1.9 case, but with a

less notable change.

Cp profiles on the upper surface at six BL stations
are shown in figures F13(a) through (f) for [3 = 0 ° and

[3 = -1.4 °. Differences in the leading-edge and upper

surface C. due to [3 are shown. For all BL's, a more

negative _ produced a downward shift in the Cp on

both the upper surface (less negative) and the leading-

edge region (more positive). As seen in the previous

cases with [3, the negative [3 test point produced a

slightly more rounded profile at the end of the leading-

edge expansion at all BL's. But unlike the Mach 1.9

cases, there was no overexpansion at the end of the

leading-edge acceleration at the outboard BL's. A sig-

nificant improvement at BL 70 is realized for the

attachment-line definition for this flight condition.

Instead of a fiat Cp distribution with an ill-defined
maximum, there was a definite Cpmax and attachment-

line position. The improved shape of the attachment-

line Cp profiles in this region was the major benefit of
using [3.

Pressure isobar plots on the suction-panel upper

surface are shown in figure F14 for the same two

angles of sideslip. In general, the isobars are unswept

over the panel, a condition which was in agreement

with the design goal isobar contour shapes.

F5. Fence 2, M = 1.9; h = 50000 ft; [_ = 0°;
Effect of o_

Fence 2 was installed and tested beginning with

flight 62. The test conditions focused on the design

conditions ofM = 1.9 and 50000 ft over a range of o_.

It was not apparent at this time in the flight test pro-

gram that higher Mach and the use of small -[3 were

beneficial. The Cpmax and attachment-line locations

for a range of o_ are shown in figure F15. The
attachment-line location for fence 2 was well behaved

for the test points presented. However, comparisons of

the Cpmax values in figure F15 for fence 2, with the

levels shown in figure F1 for fence 1 at the same flight
conditions, revealed distinct differences. For fence 2,

Cpmax values at BL 70 and BL 80 were markedly

reduced, while at BL 90, Cpmax reached its maximum

level. These changes can be attributed to the flow field
around fence 2. Unlike fence 1, fence 2 blocked the

inlet-shock system from crossing between BL 70 and

BL 80. However, there was an expansion from the

supersonic leading edge of fence 2 itself which

reduced the Cpmax at BL 70 and BL 80. In addition,

the massive inlet-shock system, which was initially

blocked by fence 2, eventually spilled over the

20-in-high fence and crossed the leading edge between

BL 80 and BL 90. The pressure orifices at BL 90 were
the first row to encounter the effects of the shock dis-

turbance but did not encounter the peak levels. The

peak levels occurred at the shock crossing which was
inboard of BL 90. In essence, the effect of the inlet

shock system changed from producing a Cpmax at

BL 70 for fence 1 to producing a Cpmax at BL 90 for

fence 2. Additionally, fence 2 introduced flow expan-

sion effects from its supersonic leading edge that

appeared at BL 70 and BL 80. The flow structure

described above for fence 2 will become more appar-

ent as other conditions of M and [3 are introduced in

the following sections.

Cp profiles on the upper surface at six BL stations
are shown in figures F16(a) through (f) for o_= 2.6 °

and o_= 3.7 °. For all BL's, a higher o_produced a more

negative Cp on the upper surface and a more positive

Cp in the leading edge. As seen before, the lower o_

rounded off the comer of the Cp profiles at the end of

the leading-edge expansion. Deviations from the Cp
profiles from the previous fence 1 cases began at

BL 70. Unlike fence 1, fence 2 blocked the inlet-shock

system from crossing between BL 70 and BL 80; this

can be seen in the leading-edge inset plot for BL 70,

which no longer shows a pressure disturbance crossing
the first few pressure taps. However, an expansion

from the fence itself lowered Cp values for BL 70 and
BL 80, and the spilling of the shock over the fence

raised Cp at BL 90, as mentioned in the previous para-
graph. Pressure isobar plots on the suction-panel upper

surface are shown in figure F17 for the same test
points for further comparison.

F6. Fence 2, M = 1.9; h = 50000 ft; o_ = 3.7°;

Effect of [3

The effect of a slight negative [3 for fence 2 and

M= 1.9 at h = 50000 ft is shown in figure F18. The
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behavioris very similar to the influenceof _ for
fence1(fig.F6).Cpmax increased with negative [3, and

the attachment line moved slightly upward. The

attachment-line movement outboard of BL 80 due to [3

was less pronounced for fence 2. The upper surface
and leading-edge pressures were affected by [3 as

shown in figures F19(a) through (f) for [3 = 0 ° and

[3 = -1.4 °. Again, the behavior was very similar to the

fence 1 results. For completeness, a surface isobar plot

for the same two cases is presented in figure F20. The

biggest Cp changes resulting from changes in [3
occurred at the point where the inlet-shock system

crossed the leading edge after it spilled over the fence.

This crossing was occurring between BL 80 and

BL 90 where there are no pressure taps to record these

changes.

F7. Fence 2, M = 2.0; h = 50000 ft; o_ = 3.7°;

Effect of [5

The effect of-[3 for fence 2 at Mach 2.0 and

50 000 ft on Cpmax and the attachment-line location is
shown in figure F21. The behavior at Mach 2 was very

similar to the data discussed previously for fence 2 at

M = 1.9, which was also at o_= 3.7 °. The same trend

of increasing Cpmax and upward movement of the
attachment-line location with increasingly negative [3

was observed. It was found that _ = -1.4 ° to -1.5 ° was

the optimum range for achieving a laminar attachment

line along the entire leading edge. This lower bound

on [3 was due to the increase of R k with increasingly

negative [3. The Cpmax increase with more negative [3

raised the local Cq and thus the local R k. The R k limit
was reached on the inboard attachment line above

[3 =-1.5 °, which triggered transition. In order to fur-

ther show the effect of [3, upper surface pressures and

leading-edge region pressures are shown for [3 = 0 °

and [3= -3.0 ° in figures F22(a) through (f). Upper sur-

face isobars are also compared for the same test points

in figure F23.

F8. Fence 2, M = 2.0; h = 53 000 ft; [_ = -1.5°;
Effect of o_

This test condition was very favorable for attain-

ment of laminar flow at angles of attack of 3.7 ° and

below. The last series of flights with fence 2 concen-
trated on this condition to obtain code calibration data.

Above 3.7 ° , the attachment line was tripped by the

inlet-shock system that crossed the leading edge

inboard of BL 90. The variation of Cpmax and
attachment-line location with o_ for this condition is

shown in figure F24. Cpmax did not vary much over

the range of o_presented. As expected, shifting of the

attachment-line location upward toward s = 0 occurred

as o_ was decreased. The higher altitude of around

53 000 ft was the most successful in establishing a

laminar attachment line. As mentioned earlier, higher

altitude was favorable from two aspects: weakening of

the engine inlet-shock system and reduction of unit

Reynolds number. Though higher altitudes may have

been even better, they were too difficult to achieve

repeatedly from flight to flight due to free-stream tem-

perature changes and engine performance limitations.

Upper surface pressures and leading-edge region

pressure profiles are shown for two test points in fig-

ures F25(a) through (f) for o_ = 4.1 ° and o_ = 3.3 °.

Results for the o_ = 4.1 ° test point indicated that the

higher o_ adversely affected the leading-edge Cp pro-
file and attachment-line definition at BL 50. A laminar

attachment line was not achievable at o_= 4.1 °. How-

ever, the streamwise Cp distributions at o_ = 4.1 °
shown in figure F25 were more suitable for laminar

flow on the rooftop than the lower o_case. This suit-

ability can be seen by the lack of an overpressure peak

at the beginning of the rooftop and a by a well-defined
attachment line. In addition, the isobars at o_ = 4.1 °

(fig. F26) were closer to the desired unswept design
condition, which minimized cross flow.

F9. No Fence, M = 1.9 and 2.0; h = 50 000 ft;

[5 = 0°; Effect of (x

Two flights, 60 and 61, were made with no fence

installed. This configuration was flown in order to

obtain a baseline data set that would help evaluate the

performance of fence 1 and fence 2. Figures F27 and

F28 present the variation of Cpmax and attachment-line

location with o_ for Mach 1.9 and 2.0, respectively.

Unlike any of the previous cases, the flow field with

no fence at both M = 1.9 and M = 2.0 exhibited a sharp

increase in Cpmax at BL 80 due to the inlet-shock sys-

tem crossing in front of it. This increase illustrates that

fence 1 provided some limited blocking (see fig. F1).
At best, laminar flow was sustained at LSHF07, which
was located on the lower surface at about BL 74. For

all test points during flights 60 and 61, [3 ranged from
-.07 ° to .53 ° .
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F10. Comparison of Fences 1 and 2

A direct comparison of measured surface pres-

sures at approximately the same flight conditions for
fence 1 and fence 2 illustrates the different flow field

associated with each. The conditions selected were

those determined at the closure of the flight testing to

be the most desirable for achieving extensive laminar

flow. Figure F29 shows the Cpmax and attachment-line
location for both fences at M = 2, cz = 3.6 °, and

[3 = -1.5 °. BL 50 and BL 60 have almost identical

Cpmax and attachment-line location values, which

would be expected because effects of the inlet shock

did not occur inboard. As previously discussed, the

Cpmax decrease at BL 70 and BL 80 for fence 2 is

caused by the expansion off the leading edge of the

fence. The increase at BL 90 was caused by the inlet-

shock system which spilled over the fence after being

displaced aft. The inlet-shock system also adversely

affected the fence 1 configuration. However, the shock

system crossed just aft of the BL 70 lower surface

taps, which allowed the Cp to almost completely
recover before reaching the BL 80 pressure taps.

There is little reason not to believe that the Cpmax for

the fence 1 configuration was at least as large as the

Cpmax for the fence 2 configuration. The effect just

was not captured as well due to the location of the

leading-edge crossing of the inlet-shock system in

relation to the available rows of pressure taps.

Figures F30(a) through (f) present upper surface

and leading-edge Cp plots for both fences at six BL

stations. The Cp distributions further illustrate the dif-
ferences between shock fences 1 and 2. BL 50 and

BL 60 remain unchanged (within experimental error),

because they are inboard of the fence. As can be seen

in the leading-edge plot for BL 70, fence 1 did not suf-

ficiently block the oncoming shock, allowing the

shock to cross the first few pressure taps on the lower

surface at BL 70. In contrast, fence 2 provided good

blocking, and BL 70 was not adversely affected.

Outboard of BL 70, fence l's inability to block the

oncoming shock system was apparent by the increased

pressure at the attachment line at BL 80. As mentioned

in the previous paragraph, the pressure is no doubt

increased much more at the leading-edge crossing

region than what is measured at BL 80. Fence 2 pro-

duced its own pressure disturbance outboard of BL 65

in the form of an expansion fan which affected the

attachment-line pressure at BL 70 and BL 80 and the

pressures on the upper surface between BL 70 and

BL 90. The inlet-shock system, though delayed spa-

tially, eventually spilled over fence 2 and crossed the

leading edge before BL 90, as can be seen in the

increased Cp at the attachment line. The effects of
each fence and the inlet-shock system began to dimin-
ish at BL 100.

The upper surface isobar patterns for the fence 1

and fence 2 conditions are shown overlaid in fig-

ure F31. The effect of the expansion fan from fence 2

is apparent between BL 65 and BL 95. This expansion,

which caused sweeping of the isobars, produced a

flow field on the upper surface that was favorable for

cross-flow disturbance growth and thus was undesir-

able for extensive laminar flow, especially at low suc-

tion levels. The weak shock from the canopy joint

which produced the distortion in the upper surface iso-

bar pattern also added to cross-flow generation. The

upper surface flow with either fence installed thus has

pressure gradients not anticipated in the design pro-

cess. In spite of these disturbances, there were stream-

wise regions that supported achievement of extensive
laminar flow with the available suction.
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Figure F3. Measured Cp distributions for two different angles of attack at Mach 1.9 with fence 1; h = 50 000 ft; [3 = 0.0 °.
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Figure F3. Continued.
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Figure F22. Measured Cp distributions for two different angles of sideslip at Mach 2.0 with fence 2; h = 50 000 ft; c_ = 3.7 °.
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Figure F23. Isobar comparison for different angles of sideslip at Mach 2 with fence 2; h = 50 000 ft; c_ = 3.7 °.
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Figure F24. Cpmax and attachment-line location variations with angle of attack for Mach 2 with fence 2; h = 53 000 ft;

13 = -1.5 °.
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Figure F25. Measured Cp distributions for two different angles of attack at Mach 2.0 with fence 2; h = 50 000 ft; (z = 3.7 °.
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Figure F26. Isobar comparison for different angles of attack at Mach 2 with fence 2; h = 53 000 ft; _ = -1.5 °.
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Figure F27. Cpmax and attachment-line location variations with angle of attack without shock fence at Mach 1.9; h = 50 000 ft;

13=0 o.
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Figure F28. Cpmax and attachment-line location variation without shock fence at Mach 2.0; h = 50 000 ft; _ = 0°.
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Figure F29. Cpmax and attachment-line location variation comparison between the two fences.
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Figure F30. Measured Cp distributions for the two different fences at Mach 2.
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Figure F30. Continued.
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Figure F31. Isobar comparison for the two different shock fences.
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Table 1. Individual Patch Perforated Hole Spacing

Patch Hole Suction Patch Hole Suction Patch Hole Suction

number spacing, in. region number spacing, in. region number spacing, in. region

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38

39
40
41

0.017
0.010
0.012
0.017
0.017
0.016
0.016
0.020
0.019
0.019
0.022
0.028
0.042
0.050
0.016
0.016
0.016
0.017
0.018
0.019
0.020
0.025
0.030
0.040
0.017
0.017
0.016
0.019
0.018
0.017
0.020
0.024
0.030
0.048
0.017
0.016
0.015
0.016
0.015
0.014
0.016

1
1
1

1
2
2
2
3
3

3
4
4
4
4
2

2
2
3
3
3
4

4
4
4
5
5
5

6
6
6
7
7
7

7
5
5
5
6
6

6
7

42
43
44

45
46
47
48

49
50

51
52
53
54
55
56

57
58
59
60
61
62

63
64
65
66
67
68

69
70
71
72
73
74

75
76
77
78

79
80

81
82

0.019
0.030
0.033
0.017
0.015
0.013
0.015
0.015
0.014
0.017
0.021
0.029
0.046
0.016
0.015
0.013
0.015
0.014
0.014
0.015
0.018
0.024
0.040
0.015
0.014
0.012
0.012
0.013
0.013
0.016
0.017
0.030
0.040
0.015
0.014
0.012
0.013
0.013
0.014
0.015
0.017

7
7
7

8
8
8

9
9
9

10
10
10
10
8
8

8
9
9
9

10
10

10
10
11
11
11
12

12
12
13
13
13
13

11
11
11
12
12
12

13
13

83
84
85

86
87
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103

104
105
106
107
108

109
110
111
112
113
114
115

116
117
118

119
120
121

122
123

0.025
0.030
0.055
0.051
0.044
0.045
0.032
0.031
0.042
0.030
0.038
0.035
0.033
0.031
0.030
0.025
0.024
0.025
0.035
0.033
0.034
0.032
0.030
0.030
0.042
0.030
0.035
0.038
0.030
0.025
0.032
0.034
0.033
0.030
0.029
0.028
0.030
0.028
0.024
0.023
0.015

13
13
14

14
14
14
14
14
15

15
16
16

16,17
16,17
16,17

17
17
17
18
18
18

18
18
19
15
15
16

16

16,17
17
17
18
18

18
18
18

19
19
19
19
20
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Table 2. Leakage From Each Region to External Surroundings

[Measuring accuracy: flow rate _+0.04 SCFM]

Region number Integrated skin flow rate, External leaks, SCFM b Relative external leak,
S CFM a percent

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20

58.70
80.50
93.70

103.40
95.20
91.70

127.10
101.40
118.60
147.30
150.40
198.20
225.10
155.10
315.20
341.3
477.30
438.40
387.90
482.80

0.11
0.11
0.25
0.28
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.07
0.00
0.18
0.11
0.07
0
0
0
0

0
0
0.49

0.18
0.13
0.26
0.27
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.07
0.06
0.00
0.12
0.05
0.03
0
0
0
0

0
0
0.1

aCalculated from BCAG Cq modeling program with 100 psf across skin.
bAll 20 suction regions pressurized to 100 psfg; outer surface masked with tape; pressure gauge located at each sealed collector

duct.

Zeros in leak column indicate region held pressure for at least 10 rain.
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Table 3. Total Internal and External Leakage From Each Region

[Measuring accuracy: flow rate _+0.04 SCFM]

Region number Integrated skin flow rate, Total leaks, SCFM b Relative total leak,
S CFM a percent

5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20

58.70
80.50
93.70

103.40
95.20
91.70

127.10
101.40
118.60
147.30
150.40
198.20
225.10
155.10
315.20
341.30
477.30
438.40
387.90
482.80

N/A
0.60
0.95
0.42
0.11
0.04
0.04
0.11
0.07
0.04
0.18
1.27
1.13
0.25
0.64
1.52
3.25
4.10
2.51
0.49

N/A
0.75
1.02
0.41
0.11
0.04
0.03
0.10
0.06
0.02
0.12
0.64
0.50
0.16
0.20
0.44
0.68
0.93
0.65
0.10

aCalculated from BCAG Cq modeling program with 100 psf across skin.
bSuction region pressurized to 100 psfg; outer surface covered with tape and other collector duct exits open.

N/A No measurement made.
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Table 4. Leading-Edge External Pressure Taps a

[Distance in in. from s = 0 given for each BL]

BL

35 39.5 50 100 110 120

o12
o10
o 8
o 6
o 5
o 4.5
o 4
o 3.5

o 2.937
o 2.554
o 2.21
o 1.899
o 1.619
o 1.376
o 1.14
o 0.935
o 0.751
o 0.585
o 0.435
o 0.300
o
o 0.179
o
o 0.069
o

o 0
o -0.029
o-0.118
o -0.198
o -0.278
o -0.373
o -0.487
o -0.623
o -0.785
o -0.979
o -1.209
o -1.484
o -1.813

o -2.204
o -2.671
o -3.229

o 2.33

o 1.814

o 1.396

o 1.058
o 0.784
o 0.562
o 0.383

o 0.237

o 0.12

o 0.024
o 0
o -0.053
o-0.115
o -0.178
o -0.265
o -0.386
o -0.553

o -0.787

o-1.111
o -1.562

o -2.188

• 8.8

• 5.8

Region 4

• 2.8
• 2.3

• 1.8

Region 3

Region 2

• 0.3

• 0

• -0.2

• -0.5

• -0.8

.-1.1
• -1.4
• -1.7

•-2.1
• -2.6
•-3.1
•-4.1

60 70

• 8.8 • 8.8

• 5.8 • 5.8

Region 7

• 2.8 • 2.8

• 2.3

• 1.8 • 1.8

Region 6

Region 5

• 0.3 • 0.3

• 0 •0

• -0.2 • -0.2

• -0.5

• -0.7 • -0.8

• -1.2 ,-1.1
•-1.4

• -1.7 • -1.7

• -2.2 • -2.1
• -2.7 • -2.6
• -3.1 •-3.1
• -4.1 • -4.1

80 90

• 8.8 • 8.8

• 5.8 • 5.8

Region 10

• 2.8 • 2.8

• 2.3 • 2.3

• 1.8 • 1.8

Region 9

Region 8

• 0.3 • 0.3

• 0 •0

• -0.2 • -0.2

• -0.5 • -0.5

• -0.8 • -0.8

• -1.1 ,-1.1
• -1.4 ,-1.4
• -1.7 • -1.7

• -2.1 • -2.1
• -2.6 • -2.6
• -3.1 •-3.1
• -4.1 • -4.1

• 8.8

• 5.8

Region 13

• 2.8

• 2.3

• 1.8

Region 12

Region 11

• 0.3

• 0

• -0.2

• -0.5

• -0.8

.-1.1
• -1.4
• -1.7

•-2.1
• -2.6
•-3.1
•-4.1

• 8.8

• 5.8

• 2.8

• 1.8

• 0.3

• 0

• -0.2

• -0.8

• -1.4
• -1.7

.-2.1
• -2.7
.-3.1
.-4.1

o 0.825
o 0.589
o 0.411

o 0.283
o 0.206
o 0.133
o 0.064

o 0
o -0.063
o -0.13
o -0.207
o -0.3
o -0.42
o -0.587

o -0.799

o -1.058
o -1.364
o -1.719

o -2.123

aSolid circles indicate suction panel leading-edge pressure taps (ref. 113). Open circles indicate passive fairing leading-edge

pressure taps (ref. 78).
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Table 5. Mass Flow per Suction Region and Totals

(a) Test Conditions

Parameter

Altitude, ft .............
Mach number ...........

c_, deg .................
[3, deg .................

Design

50000
1.90

3.3
.00

88.11gl

53 300
2.02

3.3
-1.45

Test point

88.12cl 77.a4gl

53 300
2.02

3.4
-1.43

53 300
1.97

3.7
-1.42

49.11pl

50 600
1.90

3.7
.06

(b) Mass Flows for Each Region

Mass flow, lbm/sec for--

Region Design Test point

Upper limit Lower limit 88.1 lgl 88.12cl 77.a4gl 49.1 lpl

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.00480
0.01590
0.01020
0.00910
0.01730
0.01230
0.00910
0.01730
0.01390
0.01100
0.01700
0.01500
0.01330
0.01000
0.01480
0.01590
0.01610
0.01530
0.01230
0.00470

0.00480
0.00710
0.00400
0.00310
0.00980
0.00460
0.00330
0.00770
0.00380
0.00390
0.00760
0.00610
0.00610
0.00380
0.00560
0.00590
0.00600
0.00570
0.00460
0.01890

0.00137
0.00567
0.00383
0.00389
0.00888
0.00463
0.00413
0.01118
0.00569
0.00403
0.01200
0.00413
0.00325
0.00476
0.00309
0.00233
0.00294
0.00400
0.00298
0.00014

0.00137
0.00572
0.01375
0.00969
0.00881
0.01305
0.01406
0.01111
0.01477
0.01367
0.01190
0.01623
0.01298
0.01332
0.01960
0.01735
0.02039
0.01772
0.01454
0.00019

0.00147
0.00748
0.01255
0.00880
0.00866
0.01182
0.01246
0.01124
0.01494
0.01341
0.00490
0.01524
0.01202
0.01237
0.01836
0.01639
0.01865
0.01605
0.01300
0.00034

0.00173
0.02225
0.01585
0.01139
0.02540
0.01405
0.01584
0.02564
0.01436
0.01371
0.02646
0.01615
0.01273
0.00634
0.00761
0.00805
0.00963
0.01077
0.00766
0.00158

Totals 0.2553 0.1224 0.0929 0.2502 0.2302 0.2672

(c) Mass Flows for Suction Patch, Flutes, and Rooftop

Mass flow, Nm/sec for--

Flu_ Design Test point

Upper limit Lower limit 88.1 lgl 88.12cl 77.a4gl 49.1 lpl

Suction patch 0.00480 0.00480 0.00137 0.00137 0.00147 0.00173
1 0.06750 0.03220 0.03773 0.03754 0.03228 0.09975
2 0.05140 0.01850 0.01828 0.05780 0.05455 0.06041
3 0.04250 0.01640 0.01530 0.05040 0.04669 0.05367

Rooftop 0.08910 0.05050 0.02024 0.10311 0.09516 0.05164
Totals 0.2553 0.1224 0.0929 0.2502 0.2302 0.2672
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Figure 1. Artist's rendition of Technology Concept Aircraft (conceptual HSCT).

Figure 2. F-16XL-1 in-flight with test article mounted on left wing.
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Figure3.Frontin-flightviewofmodifiedF-16XL-2.
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Representative
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Figure4.ComparisonofF-16XL-2andHSCTplanforms.

Figure5.F-16XL-2baselineaircraft.
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Figure6.Modifiedairplaneplanformfeatures.
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Figure 7. Front view of modified F-16XL-2.
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Figure 8. Upper surface isobars showing flow-field features (generated by BCAG).
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Figure 9. F-16XL-2 specific flow-field features.
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Figure 10. Passive glove mounted on fight wing of F-16XL-2.
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(a) Shock fence, engine inlet, and diverter details.

(b) Shock fence closeup.

Figure 11. Shock fence evaluation on right wing during passive-glove tests.
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Figure 12. Pressure distributions with and without 10-in. fence on leading-edge passive glove. BL 91; M = 1.9; h = 50 000 ft.
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Figure13.F-16XL-21/15-scalemodelintheLangleyUnitaryPlanWindTunnel.

__ ShockfenceBL65
(lowersurface)

22SurfacepressuresBL99///

Figure14.InstrumentationlocationsonF-16XL-21/15-scalemodel.
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Figure 15. Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel data showing effect of shock fence and comparison with CFD. M = 1.9;

c_ = 3.3°; _ = 0°.
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• Round, subsonic leading edge
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Figure 16. Details of shock fence configurations.
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Figure 17. Surface waviness design tolerances. Special conditions: for chordwise waves, double spanwise amplitude limits; for
single wave (spanwise or chordwise), triple amplitude limits. M = 1.9; h = 50000 ft; R/ft = 2.25 x 106; c = 23 ft; A = 70 °.
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Figure 18. F- 16XL-2 operating envelope.
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Figure 19. Design pressure distributions (generated by BCAG). M = 1.9; c_ = 3.3 °.
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(c) M = 1.9; c_ = 3.3 °.

CFD solutions of upper surface isobars for c_ at and below design point (generated by BCAG). Isobar lines are

spaced 0.01Cp.
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Figure 21. CFD solutions of upper surface isobars for Mach numbers at and below design point (generated by BCAG). Isobar

lines are spaced 0.01Cp.
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Figure 22. Boundary layer disturbance growth rates for upper suction level (generated by BCAG). M = 1.9; c¢= 3.3°;
h = 50 000 ft.
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Figure 23. Coefficient of suction Cq design range envelope for M = 1.9; c_= 3.3 °. Note: Rooftop (upper surface) foreshortened
for illustration.
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Figure 24. Suction panel structure layout; 13 regions in leading edge. All dimensions are in inches.
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aft of dam
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Pi Internal pressure tap
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Figure 25. Suction panel leading-edge detail of flute partitions and beginning of upper surface.

Flow blockers (define region
boundaries on upper surface)

Stringer with .25-in.
diameter holes along length

Figure 26. Suction panel upper surface detail showing stringers and flow blockers.
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Leading-edge dam

Typical collector duct entrance
for a leading-edge region (4 shown)

Figure 27. Suction panel inner skin detail showing passageways for removal of air through lower skin into collector ducts.

entrance

Figure 28. Details of inboard leading-edge structure.
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Figure 29. Suction panel and support structure arrangement.
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Figure 30. Details of supporting structure. Ribs are shaded. Outer skin, stringers, and inner skin have been removed.
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Figure 31. Suction panel and support structure arrangement.
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Figure 32. Inboard apex structural concept.
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Figure 33. Suction system flow concept.
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Figure 34. Suction system layout.
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Passive fairing

f-- Suction patch
(,

Turbulence
diverter slot

(a) Isometric view of turbulence diverter slot and suction patch.

Top view

'l _ # Turbulence diverter slot

BL 41.5 • i I

_I /_d apex of suction panel

Slot width, Beginning of /-_

.27 in. suction panel / _

Suction patch

Side view

_ntour of slot

(b) Top and side views of turbulence diverter slot.

Figure 36. Details of turbulence diverter and suction patch.
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Figure 37. Minimum and maximum design Cq at suction patch. M = 1.9; h = 50 000 ft.
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Figure 38. Measurement grid for Computer Aided Theodelite (CAT) contour verification.
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Figure 39. Normal and streamwise paths used for surface waviness measurements.
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___...Splice joint
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Figure 42. Measurements of splice joint gap width. Note: Panel surface is not to scale.
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Figure44.Suctionpanelincradleinpreparationforfit towing.

Padandhook

Figure45.InstalledpadsandhooksonF-16XL-2wing.
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Figure46.Panelfit checktowing.

Figure47.Viewofundersideofsuctionpanel.
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Figure48.Flowassemblies,ducts,andplenum.
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Figure49.Installedsuctionpanelundergoingcontourverification.
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Master flow
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Figure 50. Details of installed turbocompressor.
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Figure 51. Modified F-16XL-2 in flight.
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Figure 52. Fences 1 and 2 installed on F-16XL-2.
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Figure 53. Suction panel internal pressure tap locations. Of 72 internal pressure taps, 39 are in leading edge (3 in each region),

and 33 are distributed in upper surface region.

........... ...-'.'-'""..... ............................
• • • • • • QIOOaOOQQQQQQ • • • • • • • •

oooeeooeooooooee

ooooeoeQo_

o11110

Figure 54. External pressure tap locations on left wing. Of 454 pressure taps, 200 are suction panel pressure taps (113 in lead-

ing edge), and 254 are passive fairing pressure taps.
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Figure 55. External pressure tap locations in leading-edge region at BL 35.
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Figure 56. External pressure tap locations in leading-edge region at BL 70 and internal thermocouple locations in leading-edge

region at BL 70.5.
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.008

-- Pressure tubing

Figure 57. Leading-edge external pressure tap installation. Dimensions are in inches.

Upper perforated titanium skin

Pressure tubing (.04-in. OD)

Figure 58. Upper surface pressure tap and thermocouple installation.
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Figure 59. Cross section of upper surface pressure tap. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 60. Cross section of stringer cutout for upper surface thermocouple installation. Dimensions are in inches.
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Stringer
thermocouple

Figure 61. Cross section of upper surface thermocouple pair installation. Dimensions are in inches.

<--I >

Figure 62. Thermocouple locations on suction panel. Of 151 thermocouples, 28 are in leading-edge regions (4 in each of

7 BL's), and 123 are in upper surface regions.
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• I

I •

Figure 63. Different hot-film locations used for transition detection. Of 142 different film locations used, 126 are upper

surface film locations, and 16 are lower surface film locations.

....i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiHot films

Figure 64. Splice-joint hot films installed on suction panel.
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Figure 66. Typical flow control assembly (1 of 20).
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Flowdirection
I

Figure 67. Kurz thermal mass-flow sensor.

Flow direction

Figure 68. Kurz thermal mass-flow sensor in duct.
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Figure69.Flowchartofanalysisproceduresteps.
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Figure 71. Euler derived streamline traces over leading edge (BCAG). M = 1.9; ct = 3.3 °.
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Canopy joint

- Leading edge
Inlet Shock fence
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Figure 73. F-16XL-2 canopy joint location.

Figure 74. Cross-section view of canopy joint. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 76. Canopy-joint shock impingement on suction panel.
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Figure 77. Canopy joint and fairing.
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Figure 78. Waterfall plot of Cp profiles for no fairing and final fairing. For clarity, lower surface pressures are not shown, and

Cp axis for each BL is offset.
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Figure 80. Waterfall plot of Cp profiles for original data and data modified to eliminate pressure perturbation. For clarity,

lower surface pressures are not shown, and Cp axis for each BL is offset.
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Figure 82. CFD design comparison with experimetal data for BL 50 and BL 60 for design conditions (CFD solution from

BCAG).
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Figure 83. CFD design comparison with experimental data at c_ = 3.75 ° for BL 50 and BL 60 (CFD solution from BCAG).
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Figure 92. Cq profiles for test points 88.12cl (Cq maximum except in flute 1) and 88.11gl (Cq minimum except in flute 1)

overlayed on design operating range envelope. Design conditions: M = 1.9; c_ = 3.3°; test conditions: M = 2; c_ = 3.4 °. Flute 1
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Figure 94. Cq profiles for test point 77.a4gl (extended laminar flow achieved) and design operating range envelope. Design
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Figure 100. Temperature measurements on panel for test point 77.a4gl.
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Figure 101. Hot-film results from selected test points showing definition of inboard turbulent region.
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Figure 102. Hot-film and trip locations used in flights 83 and 84 to investigate turbulence spreading. Roughness element:
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Figure 103. Wing cross section at spanwise station 62.9. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 105. Typical turbulence spreading results from flight 84.10c 1. Local streamline shown and _+7.5° spreading

angles generated from experimental data using surface Euler code. Test conditions: M = 2.02; c_ = 3.70% _ = -1.43°;
R/ft = 2.24 × 106; valve 14 at 75 °.
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